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We Only Skimped Onihe Price.
Introducing The Fluke Series 10-From S699s
Large, easy -to -read display:
4000 count digital readout.

Fluke quality: Made in the USA by Fluke,
with the same rugged reliability that's made
us the world leader in digital multimeters.
Count on hard -working high performance
and a two -year warranty to back it up.

New! Min/Max record with relative
time stamp and Continuity Capturer":
Makes intermittent problems easier to

Actual size: Easy to carry,
easy to use.

find. Records highs and lows -and

"time stamps" when they occurred. In
continuity mode, opens or shorts as brief
as 250 µs are captured and displayed.

New! V Chekr ": For fast accurate
checks on power sources and
supplies, set your meter on V Chekand let it do the rest. V Chek will
determine continuity/ohms; if voltage
is present, it will automatically

FLUKE

change modes to measure AC or DC
volts, whichever is detected. For most
initial troubleshooting checks, here's
the only setting you need to make.

O

12 MULTIMETER

n
n
sa.i.._
MAX

©

MIN

Hill

MV

MkQ

-'4- LoZ

/..1F
1I

Capacitance: Autoranging from
.001 µF to 9999µF. No need to carry
a dedicated capacitance meter.

For high performance at Fluke's lowest price, get
your hands on the new Series 10. Stop by your
local Fluke distributor and feel what a powerful

Autoranging with manual option:
Your choice, depending on your situation.

MIN MAX
Sleep Mode: Shuts itself off
if you forget, extending long
battery life even further.

New! Slide switch and a
few pushbuttons control
all functions: Designed for
true one -hand operation.

-at

the
difference the right multimeter makes
right price. For a free product brochure or the name
of your nearest distributor, call 1- 800 -87- FLUKE.
Fluke 10

Fluke

$69.95'

$79.95'

4000 count digital
display
1.5% basic dc volts
accuracy
2.9% basic ac volts
accuracy
1.5% basic ohms
accuracy
Fast continuity

V

beeper
Diode Test
Sleep Mode
Two -year warranty

Fast, accurate tests
and measurements:
AC and DC voltage
measurements to
600 volts, ohms to
40 MS2; audible
continuity test;
and diode test.

Fluke 12

11

Chekr"
Capacitance,

$89.95'
V Chek'"
Min/Max recording

p

with relative
.001 to 9999
4000 count digital
time stamp
display
Continuity
0.9% basic dc
Capturer"
volts accuracy
Capacitance,
.001 to 9999
1.9% basic ac volts
count digital
accuracy
0.9% basic ohms
display
accuracy
0.9% basic dc
volts accuracy
Fast continuity
1.9% basic ac volts
beeper
accuracy
Diode Test
0.9% basic ohms
Sleep Mode
Two -year warranty
accuracy
Fast continuity

beeper
Diode Test
Sleep Mode
Two-year warranty

te,,
-Suggested U.S. lis price.

The New Series 10.
A Small Price For A Fluke.

-a

Fluke standard:
Safety
Designed to meet UL1244,
IEC 1010, CSA and VDE safety
requirements; extensive
overload protection built in.

Optional holster with
tilt-stand available.

Audible Continuity:
To perform fast continuity
checks, just listen for
the beep; no need to watch
the display.

New! TL75 Hard Point's Test Leads:
Comfort grip with extra strong tips
for extended service life.
CIRCLE 8 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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KIT BUILDING LIVES
Back in August we commented about the passing of a
legend- Heath's withdrawal from the electronics kit business.
But in doing so, we may have given some of you out there the
mistaken impression that kit building as an activity is dead.
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That is far from the truth. Today there are literally dozens of
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HIGH -ENERGY
IGNITION SYSTEM
thought that Charles Ball's
article, "Build a High- Energy Ignition System for your Car"
(Popular Electronics, September 1992) was good.
However, must add a few
pointers. First, use the best
parts you can afford; otherwise,
the extreme hot and cold temperatures under the hood might
cause problems. Second, use
8mm spark -plug wires -not the
7mm wires that are standard on
some vehicles. It might even be
worthwhile to use high- performance wires. Finally, beware of
laying the spark-plug wires side
by side, which could cause the
engine to misfire and /or backfire. That is because the spark
energy goes from one wire to
another via inductance.
Here's a little history. from
1975 to 1978 (I believe), GM
had a hot "high- energy ignition"
(HEI) with a 40- to 45 -kV spark.
but when a spark -plug wire
went bad (with time), the high
voltage in the distributor would
sometimes arc through the plastic parts, causing damage. In
addition, some of the spark
plugs would get a white (not
gray or black) deposit, which
was found to be ashes from the
hot spark totally burning the gas
and oil. By the way, in the
mechanic's world, the Kettering
ignition officially is called a
breaker points ignition.
As you might guess, was a
mechanic for a few years. But
am also an electronic technician. enjoy both, and enjoy

LETTERS

I

I

boards. Second, nine times out
of ten the project enclosure is
not included with the kit.
miss the kits that contained
everything needed to build and
house the finished project, so
that all that was needed to
come up with a working project
that you could be proud to have
built was your time and patience.
On another subject, I'd like to
ask other readers for help. I've
tried every possible way (including contacting the manufacturer)
to find a part need for one of
my projects
National
DS-8629N VHF Prescaler IC
chip. If anyone can help me I'd
appreciate it very much.
John D. Johnson, Sr.
6407 Monroe Avenue
Hammond, IN 46324
I

I

-a

Take heart! There are still some
nice products out there for dedicated kit builders. In this issue,
we review a Ramsey 2 -meter
FM ham -transceiver kit that has
a lot going for it, most notably
outstanding documentation. It is
available with or without a case,
and includes everything you
need to successfully complete
building the unit.- Editor.

DynaPulse automatically is
switched on and off by the
program software, and it is only
powered when actually making
a measurement, we conservatively estimate the battery
life to be one year given a
usage rate of three measurements a day, every day.
Brenda K. Laird
Pulse Metric, Inc.
San Diego, CA

REJUVENATING
CAMCORDER
BATTERIES
I'd like to know if you have in
your bag of tricks a circuit that
can use to rejuvenate 9.6 -volt

I

camcorder batteries. have a
JVC camcorder and some of
the batteries only last 15 or 20
minutes (after a full charge)
instead of 45 minutes to an
hour as they did when new.
read Fred Blechman's "Super
Simple NiCd Battery Rejuvenator" (Popular
Electronics, September 1992)
and wonder if that circuit could
be used on my batteries. Please
help if you can
hate the
thought of replacing the batteries at $50 each.
I

I

I

-I

San Antonio, TX

I

Popular Electronics.
S.P.

Snohomish, WA

THE END OF A LEGEND
agree with Carl Laron's editorial, "The End of a Legend"
I

(Popular Electronics, August
1992), regarding Heath Company pulling out of the kit
business. It was the last company to offer quality kits at

affordable prices.
As you know, there are several companies that now offer
kits, but it is not the same. First,
neither the locations or values
of parts to be mounted on them
are printed on the circuit

On behalf of Pulse Metric, Inc.,
wanted to thank Popular Electronics for featuring our
DynaPulse 200M /Home Version
in Gizmo (September, 1992).
The article exhibited a clear
picture to the reader of the need
to monitor blood pressure. Be-

I

cause it displayed how simple it
is to use the DynaPulse 200M,
am certain that the article will
encourage readers to become
more involved in monitoring
their blood pressure.
wanted to address the author's concern about the
accuracy of the DynaPulse as
the batteries become low. The
DynaPulse has a feature that
informs the user that the batteries are low. Because the
I

I

Your 9.6 -volt camcorder battery
is probably composed of eight
1.2 -volt NiCd cells in series. In

that arrangement, usually one
or more of the eight cells goes
bad, effectively ruining the entire pack.
You might also be dealing
with "NiCd memory, where the
cells retain a memory of their
last discharge point and tend to
quit there. The solution (if the
cells are not bad) is to "deep
discharge" well below the point
at which you normally recharge.
I have no idea what current your
camcorder draws, but I'd assume one ampere. If you use a
10-ohm, 15 -watt resistor directly
across the battery terminals,
you'll be discharging at less
than one ampere. Do that for
,

just read John lovine's article,
"Experiment with Plasma
Acoustics," in the October issue
I

I

C.B.

HEARTBEAT
BATTERIES

followed by another three -hour
discharge. After all that, your
battery should be in good
shape-unless you have a bad
cell. As for "zapping" (per my
article), that is only practical
with "individual" cells, not series- connected ones. -Fred
Blechman

PLASMA ACOUSTICS
BACKGROUND

I

I

two hours. Then recharge as
you normally do, and discharge
for three hours. Then recharge

of Popular Electronics, and
thought I'd let him know that it's
nothing new. Sometime in the
late 1940's or early 50's either
the old Popular Electronics or
Radio- Electronics had an article
by Ivan K. Keaton on using a
flame for a speaker. But even
before that article was printed,
did quite a bit of research along
those same lines in 1948. We
tried just about everything as far
I

I

as flame goes. The flame that
worked the best was unfiltered
water gas or city gas, coal gas,
and fuel oil. It seemed like the
dirtier the flame, the better it
worked. As for electrodes, the
best ones are oil- burner igniters
because they are mounted in
porcelain tubes and they come
in different lengths and wire
gauges. If you mount the electrodes on a 1/4 -inch rod, as far
from the flame as possible, you
will get 360 -degree sound that's
much clearer. For seeding, there
are any number of things that
you can use to ionize the flame.
Potassium nitrate is just one;
most any of the nitrates that you
can dissolve in water or in a
very light oil will work. We tried
charcoal, coal dust, mica dust,
powdered iron, etc.
It was a great article and
brought back a lot of memories.
V. W.

Colville, WA

the latest in electronics is only a
phone call away! 7- 800 -221 -7 74
In N.Y.

7-

or if busy call: 1- 718 -722 -4750. Please mention code ES892.

AIWA NSX -330

AIWA XP -7

PORTABLE LCD
RADIO CASSETTE CD PLAYER
High power output
Power saving switch plus auto stop
20-selection random programmable
memory CD
AM wide/FM stereo tuner

30W /Ch

PORTABLE CD PLAYER
WITH IN CAR USE
1 -bit dual D/A converter
8 -times oversampling digital filter
Optical digital output terminal
24- random programmable memory
Heat -resistant for in car use
Random play with 3 -way repeat

IAIW -4271
Sugg. Retail 1179.95

SYSTEM WITH SURROUND SOUND
Super 1-bass
Includes:
3- preset graphic equalizer
5-band spectrum analyzer

Wireless remote

tuner with 32- station
random preset
Dual auto reverse cass w /Dolby B
Optical digital output terminal
FM /AM

Our Price

$13915

3 -way

NR

speaker

(AIW-424)

Includes' Rechargeable battery BP-50, stereo
headphones with remote control, At adaptor

recharger, and connection
IAIW -4201
Sugg. Retail 1280.00

Our Price

Sugg. Retail *560.00

BONUS!
Free case

with purchase
of E-63

AIWA CSD-EX1

HI -FI MINI COMPONENT

1

$39995

cord.

Our Price

559

value!

CANON E-63

WITH
8mm CAMCORDER
8:1 POWER 200M
High speed shutter
FOW

Sup
super
value!

not

2-lux IOW Tight

Sports finder
wireless Remote
ICAN -63001

$24985

SONY

WM -WX50
WALKMAN®
STEREO
CASSETTE
PLAYER

PANASONIC RO -S35V

AM /FM STEREO CASSETTE
PLAYER WITH AUTO REVERSE
Ultra compact size
Digital synthesizer tuner
with 7AM /7FM presets
S-XBS & Dolby NR
LCD tpae /radio display
Dual clock /alarm functions
One

variable control
Dolby NR

Sugg. Retail 1209.95

Our Price

ISON -34831

Our Price

$17985

Sugg. Retail 1249.95

$16995

computer
15 color picture
title or
superimposes picture
video
to
background
Draw lines, add color
endless posslbiiitlesl SALE!

10-8400

E LECTRONIC ORGANIZER
256 KB memory

Broadcasts up to 9 ft.
Auto reverse Mega Bass
2x sound system with

button wired remote

SUPERIMPOSED
YOUR VIDEOS'

T
TITLES

SHARP

Includes:
Rechargeble battery and charger.
IPAN -275V

SONY XVT -600

-

Typewriter style keyboard
HI- contrast 40 char.
by 8 line screen
Month /week & day Calendar
3 phone directories
Business Card function
(SHA -8406)

(SON -4091

Sugg Retail '600

611/99 5

Our Price

$31995

Sugg. Retail *499.95

NEW!

PANASONIC KX -74300

PANASO... KX-79000

CASIO BP -100

CORDLESSPHONE WITH
ANSWERING MACHINE

900Mhz POCKET-SIZED

B LOOD PRESSURE

CORDLESSPHONE
Operates on 902/928Mhz
Sound Charger technology
30ch auto scan Auto Intercom

Rubber antenna
paging
10- number speed dial Message alert
10

channel access

Tone /pulse

2 -way

2 interchangeable batteries
2-way paging & auto intercom
10. 20 digit no auto dial

readout
function tone remote

LED
11-

Auto logic operation.
IPAN -43001

Sugg. Retail 1199.95

cameras
Darkroom Supplies
video Equipment
Televisions
HI-FI Stereo Equipment
Portable/Personal Audio
lekpr ones
Cellular Phones

Our Price

Sugg. Retail *499.95

Computer Equipment
Business Machines

Calculators/Organizers
Electronic Garnes
Watches /sunglasses
Small HOME! Appliances
Jewelry

Mail Order Dept.:

G1292
4

$39995

(PAN -90001

12/24 -hour formats
3 multi-function alarms

Altimeter Depth meter & Barometer
(CAS -8261

Sugg. Retail 969.95

Bet Sth

&

6th,

NYC CA LIC

*189-691860

Our Price

$12995

Bet. 6th

&

resolution)
lines horizontal
input lacks
/VCRremote
Unified N
Sleep -timer & on-timer
Clock,

Sugg Retail *499.95

$35795

TOIT-free line Is open
SUN. 10-5, DAILY 8-7, FRI. 8-2

Local lines are open
SUN. 10-5, DAILY

a306, FRI.9302

FN. 9:30-2:00,

LIVERY

closed saturday

11231

A New York

SALEI

IRAN -27961

B'way, NYC CA. LIC #900191-851628

1-212 -921-1287
Mon:murs 9306:00,

STEREO
(Oyer 500
S -VHS INPUT

WITH

Visit our superstores at
67 West 47th Street 115 West 45th Street
sun. 10:03-500,

N.Y.

20"

MONITOR WATCH
Water resistant to 50 meter

Countdown alarm
1/100 stopwatch

Handset Auto switch to 'talk' mode

$15995

455 Smith Street, Brooklyn,

FOLDING

PANASONIC CTP-2066S ER

Landmark for over 26 years!

OVERNIGHoint
tO aml p
USA

continental

AVAILABLEcost

at additional
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A Hundred and

One

CD(almation)s
NSM CD3101 FAVORITE PROGRAM
SYSTEM 100 -DISC CD CHANGER
From: EuroSon America, Inc., 694 Fort
Salonga Road, Northport, NY 11768.
Price: $4000.
CD SOUND MUSIC MANAGER SOFTWARE. From: Gefen Systeme, 6261 Variel Avenue, Suite C, Woodlard Hills, CA
91367. Price: $995.
We occasionally have to remind ourves that the compact dis_: has been
and for only a decade. The CD seems

much a natural part of our Ives that it's
difficult to remember the pre -digital days
of the vinyl LP. We were only too happy to
put behind us the days of manually cuing
each album and trying to accurately cue up
individual tracks -not to mention dealing
with skips and scratches.
Perhaps it's only human nature that the
more you have the more you want. We first
thought that our CD player was the ultimate in convenience --the discs were easy
to handle and store, and we could program
the tracks to play in any order we wanted.
Although were quite embarrassed to admit it, we soon found ourselves getting
sloppy, and not always returnirg our discs
to their jewel boxes. (Even that began to
teem like too much trouble!) And as much
s we liked re- arranging the order in which
the tracks played back, we wanted to listen
to selections from several different discs.
A CD changer satisfied our complaints
for a while. But then we started to find
ourselves with five or six discs that had to
get back into their jewel boxes.
Apparently the people at 'VSM were
thinking the same way. Their Favorite Pro gram System CD3101 appears to be the
world's most convenient CD player. The
FPS can hold up to 101 of your favorite
discs, and play them back in many different ways depending on your mood
and your programming instructions.
The FPS consists of two units: a control

-

unit that looks and acts like a standard
single -disc CD player, and a "Disc Library" changer that holds 100 discs. Installing the system is just about as easy as
installing a standard CD player. The control unit is connected to your amplifier or
receiver by a set of standard audio cables.
The only difference is that the FPS
CD -3101 gives you a choice of a line -level
output or a variable output whose level can
be set using a remote control (which is a
great convenience if your amplifier lacks 'a
remote volume control).
The control unit and the changer are
connected by two cables. One is a fiberoptic cable that carries a digitally coded
optical audio signal taw both channels. The
other is a 9 -pin RS -232 cable that carries
serial data between the controller and
changer. An RS -232 interface is the same
kind of serial interface found on a personal
computer, and its presence makes it possible to control the changer from your PC if
you have the right software. As we'll discuss in detail shortly, we found that to be a
useful option.

The disc library is a black metal box that
measures 18' ih x l35/s (w) x 81 (d)
inches Our inutial reaction was that the
changer was rater small. (We still think
so. evat thougf we found that it wouldn't
fit in many entertainment centers.) It's
likely that you'd opt to mount the disc
library in a remote location, since it can be
operated completely from the control
unit's front panel. The six -foot cables that
are supplied with the unit are not long
enougt_ for such a setup, but obtaining
longer cables should be possible. You
don't want to mount the disc library too
remotely, as it's likely that you'll occasionally need 10 have access to it.
The disc library is an elegant piece of
engineering. The disc reader is mounted
on the- bottom of the library, in between
two 50 -disc magazines. When a disc is
chosen for play, an elevator mechanism
rides up a rear-mounted shaft, pulls the
disc -which is contained in a carrier
tray -crut of the magazine, and lowers it to
the disc reader. We like the idea of using a
carrier tray. which allows the disc to be
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handled only from its center hub, and not

grabbed by the edge of the disc. Changing
discs seemed to be very quick
our
tests it averaged about six seconds, depending on how far the elevator had to
travel between depositing the old and selecting the new disc. The library is immune to mistracking caused by even significant external shocks. (Since the mechanism is the same one used in the NSM
jukeboxes that you'll see in bars and other
public places, it had better be able to withstand rough handling!)
The control unit is a modified Philips
single -disc CD player. It offers the features
you would expect from a standard CD
player, plus the controls to operate the disc
library. When you turn on the control unit,
the interior of the glass- fronted library is
illuminated by a soft light. The control unit
display will read the disc in its single tray,
or it will display an "insert disc" instruction. If you're interested in playing one of
the discs in the library, you can select it by
hitting the DISC button, followed by its

-in

two -digit identifier. The selected disc will
be lowered to the playing position, and can
be played, programmed, or scanned.
TO help you keep track of the library
content:;, the system comes with two
three -ring hinders containing clear-plastic
inserts to hold the printed booklets usually
supplied with CD's. Self-stick numbered
labels are also provided, so that you will
know how the discs are numbered in the
library.
The system requires a good amount of
effort to set up so that it can be used as
intended. Loading one hundred discs is a
time -consu=ming job in itself, as is placing
the CD booklets in the binders (We started out by alphabetizing our rather randomly sorted discs, which also took quite
a bit of time!) After your favorite discs are
loaded, the programming fun begins.
Programming the system requires a Mot
of time, thought, and patience. The job is
made more difficult by a poorly written
(translated) manual. It instructs, for example., "If you wish to store all tracks off a
CD, key in 00, a number may not then have
been chosen beforehand." We have yet to
figure out what the manual was trying to
say although we, did manage to program
the unit on our own.
The most powerful feature of the system
is its FPS or favorite -program system
memory. Up to 99 FPS programs can be
stored, and up to 100 tracks (or complete
CE's) can be stored in a given FPS program. The total memory, however, is limited to 4000 items.
One FPS memory might contain rockand -roll selections, with another containing classical recordings. Other FPS
programs could contain music you were
inclined tc listen to while relaxing after a
hard day's work, music for a romantic dinner, or dance music for a party. A restaurant could use FPS memory to provide

what would seem like a constantly changing playlist, and run one program at
lunchtime (a different one for each day of
the week), and another for the Friday -night
crowd. We found 99 FPS programs much
more than we needed for our personal use.
But if we had more magazines -extra 50disc magazines are available separately
we could see the need.
One way to program the system from the
control unit is to use the "direct program"
mode. Simply choose the tracks you're
interested in, and hit the STORE key. When
your program is complete, use the FPS key,
followed by a two -digit idertifier, to store
the program in the player's non -volatile
memory.
'VOL! can also store a progam using the
system's scanning mode, in which the first
10 or 20 seconds of each track are played in
turn. Just hit the STORE key at each track
you want to be included in the program. t A
NEXT key can help to speed the process.)
As powerful as the program functions
on the FPS CD3101 are, we wished for an
additional feature- random playback between discs. We wanted, for example, to
store our dozen Charlie Parker CD's in one
FPS memory, and play them back in random order so that we wouldn't end up
listening to the same tracks over and over
again every time we selected that program.
The only way we could do that was to store
each track on each disc in memory (instead
of treating each disc as a single item), and
then play it back random]?,. As we said
previously, whoever programs the system
needs patience!
An alternate way to program the system
is to use a personal computer. We tried the
CD Sound Music Manager from Gefen
Systems which runs on PC-compatible
computers.
The main advantage of udng a computer and software is that making a playlis: is
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CD Sound Music Manager.

easier. You can choose from an on- screen
menu, for example, to play "All the Young

Punks" from the Clash's "Give `em
Enough Rope" CD instead of choosing
track 10 from disc 12. Of course, before
you can select a song title from the software menu, you have to create the menu by
entering information on your discs into the
program's database. (An alternative to typing in the text is to have the program automatically insert track numbers. To us, that
seems to defeat the purpose of using a PC
instead of the front -panel keys.)
There are a number of different ways to
create playlists. One way is to hand -pick
tracks from your discs. You can also let the
program choose selections for you. You
can, however, give it guidance by letting it
know what CD's to choose from, or what
music style you want to hear. (When you
enter the data, you can assign each track
one of 18 music categories from rock and
pop to Zydeco and world beat. Because of
a bug in our copy of the software, our
choice of categories was limited to four:
rock, pop, classical, and jazz.) It's possible to "lock out "songs that you dislike
from being chosen. The Music Manager
software lets you print playlists, the library
contents, and/or lists by style.
Because many users might object to
using a PC just to listen to music, Gefen
offers a remote control and a remote video
option that lets you use a TV or monitor as
the program's display. Up to four disk libraries can be linked together for control
of up to 400 CD's.
The NSM CD3101 is a versatile system
for anyone who has a large library of CD's.
We liked the convenience of being able to
play our discs without ever having to handle them. If we felt like listening to bebop
for a few hours, we would just select FPS
10. Rock and roll? FPS 5. Classical music?
FPS 12.
We liked the convenience of the CD

hi Editing VCR
SONY EV-'53000 Hi8 VCR. From: Sony
Corporation of America, Sony Drive,
Park Ri., :e, NI 07656. Price: $1,900.
idle admit that we were initially skeptical about the 8mm video format when it
was introduced back in the mid 1980's.
Were not any longer, and we consider it to
be the best camcorder format. We're not
going out on a limb by putting our support
behind 8mm. It is, after all, the most popular camcorder format-even bere in the
U.S., where it took longer to catch on than
in the rest of the world.
Sony's EV-S3000 isn't a camcorder,
however. It's a high -band 8mm VCR deck,
Sony's flagship model. Judging by the
quality of the record/playback capability,
the deck does an excellent job of showcasing bmm video. The deck's digital time base correction, digital noise reduction,
digital signal processing, and digital comb
filter contribute to the high quality.
Because '8mm video is normally considered to be a portable format, a home 8mm
VCR might seem like a strange idea. But
since many VCR's these days are being
sold to people who already own one VHS
deck -and who also own an 8mm camcorder--a 8mm deck starts to make sense.
The EV-S3000 isn't for everyone, how
ev: It's too sophisticated-and too exm.

pensive -for consumers with average
needs.

T.ye strongest suit of the EV -S3000 is its
sophisticated editing capabilities. But you
might not guess that by looking at the front
panel, one of the cleanest we've ever seen.
Most of the controls hide behind a flip down door-and on the door ita.elf. A second door hides various input and output
caimectors. When those doors are closed,

the only controls you see on the front panel
are the power and tape -eject buttons, a
shuttle dial, buttons for forward and reverse frame advance, STANDBY and sTARr/
PAUSE controls for synchronized editing,
and buttons that let you choose whether
the editing controls affect the editing
source or recorder. (If your camcorder features Control -L (LANC) or Control -S capability, you can control both the EV-S300
and the camcorder from the EV- S300's
front panel.)
With selected Sony Handycam camcorders, the EV-S300 gives you "Advanced
Synchro Edit" capability. In that mode,
the tape on both the source and recording
decks are backed up, and then rolled forward to synchronize them. Although we
didn't have an opportunity to try that feature, the result should be improved editing
accuracy.
The audio- dubbing capabilities make it
possible to add background music, narration, or other audio to the stereo, PCM,
digital -audio tracks, which are separate
from the hi -fi AFM audio that is normally
recorded on an 8mm tape. During playback, you can choose to listen to the original audio, the dubbed audio, or a mix of
the two.
When you're not using the EV-S3000
for editing, you'll most likely use the infrared remote control instead of the front panel controls. The remote is larger than
most, about 9 inches long and 3 inches
wide. On first glance, it has surprisingly
few controls: Twenty five buttons and a
shuttle ring are scattered about the remote's large face. Hidden below a flip -up
panel are 41 additional pushbuttons.
The remote also sports an LCD readout
near its top edge. When the cover is
closed, it displays the time, day, date, and
the "command mode" of the remote
(which allows the remote to control other
Sony equipment). When the remote's pan-

Sound Music Manager software, but
didn't like turning our PC on every time
we wanted to listen to some discs. (We

didn't have the opportunity to try out
Gefen's remote -control and remote-video
options.) Since you can't have both a PC
and the control unit hooked up simultaneously, we found ourselves going back to
the control unit-after all, we had already
programmed it. In a business application,
a restaurant, for example, Gefen's software
would make more sense.
If not for the $4000 price tag, we'd own
the NSM changer now. Since that's a bit
beyond our audio budget, we'll have to
settle for recommending it highly to anyone considering investing in a big- budget
whole -house system. We'll have to go
back to what we now see as the great inconvenience of our single -disc player and
five-disc changer. But we find it hard to be
happy about it.
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LABORATORY TEST -SONY EV-S3000 8MM VCR
The video frequency response of a
VCR is a measurement of how accurately it can reproduce signals of frequencies that it is called on to record. It

measured by recording a multiburst
test signal, which, as its name implies,
is a signal that contains bursts of several specific frequencies. The recorded
signal is then played back and observed on a waveform monitor.
As shown in the table and multiburst
test patterns, Sony's EV -S3000 frequency response is down 2.1 dB at 2 MHz
and 4.86 dB at 3 MHz. Those excellent
results are, as should be expected,
somewhat worse in the LP mode, with
the response down 5.42 dB at 3 MHz.
The signal -to -noise ratio is a measurement of the amount of unwanted
noise on a fixed, flat -field video signal.
A red field, used in our lab tests, is usually preferred to measure the chroma
signal to noise ratio. AM chroma measurements indicate the strength of the
color signal, while PM chroma indicate
the purity of the color signal.
The AM chroma signal -to -noise ratio
was measured at 43.8 dB, the PM signal -to -noise ratio was measured at 41.0
dB, both very good to excellent. The
color accuracy and the levels of color
saturation, as shown in the vectorscope
pattern, were good.
The luminance signal -to -noise measurements indicate the brightness and
detail that you can expect to see in recorded videos. Such measurements indicate the amount of snow that you're
likely to see in the picture. Depending
on the reference luminance level used
when making the measurement, the
luma signal -to -noise ratio ranged from
42.9 to 44.8 in the SP mode, which is
very good to excellent performance.
Testing the hi -fi audio section, we
measured an output level for a 0 -dB reference recorded signal at 0.76 volts at
0.25% THD. The signal -to -noise ratio
('A" weighted) was 71.6 dB, and wow
and flutter averaged 0.004 %. The frequency response was measured between 20 Hz and 20 kHz was ± 3 dB.
We would be very happy with the EVS3000 as a hi -fi audio recorder.
In the PCM audio mode, our output
level for a 0-dB reference level was 1.4
volts with a THD of 3 %. Wow and flutter
averaged 0.001 %. Thanks to the digital
recording format, the signal -to -noise
ratio ("A" weighted) measured an excellent 81 dB. The frequency response was
essentially flat out to 11 kHz, dropping to
-3 dB at 12.5 kHz. That's a little worse
than we would have expected considering the sampling rate of 31.5 kHz. But
because the PCM track is generally
used to add narration during post -editing, it's not a serious problem.
In summary, the EV-S3000 does what
it is intended to do: It showcases the
8mm video format that Sony is hoping
becomes as popular in the home as it
is

has on the road.
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The multiburst pattern shows the excellent frequency response performance of
the EV-S3000 in the SP mode.

The audio frequency response was excellent for AFM recording. The lower fidelity digital PCM track was flat out to
about 11 kHz, dropping to 3dB at 12.5
kHz.

TEST RESULTS-VIDEO SECTION

Frequency Response
,/ 2.0 MHZ

-2.1 dB

-4.86dB

(ti 3.0 MHz

Signal -to -Noise Ratios
Red Field Chroma
43.8 dB (SP), 41.7 dB (LP)
41.0 dB (SP), 38.7 dB (LP)

AM
PM

Luminance
42.9 dB (SP), 42.2 dB (LP)
43.6 dB (SP), 42.9 dB (LP)
44.8 dB (SP), 43.9 dB (LP)

100 IRE
50 IRE
10 IRE

TEST RESULTS -AFM AUDIO SECTION

Output Level
(0 dB reference level,

1

0.76 volts, 0.25% THD (SP)
0.75 volts, 0.19% THD (LP)

kHz)

Signal/Noise ( "A" weighted)

71.6 dB (SP), 71.3 dB (LP)

Flutter

.004% avg, 0.006% pk (SP)
.020% avg, 0.030% pk (LP)

TEST RESULTS -PCM AUDIO SECTION

Output Level
(0 dB reference level,

1

1.40 volts, 3.0% THD (SP)
1.40 volts, 3.0% THD (LP)

kHz)

Signal/Noise ( "A" weighted)

81.0 dB (SP), 80.0 dB (LP)

Flutter

.001% avg, 0.001% pk (SP)
.007% avg, 0.008% pk (LP)

ADDITIONAL DATA
Weight
Dimension (H . W x D)
Power Requirement
Fast Forward /Rewind Time (E6 -120)
Notable Features

131/4
315/16

pounds
x 183/8x 127/e inches

25.5 Watts
4:09/4:09
Flying erase head, Digital noise reduction,
Timebase corrector, Bidirectional frame
advance, Slow motion play 1/5 x and 1Áo x ).
Auto indexing, Real -time counter with
memory, 1- month /6-program timer, Front panel A/V jacks, Control -L editing interface,
Control -S input.
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el is opened, the display changes to its
timer -program mode, in which it shows
the day, date, command mode, tape speed,

and blank spaces for the timer-on, timeroff, and channel information.
Entering the programming information
is easy. One key lets you scroll through the
day of the week and the date. Changing the
turn-on and turn-off time is equally easy.
Separate keys allow you to change the hour
and minute of each. When you're finished

entering the information, pressing the
TRANSMIT sends the timer information to
the deck.
Some of us found the lack of an onscreen timer menu to be disconcerting.
Others of us liked having a VCR we could
program without having to turn on the TV
to see what we were doing. In a perfect
world, the deck would have included both
features. To review a list of timer programs
(up to six programs, one month in advance), you must use an on -screen menu
or the VCR's front -panel display. The remote display can't show that information.
If you want to use the VCR while it's in
its timer standby mode, you can temporarily cancel the timer settings with the
TIMER REC button on either the remote or
the deck. A single button push again restores the timer mode.
Although the EV-S3000 doesn't offer
the kind of on -screen programming that

Where's the
Box?
MCD -Z85 PORTABLE AUDIO SYSTEM.
Manufactured by Sanyo, 21350 Lassen
Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311 -2329;
$449.99.

--
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When we think of "boom boxes"
which, we admit, is pretty infrequently
the image that comes to mind is of an
inner -city youth, hunched over to one side
to balance on his other shoulder a huge
black contraption, from which some
strident form of music blares out. Back in
the 1970's, when boom boxes first made
their appearance, that music was generally
some form of disco. Although we hated
being subjected to it on city streets or
buses, we could understand the attraction
that boom boxes held for teens who hated
to be without their music. With the advent
of the Walkman, however, it's hard to fathom why anyone would want to lug around
an awkward, back -straining boom box (except perhaps to make a social statement) in
the 1990's.
Yet recent sales figures show that "portable radio combinations" (with tape and/
or CD players) have been outselling "por-

many of us have gotten used to, it does
offer an on -screen setup menu. One of the
setup submenus, "Auto Menu" lets you
customize the VCR's operation. For example, you can set it to always rewind the tape
when it reaches the end and then turn the
deck power off. Another option is to set it
to rewind the tape, then go into the timer
mode before it shuts off. (Particularly
useful if you record the same shows on a
daily basis.) Other submenus let you adjust the picture, the tuner presets, and various other VCR and editing settings. The
result is that you can customize the deck to
operate to your preferences, instead of the
other way around.
To help you find the beginning of recorded programs, the deck offers auto index marking -an index mark is inserted at
the beginning of each recording. Returning to the index point is a simple procedure. It's also possible to insert and
erase index marks manually.
The timebase corrector or TBC does an
excellent job of eliminating time -based error known as jitter. Although the main
purpose of the circuitry is to reduce picture
instability caused by mechanical fluctuations of the tape transport, we found that it
was capable of more than that. For an
extreme example, we were recording overthe -air signals during a period of "skip"
where distant stations were interfering

with the locals. The interference was
strong enough to disturb the picture's sync
and to cause severe picture jitter. The digital TBC was able to produce a stable im-

table headset audio" (radios, tape players,
radio /tape combinations and CD players)
for several years. We might not be seeing
(or hearing) quite as many boom boxes on
the streets, but apparently they're out
there. Or, as we would guess, they're "in
there "
people's homes, that is. Curiosity aroused, we decided to take a closer
look at one of today's boom boxes
Sanyo's MCD -Z85 portable audio system
that features a CD player, an AM/FM
tuner, and a double cassette deck. The 20watt system has sophisticated edit- recording capabilities, twin 4-inch speakers with
dual bass enclosures, 20 station presets, a
CD output jack, two microphone- mixing
jacks, Dolby B noise reduction, variable
equalizer settings, and a 44 -key IR remote
control.
It was immediately obvious that this
portable radio bears little physical resemblance to the archetypical boom box
it's not boxy. The MCD -Z85 has been
streamlined to a sleek oblong shape with
few visible features or controls. The dual
tape wells are set flush into the top of the
MCD -Z85 and spring open with the touch
of a pressure -sensitive spot on each. Center front is a backlit, multifunction LCD
readout. Only three buttons show on the
Unit- POWER, PANEL, and CD TRAY. A
press of either of the latter two cause the
unit's motorized front panel to swing

down, revealing the unit's other controls;
the CD TRAY button also causes the front loading CD drawer to slide out. There are
surprisingly few controls hidden behind
the front panel. A mode- selection button
labeled FUNCTION is used to choose between CD, tape, AM, and FM. There are
up and down volume buttons, a record
button, and a SOUND button that lets you
choose between three equalizer settings:
normal, vivid, and mild. The stop, play,
fast forward, and reverse buttons do double
duty, controlling both the CD player and
the tape decks. In addition, the fast -forward and reverse buttons are used to tune
the radio up and down manually. The only
other front -panel control is a round button
labeled Al REC for "artificial- intelligence

-in
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age.
The two -level digital noise reduction
circuitry was very helpful when watching
noisy tapes. We normally kept it in its
standard mode (which improves the luminance signal -to -noise ration by about 1.5
dB) because we thought that the maximum
mode softened the picture noticeably. For
noisy tapes, however, the max mode was
ideal.
Could the 8mm video format win over
the lion's share of the home market in the
same way it has captured the camcorder
market? Certainly not any time soon. But
the EV-S3000 demonstrates that 8mm
doesn't have to be limited to portable applications. With the ability to record (in
LP mode) up to 5 hours (on a P6 -150
cassette), 8mm makes sense for home applications.
If you have no need for editing 8mm
tapes, the EV-S3000 is probably overkill
(and over- budget), and you'd be better off
with an 8mm deck like Sony's $600 EVA50. But if you've become a video enthu-

siast who enjoys shooting camcorder
footage at every possible opportunity, this
VCR could be the editing deck of your
dreams.

recording."
That button is just the first indication
that styling differences are far from the
only changes that distinguish the MD -Z85
from its boom -box ancestors. Another
good clue is that the portable unit comes
with a remote control -an accessory that
you're not likely to need if you're carrying
the radio around on one shoulder. The inclusion of a remote also lends credence to
our theory that people are buying today's
breed of boom boxes primarily for at -home
use.
While the sparse controls on the front
panel can be used for most of the set's

basic functions, the remote puts the MCDZ85's full power at your fingertips. Besides duplicating the front -parcel controls,
the remote offers a mute button, a numeric
keypad, buttons used to set the unit's timer
functions, and a couple of dual -duty buttons. In CD mode, the RE' /FM MODE
button selects repeat play; in radio mode,
it is used to choose stereo or mono play.
The EDIT/PS is used to activate the preset scan function to tune in each preprogrammed station in succession for live seconds
each, or to edit CD tracks before taping
them.
The MCD-Z85 really shows its stuff
when it comes to recording compact discs,
offering five different recorc ing modes
that are assisted by Sanyo's Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology; the system offers
a manual mode as well. In each AI mode,
the system scans the tracks on a disc, noting the play time of each, and taking into
account the five -second space hat is automatically inserted between tracks. You can
opt for normal or high -speed (twice the
normal speed) recording in the Al modes;
manual recording is done only in real
time.
Each of the AI modes is easy to use
fact, our biggest problem was choosing the
mode that was best for each of our taping
applications. In Auto Edit mode, the system tells you what length tape to use (displayed on the front -panel LCD), and
records all of the tracks in their original
order. Tracks are not interrupted at the end
of side A.
In the Back Skip Edit mode, if the end
of side A is reached in the middle of a
song, the volume fades out and the song is
repeated in its entirety on side B. In the
ï:

-in

Time Edit mode, the tracks are recorded in
their original order unless there is not
enough room on the tape for them all to fit.
In that case, another selection that will fit
is moved up fn the recording order to replace the one that is too long.
In the Program Edit mode, you use the
EDIT button to let the MCD -Z85 know the
length of the tape being used, and then
program in the specific tracks that you
want to record, The system arranges those
selections to best fit on the tape, leaving an
unrecorded blank at the end of side A
rather than fading out a song that can't fit
as in the Back. Skip mode.
The Contiguous Edit mode allows you
to record songs from more than one CD.
kbu can program -in selected tracks on
each subsequent disc, or record the entire
disc. Recording is put on standby as you
change the CD's. The system's manual
mode is used when the recording begins in
the middle of a tape, or for those tapes
where you'd prefer not to have five -second

The timer a:so can be used as an "alarm

shut off the MCD -Z85 up to two hours
later. The sleep and wake -up timers operate independently -you can fall asleep to
the radio and wake up to a CD, for instance. You can also wake to a different
radio station than the one playing when
you fell asleep. A rather nice touch is a
fade -in function that gradually increases
the volume of the wake -up music to the
level that you've selected.
Those CD -, radio -, and tape -to -tape
dubbing operations are unlikely to be used
when the MCD -Z85 is perched on a
shoulder, as are the timer functions. And
not only does the unit have functions that
are more suitable for home use than portable applications kincluding CD line -level
outputs). but there are several factors that
made us think twice about carrying it
around.
First, the $450 suggested retail price tag
is more in line with a bookshelf stereo
system than a portable unit. The cost of
batteries also could prove prohibitive to
portable use -the set requires ten "D"
cells for normal operation and four "AA"
cells for memory backup, as well as the
two "AAA" batteries that power the remote control! The pared -down front -panel
controls limit the functions that you can
access without the remote (most annoying
was the inability to use the FM /AM station
presets), and there's no convenient way to
carry the remote with the main unit -you
can't tuck it into a secret compartment or
attach it with Velcro strips. And, even

cock" that will wake you with your choice

without the almost unavoidable com-

of radio, CD, or tape (no alarm is available). You can also fall asleep to music (or
your favorite radio talk show) after setting
(in one -minute intervals) the sleep timer to

parison to portable headphone audio devices, the MCD -Z85 is simply too heavy,
to comfortably carry around for any length
of time-more than 13 pounds, and that's
without all those batteries!
For all those reasons, we found ourselves using the set almost exclusively as
an at -home audio system-although perhaps an "in- and -around- the -home" audio
system would be a more precise description. As such, it was in great demand. In
the several weeks that we had use of the
MCD -Z85, it found a temporary home not
only in the Gizmo offices, but also in the
kitchen, on the fireplace mantle in the living room, out in the garage, and on the
back deck. In each of those places, the
one -piece audio system delivered clear,
clean sound- surprisingly good for a
boom box -as well as remote-control convenience, and superior recording capabilities.
With its impressive list of features and
functions, and its ability to bring CD
sound to any room in the house, this is one
boom box that's more likely to appeal to
yuppies than youths with a need to make a
loud musical statement on the streets of the
city. Perhaps in the interest of accuracy, the
unit should be dubbed a "baby boom -er

intervals between songs.
Tape -to -tare dubbing and recording
from the radio are simple procedures. Alassisted tape dubbing can be done at normal or high speeds with the press of a
button; manual dubbing also is possible.
Radio recording can be done in real time,
or you can set a timer for unattended recordmg. You can set the timer to record
one gime only, or at the same time every
day.
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Mini -Disc Mania
Is there someone on your gift list who thrives on being the first on the block to
own any new electronic product! That person will be thrilled to get a Mini Disc
System from Sony Corporation of America (Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656).
The new portable audio format offers the sound quality, quick random access, and
durability associated with compact discs, but also a few bonuses: smaller size,
shock-resistance for true portability, and the ability to record your own Mini
Discs. Those MD's measure just 2.5 inches in diameter and are housed in
protective caddies, so that they closely resemble 3.5 -inch computer diskettes.
Plenty of prerecorded titles will be available for stocking stuffers, as well. Price:
N/A.
CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Son ,r Mini Disc

DCC Debuts
That first-on- the -block gift recipient probably has his eyes on another new audio
format as well: Digital Compact Cassette, or DCC. The DCC900 from Philips
Consumer Electronics (One Philips Drive, P.O. Box 14810, Knoxville, TN
37914 -1810) provides the audible sound quality of compact discs, and the convenience and recordability of compact cassettes. The format is "backward compatible" with existing analog cassettes
can play them but it can't record
them. DCC cassettes are more durable and easier to use than standard audio
cassettes, and their digital nature allows the inclusion of text information. The
DCC900's 12- character semi-dot -matrix fluorescent display can show the album
title, list of track titles, names of artists on each track, etc., whenever that
information has been encoded on a prerecorded cassette. Other features include a
motorized front -tray loader. playback of analog cassettes with Dolby B and C
noise reduction, auto reverse, a headphone jack with volume control, CD synchrorecording, a timer, and a dedicated remote control. Price: $799.

-it
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Digital Compact Cassettes

Philips Digital Compact Cassette Player

Don't forget to include something to play on that new DCC deck -DCC tape.
DCC Maxima from BASF (Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730), the first DCC
tape in production, features a pure chromium- dioxide formulation to optimize
digital recording and playback. With its unique DCC shell design, it was named
one of the most innovative consumer -electronics products of 1992 at the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show. Price: NIA.
CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Photo Opportunities

14

Eastman Kodak Photo CD Player

Most people approach the holidays with cameras in hand, ready to snap some
shots of the family gatherings and the kids opening gifts. This year, one of those
gifts could represent a whole new way of viewing those family photos-on
television. Photo CD from Eastman Kodak Company (343 State Street, Rochester,
NY 14650-0519) looks like a standard CD player (and can actually play audio
CD's), but it's intended to play photo CD's, optical discs onto which photographs
have been "developed" at a photo processing center. Several rolls of film (up to
100 images) can fit on one Photo CD, and you can get paper prints of any photo by
bringing the disc back to your processor. With the Photo CD player, those
photographs can be displayed on a television (at a much greater resolution than
that of broadcast TV). Favorite photos can be selected for replay in the saine way
you'd program favorite tracks on an audio CD. and those shots you'd rather
nobody ever glimpsed can be deleted from the playback sequence. You can even
zoom in on a photo and "crop" it on screen-without decreasing its resolution. A
five -disc carousel model also features on- screen display of the image number for
easy indexing. Prices: from $400.
CIRCLE 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Pictures by Phone

-

Another way to see family members displayed on a video screen is with the
VideoPhone 2500 from AT &T (5 Wood Hollow Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054)
and we're talking full- motion, real -time video at 10 frames per second, not still
shots. If there's a friend or family member living in a far-off state who you'd like to
see more of, consider exchanging VideoPhones this year. The VideoPhone displays continuously moving color images, allowing you to see the person or people
at the other end -only when they want to be seen; thanks to privacy -protection
features (no need to worry about getting caught on a bad hair day, or wearing only
a towel!). A self-view mode even lets you make sure you're looking good before
making a video phone call. With a fixed -focus lens that clearly shows everyone
within nine feet of the phone, and a built -in speaker phone, the whole family can
get in the picture, and into the conversation. No special installation is required.
Price: $1499.
CIRCLE 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Sports- Minded Camcorder
For those on your gift list who prefer to stay behind the camera while participating in all the action, Hitachi Home Electronics (America) (3890 Steve Reynolds
lvd., Norcross, GA 30093) offers the Surf-N -Snow VM -SP! 8mm camcorder.
ith rubber-sealed controls and hatch and a specially coated lens. the camcorder
f water-resistant and will float (though it's not submersible). Take it along to the
beach, the ski slopes, and on mountain hikes without a worry. The Surf-N -Snow
features Hitachi's AccuShot auto-exposure system, artificial -intelligence- assisted
is and white balance, a 16 x digital zoom lens, zoom special effects, a graphic
titler that can superimpose up to 53 different images over a scene, a remote
control, a variable -speed shutter, and an array of features to simplify editing.
Price: $1499.

AT&T VideoPhone 2500

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

8mm Tape Saver
That sportsman /videographer won't need to worry about the 8mm tapes he
brings along on his outdoor adventures, either, if the 8mm Sports Case and Sports
Metal -HG 8mm Video Tape from Sony Corporation of America (Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656) are in his Christmas stocking. Intended for use outdoors, the
tape boasts 40% better picture quality than standard metal 8mm tape. The Sports
Case is a shock -resistant, water-resistant cassette case made of sturdy rubber that
helps keep out dust, dirt (even sand), and moisture that can put video recordings in
jeopardy. Price: $14.99 for both.

Hitachi Surf -N -Snow Camcorder

CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Video Reporter Kit
Lately, local and even national news programs have broadcast home -brewed
videos that were filmed in conditions that would seem to require shock- and waterresistant camcorders and tapes --tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, and riots
come immediately to mind. If there's a news -minded, budding videographer on
your gift list, Ambico Ine.'s (SO Maple Street, P.O. Box 427, Norwood, NJ
07648 -0427) Video Reporter Kit provides the tools to get him or her started. It
includes a fanny pack for hands-free storage of spare batteries and videotapes, a
telephoto lens to bring the action close up, and a narration headset designed to
eliminate distracting noises while the user narrates the events as they unfold. In
addition, the kit provides a camcorder "raincoat" to protect the camcorder in
inclement weather, a News Service Telephone Directory listing most major U.S.
television stations that buy home videos for broadcast, a flashlight. a pen, and a
notepad. All that's missing are press credentials. Price: $99.95.
CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Wireless Microphone System
Serious videographers would appreciate receiving a professional -quality wireless microphone system fromAudio- Technica U.S., Inc. (1221 Commerce Drive,
Stow, OH 44224). The ATR45W consists of an RF transmitter and receiver plus an
omnidirectional, lavalier, condenser microphone. The system operates on the 170 MHz band, which is the band used by professionals, instead of the 49 -MHz band
used by most consumer wireless systems. The higher operating frequency provides improved range -up to 500 feet in line -of-sight operation -and extended
high- frequency response. Each unit actually has two selectable frequencies, so if
you experience noise or interference on one, you can simply switch to the other.
The wireless system comes with a camera -shoe mount, Velcro strips for use when
a shoe mount is unavailable, belt clips, an earphone fox monitoring the recording,
and the ATR35 microphone with tie clip and windscreen. Price: $239.95.
CIRCLE 61 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Aucio- Technica Wireless Microphone System

SuperFlat TV

Let's face it -we probably know more people who'd rather sit in front of a TV
than be out making videos. Panasonic Company (One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094) is a firm believer that the flatter the screen, the better, and their
CTP- 3180SF SuperFlat System TV delivers high -end features at a (somewhat)
reasonable price. The 31 -inch set features a screen that's 30% flatter than those of
conventional sets, which presents a much wider field of vision and reduces light
reflection from its ultra -dark face plate, resulting in a 46% increase in contrast.
The TV is capable of over 700 lines of horizontal resolution, and two S -Video
inputs are provided. The television's "Dome Sound System" places the speakers
in the rear of the set, with sound fired through two nearly invisible grilles on the
sides of the screen, and includes dbx noise reduction. Bass, treble, and balance
can be adjusted using on- screen menus. The CTP- 3180SF also features surround sound circuitry with three surround modes (for movies, music, and mono
sources). The on- screen menus are also used for function selections, picture
alterations, and clock and timer settings. The set's universal remote control
operates all recent Panasonic VCR's and most other VCR's and cable boxes. Price:
$1299.95.
IRCLE 62 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Laserdisc Player for the Lazy

Panasonic SuperFlat TV
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Kenwood Laserdisc Player

True film lovers would love to receive a laserdisc player on which to play their
favorite flicks. Kenwood's (P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach, CA 90801) LVD -820R
offers an attractive convenience feature-autoreverse for uninterrupted videodisc
viewing. When side A is finished, the player automatically switches to side B of
the disc, eliminating at least one trip from the couch. The LVD -820R plays 12- and
8 -inch laserdiscs in both CAV and CLV formats, 5- and 3 -inch compact discs, and
CD -V discs, all with no special adapters. A shuttle knob allows variable -speed
fast- forward or reverse scanning. The "memory stop" feature works like an
extended pause function, remembering the spot on the disc so that viewing can he
resumed exactly were it was stopped for as long as the power remains on. The
"midnight theater" feature automatically adjusts the signal level so that quiet
dialogue passages are louder and dynamic sound effects are softer, for a more
consistent sound level that will allow other family members to sleep a little easier.
Price: $899.
CIRCLE 63 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Laser Lens Cleaner

104

CD players, like laserdisc players, rely on lasers and lens systems to read data
from discs. Dust or other pollutants can prevent a CD player from reading the
binary code printed beneath a disc's surface. The player's error-correction system
can compensate only so much. Any audiophiles on your list will appreciate Bib
America's C -639/A Compact Disc Laser Lens Cleaner, which can restore the
precision reading capability of a CD player. The cleaner plays music like a regular
CD while it cleans, and automatically stops after 60 seconds. Six optical -grade
brushes create a wave action while the cleaner is rotating, providing a safe and
effective way to clean the player's laser lens. The laser -lens cleaning system also
an be used on CD -ROM systems. Price: $34.95.
CIRCLE 64 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Compact Disc Bath Time
A clean laser lens can do nothing to help a dirty CD. That's why Disc Washer
(46 -23 Crane Street, Long Island City, NY 11101) offers the CD Hydrobath, a non contact disc -cleaning system. Only the CD6 + cleaning solution touches the
disc's surface. That solution effectively removes dirt and debris from all CD's,
including CD-I and CD -ROM discs. The system consists of the cleaning solution
and a compact, self-contained housing that uses a high -speed rotation platform to
spin the disc clockwise for 30 seconds, as a stream of CD6+ is pumped against
the disc's playing surface. That creates a vigorous foaming action to break up
accumulated deposits of dirt and grease. The unit's drive motor then reverses
direction, spinning the CD counterclockwise at an even higher speed for 15
seconds to dry the disc, completing the cleaning process. The solution is recycled
through a built -in filter, which traps all contaminants to prevent them from being
redeposited on the next disc. Up to 100 CD's can be cleaned in 2 ounces of CD6 +
in a single cleaning session. A 6 -ounce bottle is included. Price: $59.95.

Bib Laser Lens Cleaner
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CD- Storage "Speakers"
Your audiophile friends and relatives probably could use a place to store their
owns of discs. The Sky Disc storage unit from Memtek Products (P.O. Box
1021, Fort Worth, TX 76101) holds up to 50 CD's. The sleek 21/2rfoot tall unit is
esigned to look just like an audio speaker. It would make a great gift for anyone
ho has replaced his old speakers with new, compact models, but misses the
ubstantial loudspeakers of decades past. Price: $29.99.
,
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Car CD Case
If you're looking for a gift for a friend who has a CD player in his car, you
shouldn't have to look further than the CD FlipDisc carrying case from Laserline
(4045 Clipper Court, Bayside Business Park, Fremont, CA 94538). Designed
with safety in mind, the case allows easy, one -handed retrieval of discs. Models
FC 12 and FD24, with 12- and 24-disc capacities, respectively, feature interconnected jewel -box type disc trays that open out accordion -style with flexible
nges. Pushing down on the first disc tray automatically pulls the next tray into
position for retrieval. All the CD's can be accessed in that manner. You can also
hold the case in one hand and flip through the disc selections as if turning the pages
of a book. A one -touch, spring- loaded latch mechanism pops the case open and
snaps it securely closed. The case protects discs from the temperature extremes in
bars, and a wrap -around, tongue -in- groove track makes it dust and water resistant.
Price: $9.99 (FD12) and $14.99 (FD24).
g7
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Discwasher CD Hydrobath

Laserline CD Case

OLIDAY SPIRIT

YOUR HOLIDAY EL
Holiday Spirit is your complete electronic
headquarters for surviving the holidays! Whether
you need tips on the latest technology in sound
systems, computers or televisions, electronic giftgiving ideas or even batteries, Holiday Spirit will
provide the latest information on electronic technology, just in time for the holiday season.
Hosted by American's favorite weatherman, Spencer Christian, Holiday Spirit is three one hour television show
to guide america through their favorite holidays:
Thanksgiving- Christmas/Hanukkah -New Year's
Holiday Spirit informs- National Gaurdian
Security System is designed for people who want
independent lifestyles, even though they may
have a medical limitation.
Holiday Spirit entertains -The Bose Lifestyle Music System
is a sound system with high performance to enhance any party.
Holiday Spirit educates- A Packard Bell Computer is
high value at an economical price for home
O
office, home or small business.
a
0
Holiday Spirit teaches- Oralgiene electric
toothbrush and EpiSmile toothpaste provides
proper oral hygiene methods.
Before you know it, the countdown begins:
one month...three weeks...two days, and you have
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ECTRONICS CENTER
nothing done! Dad wants a new television, Mom wants a
new household gift, Brother wants new audio electronics
and sister just wants her gifts to work. Holiday Spirit says no
problem! Holiday Spirit is committed to taking
Wyour streesful holiday blues away this season
and filling them up with memories to share with
family and friends.
Holiday Spirit conserves - A Sunbeam
Electric Blanket will warm you during cold
nights and save you money on your heating bill.

Holiday Spirit amuses- The Hitachi
Ultravision will educate viewers on big screen TV technology.

Holiday Spirit guides- OHM Acoustics Walsh Five
speakers are the perfect gift for any music lover.
Holiday Spirit prepares- EverReady Batteries are
available for any electronic holiday need.
Holiday Spirit advances - KINYO introduces the latest in video accessories, a search/index device for VHS
tape.
Holiday Spirit -bringing technolO
ogy to the home and making holidays
fun again! Watch for us this fall.
.0*
Check your TV guide for local
t;°;;;kti-ltitl
listings.

Brookstone
Production

Company
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Taking it on the Road
One last gift suggestion for CD enthusiasts. The PF -795 CD Player Car Stand
from Geneva (9909 South Shore Drive, Plymouth, MN 55441) lets you mount a
portable CD player in a car. Its foam suspension system virtually eliminates
skipping by cushioning the player and absorbing the bumps of even the roughest
roads. The stand features a flexible arm that lets the user maneuver the stand into
any position. It is easy to install in any model car. and includes Velcro
fasteners to connect any portable CD player. Used in conjunction with the PF -578
Stereo Compact Disc Cassette Adaptor, the car stand provides a simple. effective
way to take CD sound on the road. Price: $59.95 (adaptor. $24.95).
CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Headphone Stereo with EQ

Aiwa Person& Stereo

Music lovers on your list will be able to "see" their music when they play it on
the Aiwa America (800 Corporate Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430) HS- PXJ000. The
personal stereo is the only one to provide a four-pattern preset graphic equalizer
and a large LCD six -band spectrum analyzer. At the touch of a button. the unit's
graphic equalizer offers four types of ;presets: jazz, rock, pop, and flat. The
selected pattern is prominently displayed on the extra -large LCD readout to
impress your friends. The unit's "private listening sound system" (PLSS) prevents music from escaping from the headphones even at high volume levels,
presumably so that only the user will know that he's damaging his hearing. A full function remote control is included. Price: $400.
CIRCLE 69 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Amplified Speakers

krass Amplified Speakers

Some people want everyone to hear their personal portable stereos. Your
teenager can turn his or her portable stereo into an audio system for use in the
bedroom or dorm with the addition of the SA /40 amplified speakers from Koss
Corporation (4129 North Port Washington Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53212). The
compact speakers run on four "C" batteries or a 6 -volt DC power supply, and
deliver impressive amplified stereo sound from portable radios, and CD and
cassette players. Dual3'/cinch dynamic drivers produce a full frequency response
of 50-20,000 Hz. An internal three -band stereo equalizer allows for individual
bass, mid -range, and treble level adjustments. The magnetically shielded speakers can also provide improved sound from portable TV's and computer or video
games without data loss or monitor discoloration. Price: $59.99.
CIRCLE 70 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Pencil Speakers
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Bang & Olufsen Loudspeakers

If your pockets are deep, and there's someone special on your gift list to whom
aesthetics are equally important as high -quality sound, consider making a gift of
the Beolab 8000 bi- amplified floor-standing loudspeaker system from Bang &
Olufsen (1150 Feehanville Drive, Mount Prospect, IL 60056). Winner of the
prestigious "ID: International Design" as well as the "Innovations 92" award, the
loudspeaker's design resembles a pencil standing on its point. The cone -shaped
lower section rests on a heavy, low- profile base to provide stability. Both the lower
section and the tubular cabinet of the upper section are made of a mirror-finished,
scratch -resistant aluminum that reflects the rest of the room and allows the
speakers to blend in with its surroundings, The slim, rectangular grille is made of
matte -black lycra. The speaker is magnetically shielded for use with virtually any
audio and/or video system. Its design creates a vertical "window" high enough
for both sitting and standing listening positions. The Beolab 8000 is a bass -reflex
system that features two four-inch woofers, one 3/4 -inch ferrofluid tweeter, and two
integrated amplifiers (one for bass, the other for treble), for each speaker. Price:
$3000 per pair.
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World's Most Powerful Amplifier
If your grown kids have finally moved out of the house, now they can blast their
music as loud as they like, with no complaints from you. If they've moved to a
place with no near neighbors, you might want to indulge their taste for volume
with the TFM -75 Dual -Mono Power Amplifier, which is "the world's most
powerful home audio amplifier," according to Carver Corporation (20121 48th
Avenue West, Lynnwood, WA 98036). It delivers a continuous 750 watts into Bohm loads, 1000 watts into 4 ohms, and 1300 continuous RMS watts into a 2-ohm
load. The single- chassis, dual-mono design uses separate power supplies and
power cords for each channel. Warning: Don't buy this for your upstairs neighbor!
Price: $1999.95.
Carver 750 -Watt Amplifier
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Talking Robot
If your kids are young enough that they'll be at home for quite a few more years,
a quieter gift is definitely in order. 2 -XL, the talking robot from Tiger Electronics
Inc. (980 Woodlands Pkwy., Vernon Hills, IL 60061), might fit the bill, although
it's anything but silent (a headphone jack is provided, however). Originally
introduced back in the 1970's, 2 -XL has been updated for a new generation of
children. The robot - shaped toy uses a series of special audio cassettes to provide a
wealth of interactive experiences for girls and boys aged 4 through 11. With its
unique "personality" and "Noo Yawk' accent, the robot challenges children
through fun and entertaining questions, jokes, and stories. 2 -XL quizzes kids on
topics ranging from sports to space. Children answer multiple- choice, true /false,
and yes /no questions by pressing the appropriate buttons on the robot. Mechanical
robot sounds and flashing red eyes and mouth add to the lessons. The robot comes
with one tape; additional tape, are available separately. Price: $45 (tapes, about
$6 each).
CIRCLE 73 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Creative- Writing Program
Computer- literate kids can upgrade their writing skills if you make a gift of
Storybook Weaver from MECC (6160 Summit Drive North, Minneapolis, MN
55430 -4003). The educational software program, available in Macintosh and MSDOS versions, helps children (aged 6 through 12) put their imaginations into real
stories. It engages kids in the writing process by allowing them to create beautiful
pictures and stories to accompany them. Drawing upon the rich collection of
folklore from many lands, the software features more than 460 combinations of
scenes, over 650 images, more than 48 different colors, and a variety of borders.
Younger kids can create picture books with no words, and older children can
weave together words and images. Special sound effects and music enhance the
stories as they're read on screen, and completed stories can be saved to disk or
printed to share with others. Price: $49.95.

2 -XL

Talking Fobct
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Ambidextrous Joystick
The left- handed computer-game player on your list is sure to love the FX 2000
joystick from Suncom Technologies (6400 West Grosse Point Road, Niles, IL
60648). The joystick was designed for use by southpaws as well as right- handed
players. With a simple lift of the pistol grip, players can shift the joystick's position
to form a perfect line with the arm and wrist, reducing fatigue and allowing hours
of comfortable play. The FX 2000 features an ultra- responsive fire button on top, a
trigger button that allows lightning fast response, cursor control, throttle control,
and suction cups. It can be used on IBM-compatible computers. Price: $39.99.
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Space Shuttle Video Game
Kids who prefer playing their games on a Nintendo system might like to receive
Space Shuttle Project from Absolute Entertainment (P.O. Box 116, Glen Rock, NJ
07452), which recreates the excitement and drama of space exploration. Hailed by
the U.S. Space Camp as "the most realistic space travel home video game ever
developed, " the game consists of six true -to -life shuttle missions. Players blast off
from Cape Canaveral and guide their shuttle into orbit, then undertake daring
space walks, satellite launches, repair missions, the construction of a permanent
space station, and the rescue of a stranded Russian cosmonaut. Price: $45.
CIRCLE 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Memorex Video Irformation System

Video Information System
If you'd prefer a system that does more than play games -one that offers
something for everyone in the family- consider the Memorex VIS (Video Information System), the latest entry in the interactive -video market, manufactured by
Tandy (700 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102) and sold at Radio Shack
stores. Targeted for use in the living room, the unit hooks up to the television,
which it uses for its display, and plays CD- ROM -based discs that carry the VIS
logo. VIS is similar to, but totally incompatible with, its major competitor,
Philip's CD-I system. It is compatible, however, with some existing CD -ROM and
MPC titles. The system comes with Compton's Multimedia Encyclopedia, and a
wide selection of entertainment, educational, and game titles are available. Future
plans will allow the addition of a modem and keyboard. Price: $700.
CIRCLE 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Full-Motion -Video CD -I
Meanwhile, Philip Consumer Electronics (One Philips Drive, P.O. Box 14810,
Knoxville, TN 37914 -1810) is debuting full- motion, full -screen video for their
Model CDI910 CD -I player. The addition of a plug -in cartridge for the existing
CD -I player provides up to 72 minutes of full- motion video and digital audio. The
video quality is about what you'd expect from a VHS tape, but nowhere near as
good as a laser disc. Price: About $200.
CIRCLE 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Atter Dark Screen Saver

Fishy Screen Saver
If your idea of full-motion video is watching toasters (and toast) fly across your
computer screen, then After Dark for Windows Version 2.0 should be added to
your gift wish list. Although some of the screen displays -fish, moonscapes, and
kaleidoscopes along with the toaster-are whimsical, the purpose of the program
isn't. It can protect expensive computer monitors from damage caused if a static
display is left on for too long a time. It can also prevent snoopy co-workers from
reading your screen while you're away from your desk. The sounds included with
the program- howling coyotes, bubbles (for the fish) -add yet another touch of
humor to it. Price: $49.95.
CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Back to Back
Is there someone on your gift list who suffers from an aching back after hours
spent in front of a computer, at work or at play? Back -Up from Nada Concepts
(2012 Como Avenue SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414) provides relief for "terminal
sitters." The portable back-sling promotes good posture and alleviates back pain
caused by stress on the muscles and ligaments that support the spine. The
cushioned portion of the sling is placed against the lower back, and the adjustable
straps fit around the knees as tension is controlled by the seatbelt. Although it
looks a little funny, the Back -Up feels terrific as soon as you put it on. It's available
in navy, red, royal blue, green, black, or camouflage. Price: $40.

Back -Up Back Support Sling
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Graduate as a Fully trained
Electronics Professional:
If you want to learn about electronics,
and earn a good income with that
knowledge, then CIE is the best
educational value you can receive.
CIE's reputation as the world
leader in home study electronics is
based solely on the success of our
graduates. And we've earned our
reputation with an unconditional
commitment to provide our students
with the very best electronics training.
Just ask any of the 150,000-plus
graduates of the Cleveland Institute of
Electronics who are working in high paying positions with aerospace,
computer, medical, automotive and
communications firms throughout the
world.
They'll tell you success didn't come
easy...but it did come...thanks to their
CIE training. And today, a career in
electronics offers more rewards than
ever before.

CIE'S COMMITTED TO BEING

THE BEST...IN ONE
AREA...ELECTRONICS.
CIE isn't another be- everything -toeveryone school. CIE teaches only
one subject and we believe we're the
best at what we do. Also, CIE is
accredited by the National Home
Study Council. And with more than
1,000 graduates each year, we're the

largest home study school specializing
exclusively in electronics. CIE has
been training career- minded students
like yourself for nearly sixty years and
we're the best at our
subject.... ELECTRONICS... BECAUSE
IT'S THE ONLY SUBJECT WE TEACH!

training. And all your laboratory
equipment, books and lessons are
included in your tuition. It's all yours
to use while you study and for on-thejob after you graduate.

CIE PROVIDES A LEARNING
METHOD SO GOOD ITS

While some of our students have a
working knowledge of electronics
others are just starting out. That's
why CIE has developed twelve career
courses and an A.A.S. Degree program to choose from. So, even if
you're not sure which electronics
career is best for you, CIE can get you
started with core lessons applicable to
all areas in electronics. And every CIE
Course earns credit towards the
completion of your Associate in
Applied Science Degree. So you can
work toward your degree in stages or
as fast as you wish. In fact, CIE is the
only school that actually rewards you
for fast study, which can save you
money.

PATENTED.

CIE's AUTO -PROGRAMMED' lessons
are a proven learning method for

building valuable electronics career
skills. Each lesson is designed to take
you step -by -step and principle -byprincipal. And while all of CIE lessons
are designed for independent study,
CIE's instructors are personally available to assist you with just a toll free
call. The result is practical training...
the kind of experience you can put to
work in today's marketplace.

LEARN BY DOING.. WITH STATE OF- THE -ART EQUIPMENT AND

TRAINING.

SEND FOR YOUR CIE
COURSE CATALOG AND
WE'LL SEND YOU A FREE
24 -PAGE CIE ELECTRONIC
SYMBOLS HANDBOOK.

pioneered the first Electronics
Laboratory Course and the first
Microprocessor Course. Today, no
other home study school can match
CIE's state -of- the-art equipment and
CIE
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PERSONALIZED TRAINING....TO
MATCH YOUR BACKGROUND.

rYES!

want to get started. Send
me my CIE course catalog including
details about the Associate Degree
Program. (For your convenience, CIE
will have
-

FREE:

SEND FOR YOUR CIE HOME
STUDY COURSE CATALOG AND
RECEIVE A FREE 24 'AGE CIE
ELECTRONIC SYMBOLS

HANDBOOK!
Includes hundreds of the most
frequently used electronic symbols.
Published exclusively by CIE for
our students and alumni. Yours
free when you request a CIE
Course Catalog.
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PRODUCT
TEST REPORTS
By Len Feldman

be initiated or triggered at
the touch of an appropriate button. The six sounds
are described as "snare,"
"bomb," "video gun,"
"laser," "phone (ring)," and
"UFO." The speed and volume of these six sound
effects can be continuously
varied.

master -mixed sounds, which
can then be listened to via

headphones connected to
the mixer. The lower left
section of the control panel
surface is dedicated to the
cross -fade feature mentioned earlier. A horizontally
oriented slider accomoperating in commercial
recording studios. This little
plishes the cross -fade
function, while a pair of
mixer, weighing Just over 21/2
CONTROL LAYOUT
buttons is used to select the
pounds, accepts signals
Along the upper section two channels (1 or 3 and 2
from two phono turntables,
of the mixer are four two four line -level stereo deor 4) for which the cross
vices (such as signals from a position pushbuttons. While fade is to be accomup to eight program
plished. The lower right
CD player, a tape deck, a
sources can be connected section of the panel's surtuner, etc.), and Iwo microto the mixer at once, only
face contains the six "sound
phones.
four of these can be coneffects" buttons described
trolled and mixed at any
earlier, as well as sliders for
one time. Thus, each of the controlling the speed and
four buttons chooses one of volume (intensity) of the setwo possible inputs: MIKE 1/
lected sound effect. A
PHONO 1, MIKE 2/PHONO 2, AUX/CD -1,
stereo headphone jack is
and CD-2/CAMERA AUDIO. Below located on the vertical front
the buttons are the corresurface of the mixer houssponding level- control
ing.
sliders, each calibrated
The vertical rear surface
from 0 to 10. The owner's
of the mixer contains six
manual recommends setpairs of phono -type input
ting these slider controls at
jacks, Iwo 1/4-inch microThe Audio Technica U.S. SM -502 audio mixer.
around 7 or 8 for the best
phone input Jacks, a pair of
signal -to -noise ratio.
phono -tip output jacks, a
At the upper right of the
A cross-fader circuit conground terminal, a power
panel surface are two rows on/off switch, and a 12 -volt
trols the relative level of the
of LED's used to indicate
various sources for smooth
AC input jack into which a
output levels; these are cali- plug from the separate
transitions between selecbrated in dB from -10 to
tions. A flexible monitoring
(supplied) AC power adapt+4. The +2- and +4-dB
section allows any single
or is connected. By
LED's for each channel are
channel to be heard indisupplying the AC power
colored red, indicating the
vidually through stereo
adaptor as a separate
possible approach of overheadphones, so that one
item, the designers of the
load levels. Just below the
turntable or CD player can
mixer were not only able to
be "cued up" while another level meter LED's are a mas- keep the product slim (it
ter volume -control slider
is playing through the main
stands only 1.5 inches high),
and a cue -volume slider
output. The master output
but were also able to keep
control. A cue-selector butlevels are displayed on LED
induced 60 -Hz hum to a
ton below the cue -volume
VU meters. The mixer also
minimum.
slider sequentially selects
features the ability to genone of the four available
LAB TEST RESULTS
erate six special sound
channels or the overall
Measuring the perforeffects, each of which can

Audio

Technica
SM -502

Audio Mixer
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he Audio Technica US.
(ATUS) SM -502 stereo
mixer provides the serious
home -recording enthusiast
with much of the flexibility in
audio-signal processing
that is enjoyed by professional recording engineers

Instant Access to the Ele

FREE 30 -DAY
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MASTERING TECHNICAL
MATHEMATICS. This one -stop

source of math instruction will give you
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21st CENTURY ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS FOR A NEW AGE.
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exciting electronic topics with this
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biorhythms, negative ion generators,
and Kirlian photography.
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audio, sound effects, alarm, timer, and
filter devices.
464 pp., 400 illus. $412211, $36.95

INTERNATIONAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
-2ND ED. Find the circuits you
need fast. This all -in -one reference gives

you complete descriptions of circuit
functions and uses, pinout diagrams
with external connections, tables and
charts, and manufacturer data.
1,168 pp., 4,000 illus. 03802H,
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NOW ONLY $44.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT
DESIGN. Demystify the wonders of
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ILLUSTRATED. Save hundreds of
dollars in repair bills by fixing your
own VCR- no experience required.
fast
Repair
picture and sound
dc motors
forward and rewind
and audio heads.
roller guides
400 pp., 459 i /lus. $371111, $29.95
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mance of a mixer involves
pretty much the same

AMPLITUDE

(OB)

VS. FREQUENCY

(Hz);

MIC INPUTS;

AUDIO TECHNICA U.S. SM -502 MIXER

5.0000

Ap

types of measurements as
4.0000
one might make for a pre3.0000
amplifier. First, we measured
2.0000
overall frequency response
from input to output with
1.0000
controls set at their nominal
(7/8) markings and with
1.000
nominal levels applied. Response for the high -level
2.000
inputs was flat down to 20
3.000
Hz and was down just over 1
4.000
the
dB at 20 kHz. While
frequency response for ei5.000
100
1k
20k
20
10k
ther of the two microphone
inputs was essentially flat
While the frequency response using the microphone inputs was
essentially flat down to 20 Hz, the high frequency roll-off was a
down to 20 Hz, the high little higher than seen using the high -level inputs.
frequency roll -off was a bit
greater for these inputs,
with readings of just over
VS. FREQUENCY; AUDIO TECHNICA US SM-502 MIXER
RIAA EQUALIZATION DEVIATION
-2 dB at 20 kHz. Finally, we 5.0000
Ap
applied a low -level signal
4.0000
to the phono inputs. That
3.0000
signal was pre- emphasized
2.0000
in accordance with the recognized RIM equalization
1.0000
curve that is standard for
0.0
phonograph recordings
1.000
made in the U.S. If playback
equalization were totally
2.000
accurate, the frequency re3.000
sponse should have been
4.000
perfectly flat. In fact, deviation from perfect RIAA
5.000
1k
10k
20k
20
100
equalization was not very
severe, measuring no more
While perfect RIM equalization would have resulted in a flat (at
0 -dB) frequency- response curve, the deviation from RIM
than 1 dB or so down to 30
equalization shown here is not very severe.
Hz, and about 0.7 dB at 20
(OB)

in

NOISE

.1

(X)

VS.

OUTPUT LEVEL /CHANNEL;

AUDIO TECHNICA U.S. SM -502 MIXER

10

Ap

millivolt signal applied, the
THD- plus -noise using the microphone inputs was higher
than via the high -level inputs, however, our average

clipping took place.
Finally, we measured the
signal -to -noise ratio of the
SM -502 mixer using all three
types of inputs available on
the product. For line -level
inputs, the reference input
level was set to 150 mV; the
A- weighted signal -to -noise
ratio measured 68.6 dB, or
fractionally short of the
claimed 69 dB. In the case
of the phono inputs, the
reference input level was
set to 3.0 mV; the signal -tonoise ratio measured 67.5
dB as against 62 dB
claimed by Audio Technica
U.S. Finally, for the microphone inputs, using a
reference input signal level
of 1.5 mV, the signal -to-

U.S.

r
0

0

1

010

c

their published specifica-

tions. The test was next
repeated using the microphone input. With a 1.5-
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THO

for this mixer as 7.2 volts. To
verify this, we ran a test of
harmonic-distortion-plusnoise versus output level for
three audio frequencies:
20 Hz, 1 kHz, and 20 kHz.
While the distortion tended
to rise a bit earlier for the
20-Hz and 20 -kHz test signals than it did for the mid frequency, 1 -kHz test signal,
all three test -signal outputs
reached the claimed 7.2volt level before severe

noise ratio measured 58.6
dB as against 53 dB
claimed by Audio Technica

kHz.

With a nominal 150- millivolt signal applied to the
high -level inputs of the ATUS
SM -502 mixer, we next measured total- harmonicdistortion -plus -noise versus
audio frequency. The THDplus -noise remained constant over the entire audio frequency range, with readings of 0.04%; that is slightly
better than the 0.05%
claimed by Audio Technica

specification of 0.5 %.
Audio Technica U.S. lists
the maximum output level

0.001
10

Regardless of the test frequency used (20 Hz, I kHz, 20 kHz), the
test signal reached the rated 7.2 -volt output level before severe
clipping took place (indicated by the sharp rise in distortion).

reading of 0.17% across
most of the audio -frequen-

cy range was also much
lower than the published

To investigate the nature
of the residual noise generated by this mixer, we ran a
spectrum analysis of noise versus-frequency, using a
one -third octave filter. The
results showed the minimal
effect of the power -line frequency (60 Hz). Had Audio
Technica U.S. installed the
power transformer in the
mixer itself, chances are
that the 60 -Hz hum contributions to the overall noise
figure would have been
much greater.

HANDS -ON TESTS
We put the SM -502

TEST RESULTS-AUDIO TECHNICA U.S. MS -502 MIXER

Specification

Manufacturer's Claim

PE

Measured

±2
±2

dB
dB

Frequency response

Microcphone
High -level inputs
Mag. phono
Input sensitivity

Microphone
High -level inputs
Mag. phono (1 kHz)
Output levels
Normal
Maximum (á clipping
Total harmonic distortion
Microphone
High -level inputs
Mag. phono
Stereo crosstalk
High -level input
Mag. phono & phones
Signal -to -noise ratio
Microphone
High -level inputs
Mag. phono
Phones output level

Dimensions
(W x H x D, inches)
Net weight
Suggested price:

YOUR CHOICE OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF

20 Hz-20 kHz ±3 dB
20 Hz -20 kHz ±3 dB
30 Hz-20 kHz ± 1 dB

Confirmed

1.5 mV
150 mV
3.0 mV

Reference
Reference
Reference

CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS

1 volt
7.2 volts

Confirmed
7.3 volts

0.5%
0.05%
0.2%

0.17%
0.04%

Better than 66 dB
Better than 60 dB

Confirmed
Confirmed

53 dB
69 dB
62 dB
5 mW /4 ohms
16 mW /16 ohms
24 mW /24 ohms

58.6 dB
68.6 dB
67.5 dB
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed

13x1.5x7.5

Confirmed

Everquest

Zenith

Jerrold
Pioneer Scientific
Atlanta
Oak

Panasonic

Eagle

Hamlin
Stargate 2001

Confirmed

Tocom

Five Reasons To Buy

Over 25 Brands & Models in stock!
Toll Free Technical Support Line!
30 day guarantee!
Friendly & Knowledgeable Sales People!
FREE Catalog!

ELECTIMMICW
875 SOUTH 72ND snorpOINAMA, LIE 681 14
FAX: (402) 395 -0991

2.53 lbs.
$239.95

624 1150

EXt616

intent of M.D Electronics to defraud any television operator and we
will not assist any company or individual in doing the same.
It is not the
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RESIDUAL NOISE

(OBI

VS. FREQUENCY

(Hz); AUDIO TECIRIICA

U

S. SN -502 HIKER

-50.00

Ap

-60.00
-70.00
-80.00
-90.00

-foo.0
-110.0
-120.0
-130.0
30

100

10k

1k

20k

spectrum analysis of the residual noise revealed that 60 -Hz
power -line hum played a relatively negligible part. That is due to
the use of a separate plug -in power supply.
A

through its paces, using it
for a wide variety of mixing
chores, including adding
narration (via the mic inputs) to previously recorded
tapes in our collection. The
mixer is easy to hook up
and even easier to use. We
especially liked the crossfade feature that allowed
us to smoothly fade from

one program source to another. This feature should
appeal to amateur or professional disc jockeys.
For more information on
the SM -502 Audio Mixer,
contact Audio Technica U.S.
(1221

Commerce Drive,

Stow, OH

AN ECONOMICAL
KEYBOARD -CONTROLLED
KEPCO BENCH POWER SUPPLY
75 WATTS
Choose from four Digital Power Supplies: 0 -12.5V (a 6A,
0-24V (« 3A, 0 -4OV (a 2A or 0 -125V ((1 0.5A. Each one
offers precise, repeatable voltage control with two current
ranges. Fully protected for overvoltage or overcurrent.
Bonus: You can program the output from your PC's serial
port (RS232 software included) and read back too!
The DPS is an affordable professional instrument and
belongs on your bench.
Want more info? Ask for "DPS" brochure. 146 -1768. Call- write -fax:
Dept. MXS -77. Kepco Inc. 131 -38 Sanford Avenue, Flushing, NY
11352 USA Tel: (718) 461 -7000 Fax: (718) 767 -1102. Use your
VISA or MASTERCARD. Immediate delivery, 5 -year warranty.

4224) directly, or

circle No. 119 on the Free
Information Card.

KEPCO,
THE POWER SUPPLIER"
SINCE 1946
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Countersu rvei Ilance
Never before has so much
professional information on the art

CALL

of detecting and eliminating
electronic snooping devices-and
how to defend against experienced
information thieves -been placed
in one VHS video. If you are a
Fortune 500 CEO, an executive in
any hi -tech industry, or a novice
seeking entry into an honorable,
rewarding field of work in
countersurveillance, you must
view this video presentation again
and again.

CDU't
IEcHNt4uFS
Bü661N6
COMPUTER

5E8

30

snoopers seek out! The prey are stock
brokers, arbitrage firms, manufacturers,
high -tech companies, any competitive
industry, or even small businnesses in the
same community. The valuable information they filch may be marketing strategies, customer lists, product formulas,
manufacturing techniques, even advertising plans. Information thieves eavesdrop on court decisions, bidding
information, financial data. The list is
unlimited in the mind of man-es pecially if he is a thief!
You know that the Russians secretly
installed countless microphones in the
concrete work of the American Embassy
building in Moscow. They converted

taV

iS4ßPP1Nß

1- 516- 293 -3751

tening to your most private con-

Foiling Information Thieves
Discover the targets professional

N ACälN6

11SItAENING

Wake up! You may be the victim of
stolen words -precious ideas that would
have made you very wealthy! Yes, professionals, even rank amateurs, may be lis-

versations.
Wake up! If you are not the victim,
then you are surrounded by countless victims who need your help if you know how
to discover telephone taps, locate bugs, or
"sweep" a room clean.
There is a thriving professional service
steeped in high -tech techniques that you
can become a part of! But first, you must
know and understand Countersurveilance
Technology. Your very first insight into
this highly rewarding field is made possible by a video VHS presentation that you
cannot view on broadcast television, satellite, or cable. It presents an informative
program prepared by professionals in the
field who know their industry, its techniques, kinks and loopholes. Men who
can tell you more in 45 minutes in a
straightforward, exclusive talk than was
ever attempted before.

NOW!

HAVE YOUR

VISA or MC CARD
AVAILABLE
what was to be an embassy and private
residence into the most sophisticated recording studio the world had ever
known. The building had to be torn
down in order to remove all the bugs.

Stolen Information
The open taps from where the information pours out may be from FAX'S, cornputer communications, telephone calls,

and everyday business meetings and
lunchtime encounters. Businessmen need
counselling on how to eliminate this information drain. Basic telephone use coupled with the user's understanding that
someone may be listening or recording
vital data and information greatly reduces
the opportunity for others to purloin
meaningful information.

r
CLAGGK INC.
P.O. Box 4099
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Farmingdale, NY 11735

of the Cnumersuneillance Techniques
Video VHS Cassette for a total cost of $53.95 each (which
includes S4.00 postage and handling).
Please rush my copy

The Dollars You Save

of Cassettes ordered
Amount of payment S
Sales tax (N.Y.S. only)
T tap enclosed
Bill me
VISA
MasterCard
No.

To obtain the information

contained in
the video VHS cassette, you would attend
a professional seminar costing $350 -750
and possibly pay hundreds of dollars more
if you had to travel to a distant city to
attend. Now, for only $49.95 (plus
$4.00 P &H) you can view Countersurveillance Techniques at home and take
refresher views often. To obtain your
copy, complete the coupon or call .

Can! No.

Expire Date
Signature
Name
Address
City

State

7JP

All payments in II.S.A. funds. Canadians add 54.011 per VHS
cassette. No foreign orders.
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The professional discussions seen on
the TV screen in your home reveals how
to detect and disable wiretaps, midget
radio- frequency transmitters, and other
bugs, plus when to use disinformation to
confuse the unwanted listener, and the
technique of voice scrambling telephone
communications. In fact, do you know
how to look for a bug, where to look for a
bug, and what to do when you find it?
Bugs of a very small size are easy to
build and they can be placed quickly in a
matter of seconds, in any object or room.
Today you may have used a telephone"
handset that was bugged. It probably
contained three bugs. One was a phony
bug to fool you into believing you found a
bug and secured the telephone. The second bug placates the investigator when
he finds the real thing! And the third bug
is found only by the professional, who
continued to search just in case there were
more bugs.
The professional is not without his
tools. Special equipment has been designed so that the professional can sweep
a room so that he can detect voice -activated (VOX) and remote -activated bugs.
Some of this equipment can be operated
by novices, others require a trained countersurveillance professional.
The professionals viewed on your television screen reveal information on the
latest technological advances like laserbeam snoopers that are installed hundreds of feet away from the room they
snoop on. The professionals disclose that
computers yield information too easily.
This advertisement was not written by
a countersurveillance professional, but by
a beginner whose only experience came
from viewing the video tape in the privacy of his home. After you review the
video carefully and understand its contents, you have taken the first important
step in either acquiring professional help
with your surveillance problems, or you
may very well consider a career as a countersurveillance professional.
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Build an

Eight - Channel
Audio Switcher

BY TIM GOEBEL

Give your present A/V system something that the audio -component manufacturers
seem to have overlooked-more audio inputs
The home -entertainment revolution of the past few years has
meant a big improvement in
the selection of what we can listen to

and watch in the comfort of our own
homes. Hi -fi videotapes, stereo television, surround sound, laser discs, CD's,

cassette decks, radio tuners, and record players or turntables (yes, some
people still have and use them) have
added up to a number of audio
choices that were never even dreamed of 20 years ago.
In fact, until just recently, most manufacturers of receivers and amplifiers
didn't seem to notice the changes.
They kept designing and manufacturing audio equipment with just one or
two inputs for auxiliary equipment,
and we consumers kept buying them.
But now, as we play "catch up with the
Jones'," adding another piece of

equipment here and there, we're
finding that our amplifiers and receivers just can't handle all the
choices.
Although you could rush right out
and get new equipment to handle
the problem, that often isn't the most
practical solution, especially when
there's nothing else wrong with the old
stuff. That's where the Eight- Channel
Audio Switcher described in this article comes in. The switcher allows you
to choose between eight-different,
stereo -audio sources, and feed the
selected signal to one pair of stereo
inputs on your current receiver or amplifier, freeing up any additional inputs
that might be present on the unit.

The Heart of the Matter. At the
heart of the audio switcher is an
LM1037, a dual low- noise, four-channel analog switch. That chip is designed to switch between 4 different
stereo audio sources (A, B, C, and D).
Figure 1 shows a pinout diagram of
the LM1037, which, as you can see,
has eight input pins (for four stereo
sources) and Iwo pins for the stereo
output.
Four pins on the LM1037 (16, 18,

and

1,

control which stereo input is
transferred to the output. The desired
input is selected by placing a high
( +V) on the appropriate control pin.
For example, to listen to source A 12
volts would be placed on pin 16, the
A- channel input selector. Any audio
source connected to pins 2 and 4 (the
A- channel input terminals) would be
transferred to the chip's stereo output
at pins 9 and 10. All other input control
pins are kept low (at ground) until they
are selected.
If no inputs are selected and pin 7
(mute) is held low, the output is disabled. That feature allows the outputs
of several LM1037's to be connected
in parallel to increase the number of
available inputs. In this project, two
LM1037's are used to provide 8 stereo
inputs. Alternately, if pin 7 is left disconnected and no inputs are selected, a
monophonic audio input at pin 12
(the optional common input /bias) will
be switched to both output pins. That
last option could prove useful for a
paging system, but is not used in this
project.
3)

About The Circuit. Figure 2 shows a
complete schematic diagram of the
Eight -Channel Audio Switch. Source
selection is accomplished by pressing

momentary- contact pushbutton
S1. Switch S1 is connected to
the trigger of a 555 oscillator /timer
(U1) that's configured as a monostable multivibrator, which generates
one short output pulse for each press
of S1. That pulse turns on LEDI to give a
visible indication that the 555 is working correctly. That pulse is also used to
clock U2 (a 4017 CMOS divide -by-10
counter/divider).
Both LEDI and its associated current- limiting resistor R3 are optional,

switch
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Fig. 1. This block pinout diagram shows
that the LM1037 has eight input pins (for
four stereo sources) and two pins for the
stereo output. Four pins on that chip
(16, 18, 1, and 3) are used to select
which stereo input is transferred to the
output.
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Fig. 2. Input- source selection is accomplished by pressing SI; a single output pulse 15
produced by UI for each press of SI. That pulse is used by U2 to activate one of its ten
sequential outputs. Those outputs, in turn, inform U3 and U4 which input source is to
be transferred to the output.
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and may be left out of the finished
project without any affect on circuit
operation. The 4017 advances by one
clock pulse each time S1 is pressed,
turning on its corresponding output.
Pin 9 (corresponding to output 8) of U2
is directly connected to its own reset
terminal at pin 15. That allows the
counter to count from zero to seven,
and then reset to zero on the eighth
count.
Pin 13, the enable input of U2, is tied
to ground to allow the counter to operate. Outputs zero through seven are
connected to eight indicator LED's
and the control pins of the two
LM1037's (U3 and U4). When an output
is selected, its LED lights and the corresponding control input on the LM1037

brought high. To illustrate what is
happening, assume that pin 3 of U2 is
high. LED2 lights and pin 16 of U4 (the
channel 1 enable) is brought high. Integrated circuit U4 then switches the
audio signals applied to pin 2 and pin
4 to the IC's outputs at pins 9 and 10.
Since none of U3's control pins are
high and pin 7 is grounded, U3's outputs are disabled, and only the selected audio signal from U4 appears
at the left and right outputs (J17 and
J18). Pin 12 (bias) of both LM1037's are
tied together and connected to
ground via C3, a 100 -1.1F capacitor, to
prevent switching thumps when going from the output of one LM1037 to
is

another.
The LM1037 has extremely high -im-

pedance inputs and low-impedance
outputs, so interconnection between
various types and brands of equipment should not be a problem. That,
together with a wide -frequency response and low distortion, makes it
deal for use with good -quality, home entertainment systems. The prototype
of the audio switcher has a usable
frequency response of from just a few
hertz to over 100 kHz.
Power for the switcher is provided
by a rather simple circuit (see Fig. 2).
Since the switcher only draws between 20 and 30 milliamps, a simple
circuit using the popular 7812 or 78L12
(a low power version) voltage regulator works quite well.
Construction. A printed- circuit pat-

tern for the Eight -Channel Audio
is shown in Fig. 3. The circuit
board is a little larger than necessary
for the simple circuitry of the project,
but that allows plenty of maneuvering
room for soldering and drilling mounting holes. Unfortunately, due to space
limitations, that also means that the
pattern must be shown here at half

Switcher

size.

Figure 4 shows a parts -placement
diagram for the Eight -Channel Audio
Switcher. Note that the printed-circuit
board doesn't contain any of the
power -supply circuitry. Instead, it was
hard -wired together within the switch er's enclosure, and connected to the
printed- circuit board at the appropriate points.

Begin assembly by installing sockets
for the four IC's, but do not install the
IC's in their sockets until the circuit is

PARTS LIST FOR THE
EIGHT-CHANNEL AUDIO
SWITCHER
SEMICONDUCTORS
U1
oscillator /timer, integrated

-555

circuit
U2 -4017 decade counter/divider,

integrated circuit
U3, U4-LM1037N four-channel
analog- switch, integrated circuit
U5 -7812 (1 -amp) or 78L12 (100 mA) 12 -volt, voltage regulator,
integrated circuit
BRI-1-amp, 50 -PIV, fullwave -bridge
rectifier
LEDI -LED9 Light -emitting diode
RESISTORS

(All resistors are' -watt, 5% units.)
R
10,000 -ohm
R2, R6 -R21 100,000 -ohm
R3, R5 -1000 -ohm
R4--- 1- megohm

I-

CAPACITORS
C1-0.001 -µF, ceramic -disc
0.01 -p.F, ceramic -disc

C2-

C3, C25-0.1-10, ceramic
disc
C4, C23- 100 -µF, 35 -WVDC,
electrolytic
C5-C22 -RF, 35 -WVDC, tantalum
or metal -film
C24-- 1000 -µF, electrolytic

-1

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS

F1-0.5 -amp

fuse

T1- 12.6 -volt stepdown

transformer

SI -SPST momentary pushbutton

switch
S2 -SPST toggle switch

j;j
L_

66

66
23A INCHES

Fig. 3. Here is a half-size printed -circuit
pattern for the switcher. The circuit
board is a little larger than necessary
for the simple circuitry of the project,
but that allows plenty of maneuvering
room for soldering and drilling
mounting holes.

PL1- Molded 117 -volt

AC power

plug with line cord

-RCA jack

J1 -J18

Printed- circuit materials, enclosure,
IC sockets, fuse holder, wire,
solder, hardware, etc.

completely assembled and checked
for errors. Although the use of sockets
makes the project a little more expensive, they can also save hours of grief
later when trying to remove and replace defective chips. Jumpers and
resistors can be installed next, followed by the capacitors, taking note
of the polarization of the electrolytic
and tantalum units.
Once all of the on -board components have been installed, place the
circuit board to the side and prepare
the enclosure that will house the circuit board and off-board components. Remember that the enclosure
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should have ample room for the circuit board, off -board power supply,
and the other off -board components.
Drill nine holes in the front panel of the
enclosure for the LED's and 2 for the
switches. On the rear panel, drill 18

holes for the input /output jacks
(J1 -J18), and another for the power
cord.
Install all of the off-board components in their respective mounting
holes and secure in place. In the case
of the LED's, they can be secured in
place with silicon cement. Begin wir-

ing the off -board components
(switches, LED's, jacks, etc.) to the circuit board. Although single- conductor hookup wire can be used for
connections between the input and
output jacks if a metal project box is
used, shielded cable will provide better isolation (less crosstalk between
sources) between the audio channels. When wiring this portion of the
project, it is recommended that you
carefully mark or color -code the cables and then solder them in place.
The final step is to wire the LED's to
the circuit board. There are 8 separate anode lines for those LED's, corresponding to the 8 input channels.
One output serves as a common
cathode for all 8 LED's in your finished
project; simply label the LED's as required. For example, LED2 (input 1)
could be tuner. LED3 (input 2) could
be CD player, etc.
Once all of the parts have been
installed and the off-board components are wired to the circuit board,
check your work for the usual construction errors. When you are satisfied
that the circuit contains no construction errors, it's time for the smoke
test.

Set-Up and Use. Very little has to be
done to set -up the switcher, since
there is nothing to adjust. As long as
everything has been soldered in the
right place, it should work as soon as it
is connected in your AN system.
One possible problem that might
crop up can be traced to the action
of the 4017. The 4017 has a tendency
to allow more than one of its outputs
to be on at power-up. If that happens,
2 or more LED's will light. To correct that
situation, simply press S1 several times
to select whichever source you would
like to listen to. To avoid the problem,
just leave the power to the switcher
on.
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Fig. 4. Note that this parts -placement diagram for the Eight- Channel Audio Switcher
doesn't show any of the power-supply circuitry. The power supply was, instead, hardwired together within the switcher's enclosure, and connected to the printed- circuit
board at the appropriate points.

Here's the author's populated circuit board. It is a little larger than necessary to make

To connect the switcher to your
equipment, simply plug the outputs
from your audio sources (CD player,
tuner, etc.) into the switcher's eight
stereo inputs. Then connect the stereo
outputs from the switcher to one input
pair on your amplifier/receiver. Anytime you select that amplifier/receiver
input, you'll be able to hear whatever
has been plugged into and selected
on the audio switcher... without having
to change one cable!

assembly easier.

Something Different. The author
chose to incorporate two audio switcher circuit boards into his final
product. The output of one of them
feeds his main amplifier. The output of
the other goes to the input of a cassette recorder. That allows him to listen
to one source, while recording another. In addition, a switching network
was added to decide which output, if
any, was set for equalization. You
might have some other arrangement
in mind.
However you decide to modify the
circuit, it should give you many years
and countless hours of listening plea34

The author's prototype incorporated two audio- switcher circuit boards and a switching
network.
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sure.

Installing and Troubleshooting
Car-Audio Systems
These valuable hints and techniques can help you install a carstereo system like a pro.
BY WAYNE R. GIPSON, CET

worthwhile endeavors,
installing your own car -stereo
system is much easier if a few
professional methods are utilized. Furthermore, armed with the right knowledge, installing a car stereo can also
be a rewarding experience. To help
you "roll your own" set up, this article
will provide insights into practical installation and troubleshooting techniques. This article will also help you
determine if a particular system or vehicle might demand professional installation, and will provide "red flags"
that might help the installer avoid
damage to the vehicle or stereo.
Like most

It should be mentioned that the
procedures set forth here are not to
be interpreted as applying to every
installation scenario. The reader is expected to use his or her own Judgment in applying these ideas to their
own situation. Always read and follow
the instructions supplied with your stereo system. If questions arise, consult
the dealer from whom the equipment
was purchased.

Sizing -Up the Job. Many problems
arise when trying to fit a car stereo into
a vehicle that cannot accommodate
the system's size or dimensions. Some
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stereo systems are simply too large to
be mounted into the dash of a smaller
vehicle, and speakers that are too
large for the cavity of the interior of

the car can be damaged in use. To
avoid these problems, take advantage of the literclure that your dealer
can provide thaf will list dimensions of
the different head units and speakers
that you are considering. Be sure to
take advantage of all the good advice that a knowledgeable dealer
might offer. If you buy your equipment
from such a dealer, he will be glad to
evcluate your vehicle. After all, it is
much easier, and more profitable, for
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HOLE IN FIREWALL
FOUND IF REQUIRED
FOR POWER/ANTENNA

RADIO CONSOLE CAVITY

DIN MOUNT STANDARD CAVITY
ROOM FOR 5"x2 "x4"
DEEP

EQUALIZER

FUSE
PANEL

LOCATION

AREA FOR ANTENNA
MOUNTING
FACTORY HOLES
FOR 1/2" SPEAKERS

DOOR SPEAKERS

POSSIBLE 2"
DEPTH CUTOUT
MAX DIAMETER 4"

_'+ y
Woji_i=

l/ talier

RUN SPEAKER

WIRES DOWN THIS
SIDE

I

one for tuning).

when the radio is
is a small rectangular center cavity with shaft holes
on either side, you are limited to a
shaft-type radio. If there remains just a
large rectangular cavity, then you can
install either a shaft-type radio or a
DIN type radio, depending on the
mounting bracket you buy.
Speaking of mounting brackets,
several car -stereo accessory manufacturers market a wide range of
If,

pulled, and there

plastic faceplates and mounting
brackets custom designed for your
vehicle type. These accessories can
make your installation look very sharp
and professional. Some can accommodate both a DIN -mount stereo and
an equalizer in the cavity used by the
original radio. Generic mounting units
are also available, and they are usually much cheaper than the ones
marketed by the car- stereo manufacturers. However, to take advantage of
special mounting arrangements like
the radio /equalizer mounting men-

tioned above, the manufacturer's
mounting units must generally be
used.

ROOM FOR AMPLIFIER
NO ROOM
UNDER DASH
OR NEAR CONSOLE

5x7"

SPEAKER
OPENINGS
IN REAR

NOTE: GAS TANK

6" UNDER REAR
SPEAKER HOLES

CABLES TO REAR
SPEAKERS GO THROUGH AREA OF
CENTER HUMP UNDER
REAR SEAT AND THEN
DIVIDE TO EACH SPEAKER

Fig. 1. You should try to make a sketch of the pertinent features of your car. It needn't
be as graphically detailed as this one, but it should contain the same kinds of
information.
him to to satisfy your needs at the
onset, rather than have to take back

merchandise that cannot be made
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to fit. By the same reasoning, be wary
of a salesman who pushes a particular stereo before he even knows
what type of car or truck you own.
The first step in deciding on the right
stereo is to draw a diagram of your
vehicle on a piece of graph paper,
similar to that shown in Fig. 1. Take time
to visualize what you want your system

to look and sound like before you buy
it. Once features have been settled
on, price must be considered. At this
point, before shopping seriously, consider the list shown in Table 1 to determine if there are any accessories that
must be included in your price.
Having a firm grasp on wanted features and price, examine the dash
area of the vehicle. Most older domestic cars have a "two- shaft' radio
(one shaft for the volume control and
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When examining installation literature put out by the manufacturers,
be wary if the guide states "professional installation recommended" or
warns you that the system is incompatible with your vehicle. Take their
advice, and do not attempt to install
such a model in your car. Always remember the manufacturer is eager to
sell equipment. If they gave -up trying
to fit the unit into your model of vehicle, you stand a very slim chance of
proving them wrong.
If your vehicle has a 24 -volt electrical system or a "positive ground"
(meaning the positive post of the battery is connected to the chassis, or
frame, of the vehicle), do not attempt
installation yourself. Take your vehicle
to a professional installer. Damage to
the stereo and vehicle will surely result
from improper installation in such a
situation.
If you own a newer vehicle, seek
advice before replacing a factory-in-

stalled /original- equipment stereo
unit. Some new vehicles have sophisticated wiring and control schemes
that are designed specifically for that
car maker's factory- installed stereos,
and careless or incorrect removal of
the radio might cause damage to the
vehicle's electrical system.

Getting to It. One tip that will save
you a great deal of time is to test the
system outside of the vehicle before
installation. That gives you a chance
to rehearse the installation before the

fact. It is very discouraging to put the
vehicle back together, button everything up, and turn on the unit only to
learn that it is an "out of box" failure.
Those instances, happily, are few and
far between, but it is good practice to
do a bench test; if the unit is bad, it is
much easier to return a like -new unit
versus one whose chassis has been
scarred and fingerprinted during the
installation process. If you'd like, the
retailer that sold the unit may bench
test it for you.
Before starting to remove the old
stereo or installing the new unit, disconnect the negative battery cable
from it's terminal. That prevents the
battery from running down while the
doors, trunk, and hood are open, and
also prevents injury to you should you
accidentally short the wiring.
Carefully examine the original radio to learn how it comes out of the
vehicle. If it is a shaft-mount unit, generally there are nuts affixing the control shafts to the dash, and then there
will be a back brace that holds the
rear of the radio tight to the car's
frame. Basic mechanic's tools are sufficientto accomplish the removal; use
deep sockets to loosen the front nuts.
On some vehicles, the radio is
mounted from the front, and generally the bolts that fasten the radio to
the console can be easily taken out,
although a few utilize reverse -headed
bolts that require a special tool available from an auto -parts store or from
the dealer to be removed.
Once the radio is unfastened, carefully detach the wiring from the radio.
Some of the connectors can be incredibly hard to remove, but generally they will detach without much
trouble if time is taken to examine the
fasteners and find any "hidden" snaps
or brackets used to keep the cables in
place. Never cut any of these connectors off. As we'll discuss shortly,
these connectors might be able to
attach to an affermarket harness interface, or if the original radio was to
be replaced, perhaps when the vehicle is to be traded, they would be
handy if left in place. When those
connectors are disconnected from
the radio, pay attention to where the

power cables are. These must be
taped up so they do not touch anything or short together.
Follow the car -stereo manufacturer's instructions to physically install
your new unit. One installation step
many inexperienced installers overlook is to secure the back strapping
(shown in Fig. 2). In order to ensure a
trouble -free installation, the stereo
must be secured with that strap. The
pressure on the front shafts and nose
piece of the stereo is relieved by the

back strap, keeping problems like
broken printed- circuit boards and
bound mechanisms to a minimum.
The metal back strap also provides a
common ground for the system. To

help avoid noise and engine interference problems (which we'll explain
later), a good ground point is essential.
Generally, it is best to avoid hooking
up a stereo to any of the wiring harnesses that are provided by the vehicle manufacturer unless an after market "breakout' harness is used to
plug into the original harness. Such
breakout units will clearly label wiring
that can be used in installing the new
stereo. If no such harness is available,
run your own cabling directly to the
speakers, power source, etc. It is dangerous to take for granted that a wire

emerging from the vehicle's wiring
harness reading + 12 volts will be correct for hooking up to your stereo. The
voltage might be coming from an
electronic control point to the clock or
tuner memory, and drawing current
sufficient to power your stereo will
damage the source. You might consider using the cable that powered
the original radio, but the size of the

wire could be insufficient to feed the
new system, particularly if amplifiers
or other peripherals are installed. The
wire might overheat, and burn up the
vehicle's wiring harness, or it might be
connected to a fuse that will blow
when the system is cranked up, disabling other equipment in the vehicle.
One tip to help you get the connectors you may need for your radio
would be to bring the literature supplied with your new equipment to the
dealer. That way he can "see" what
you want, rather than trying to figure
out what to sell you from a verbal description.

Antennas and Accessories. Most
units today have one power wire to
power the amplifier section and control functions, and another to provide
a continuous voltage to retain se-

lected stations in memory and to
power the clock function. The main
power wire allows the radio to be
turned on and off with the ignition
switch. Sometimes the second wire, if
deprived of 12 volts, will prevent the
radio from working. This wire must be
connected to a source that provides
12 volts on a continuous basis.
If you have an electric antenna in
your existing system, provisions must
be made to provide power to the antenna. Generally, when 12 volts is applied to the antenna's power -lead,
the antenna &ends, and when the
12 volts is removed, the antenna retracts. There are a few variations, so
consult the dealer if in doubt. The antenna power lead can often be determined by examining the original
radio. Sometimes, a wire legend is
stamped on the radio with the abbre-

(METAL)

SOFT BACKSTRAP
(MOUNT AS PER
MANUFACTURERS
INSTRUCTIONS)

Fig. 2. Don't forget to use the metal backstrap in your installation. It provides a
secure mechanical and ground connection for your head unit.
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viation "ANT" denoting the antenna
wire, or one of the wires might have a
tape affixed to it labeled as an antenna lead. Most car stereos have a 12volt outlet wire that is used to supply
voltage to the antenna when the radio is powered up.
Keep all connecting cables as short
as possible between the radio (or
head unit) and any add -on components, such as an amplifier or equalizer. If a long run is necessary (perhaps
because the amplifier is mounted in
the trunk), then use quality interconnect cable to minimize interference.
Be sure to follow the manufacturer's
instructions regarding size of power
cables for the amplifier. Most of the
lime, you can connect amplifiers and
head units of different manufacturers
together, but be sure to find out if special interconnections are required.
Once again, your equipment's documentation will help the dealer determine how and what accessories are
required to complete the installation.
When mounting amplifiers and other
items, such as crossovers, really beautiful bases can be made for these accessories by using finished plywood. A
plywood base is great for mounting a
system's amplifiers and crossovers behind the seat in a pickup, or in the
trunk of a car.

Speaker Tips. Data on selecting
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correct speaker sizes can be had in
the same manuals that the manufacturers publish for their head unit recommendations. The speakers must
seal the opening they project sound
through. You must not let air escape
around the speaker mounting from
the front of the cone back to the rear.
Such leakage will diminish sound
quality and power.
Do not solder speaker cables to the
speaker connection points. Excessive
heat applied while soldering cables
tends to warp the delicate inner section of the speaker. Also prohibited is
the practice of grounding one side of
the speaker to the vehicle chassis and
only running one conductor to the
front of the vehicle to hook to the system. Many new systems do not allow
their speaker outputs to be grounded,
and serious damage to the system
might result. Speaker grounding also
causes increased engine interference,
There is always considerable atten-

TABLE

1-COST ANALYSIS
Stereo System

Head unit

Speakers:
Front pair
Rear pair
"Md-on" tweeters, etc.

Accessories
Premium speaker cable
Md on amplifier(s)
Md on equalizer
Fader control
Head unit mounting shell

Interconnect cables
Speaker mounting adapters
Total materials

$

$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

$

lion paid to the size of the conductors
going to the speakers. In general,
larger cables are favored. As a rule,
16 -gauge wire is considered the minimum in a good sound installation.
Also, always use stranded cable. In
running speaker, interconnnecting
cable, and power leads, professional
installations employ a product called
"split loom." This is plastic sheathing
that slips over cable bundles, protecting and organizing the installation.
When puffing speakers in doors, it is
often very difficult to take the plastic
covers off the doors without breaking
the white compression fasteners that
hold the plastic covering to the metal
door frame. There is a tool available
that looks like a pronged screwdriver.
This tool can be used to apply leverage to those fasteners, and remove
them without breaking. If the vehicle
has dash -mount speakers, a "must
have" tool is a 90° -offset screwdriver.

Troubleshooting. The remainder of
this article will be devoted to troubleshooting. This part is organized into
symptoms followed by possible cures.
If

the unit' appears not to have

power, examine the power leads and
determine with a voltmeter that they
are receiving proper voltages. Some
people make do with a light that
glows when 12 volts is present, but if
possible use a meter; if the voltage is
too low for the radio's proper operation, the light may still glow. Check the
condition of all the fuses. Make sure
that in the installation process a fuse
holder is not bent or loosened (do not
tape power fuse holders together in a
bundle, as the process of bundling
might disconnect one of them). Use
an ohmmeter to ascertain whether
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the fuses are good. Just looking might
not catch an open fuse. If a fuse is
violently blown, check the wiring for
shorts or incorrect connections.
There are a few things you can do if
the unit lights up and the cassette
motor (if applicable) works, but there's
no sound from the speakers. If no amplifier or equalizer is present, check
the wiring harness to make sure it
stayed together. Sometimes they are
hard to mate up, and might not be
pushed together tightly enough to
achieve contact. If an amplifier or
other accessories are present, be sure
that they are getting power and are
properly wired together. Sometimes,
the amplifier requires a sensing voltage to power -up. This is generally obtained by attaching the sensing wire
to the antenna's 12 -volt lead (from the
head unit or receiver).
Believe it or not, if the power is on
but a speaker is dead, many times this
is just a problem with the balance
control set in one direction during installation. If that isn't the case, check
for a bad speaker -cable connection
or a defective speaker. If the system
has a power amplifier, also check for
a bad connection from the head unit
to the amplifier.
Sometimes there may be sound on
both sides, but when the balance is in
the center the volume decreases. The
problem in this case is that the speakers are out of phase. That can easily
be corrected by switching the two
conductors on one speaker.
In some situations the tape deck
works, but there's no signal from the
AM or FM sections. If you have pre checked the unit before installation,
and the radio worked at that time, the
problem lies in either the antenna system, or perhaps the power lead that
supplies continuous 12 volts to the
memory. It is very easy to forget to
plug the antenna in during the installation.
If your radio reception is weak the
problem is possibly in the antenna system. Check the instructions to make
sure any antenna adjustments have
been made. Misadjustment of the antenna "trimmer," if there is one, will
greatly affect at least the AM band.
A good way to check the antenna is
to take a portable calculator and
hold it against the antenna. If the antenna is working, you will hear all types

(Continued on page 90)

Kit Building Lives:
BY ELLIOTT S. KANTER, W4PGI

The Ramsey
FX-146
Two -Meter FM

Transceiver
Kit

This kit will not only provide you with a polished working unit, but a
valuable and enjoyable learning experience to boot.
whom "code free" meant finally getting your
Amateur Radio License, Technician Class, welcome to the "fraternity." What remains now, besides
waiting for your license to operate to
arrive, is the selection and acquisition
of a suitable VHF transmitter and receiver; or more likely, finding the right
transceiver at an affordable price.
For those of you to

When we were first licensed
the choices were consider-

(K4YOC),

ably broader, not to mention less expensive. The new ham could choose
f -om equipment made by: Hal licrafters, Allied Radio (now Tandy
Corp.), Swan, Heath, and a host of
other companies who sadly are no

longer (exception: Radio Shack/Tandy) on the ham -radio scene.
At that time, you could purchase a
Benton Harbor Lunch Box, a relatively
easy -to-build kit from the Heath Corn pany, which put you on the VHF bands
(10, 6, and 2 meters) for around $50,
well within the reach of even the most
cash -strapped operator. The lunch
boxes were simple, low -power (about
5 -watts output) vacuum -tube transceivers with a super- regenerative receiver section and an AM (voice) /CW
(code) transmitter. With a liftle more
money, you could then purchase
some tools, an antenna system, and
of course the required crystals. Even
with all these extras, the total cost was
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than $100. To be totally honest,
although the rigs were adequate and
irexpensive, they left a lot to be desirstill less

ed.
Nowadays, we haven't got as many
choices, especially if we want Ameri-

can -made equipment, and even
fewer choices of we want to build our
the
own. Heath is no longer active
ham -kit field, Hallicrafters and Swan
are no more, cnd only Tandy Corporation offers an American -made 2meter handheld transceiver, assuming you have over $240 available.
Which essenticly leaves only Japanese -made equipment selling for at
least $270, or another alternative that
we'll soon discuss.
i
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Examing the Choices. We'd established a budget of $200 for a transceiver, speaker /microphone, and a
simple factory made or home brewed antenna. Our technical requirements were as follows:
True FM operation over the entire 2meter band, with provisions for operation on either MARS or CAP frequen-

cies.
RF -power output of 4 to 6 watts from
a standard 12 -VDC source.
Easy connections to /for subaudible
tone -encoders, or touch -tone pads.
Readily available connections for

packet -radio operation.
No more than 12 channels (simplex
or repeater operation) required.
We realized that while one Tandy
offering met some of our requirements, it was more expensive than we
wished and it's ni -cad battery operation wouldn't suffice for normal mobile
use or for use as a base -station system

without some modification, Additionally, there was no easy provision
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for integrating our (as yet unpurchased) packet -radio system to the
Tandy unit. As packet radio was high
on our interest list, we decided the
Tandy unit was not for us.
While we could have met some (if
not all) of the requirements with a
Japanese made, 2 -meter unit, we still
would've been faced with a "cost
over-run," not to mention a lack of a
couple of features we really wanted.
On the other hand, it should be mentioned that these rigs also had some
features that, while they would be very
nice to have, would have been overkill. For example, living in a major metropolitan area (Atlanta, Georgia), we
knew that we'd only be using a fraction of the raw-power or channel capabilities these "super-rigs" provided.
This research reinforced our desire
to build our own transceiver, justifying
the purchase of a kit, rather than a
factory -wired and ready machine.
This did not take into account the desire to "buy-American," nor the inner
satisfaction that would come from
being able to have the opportunity to
actively participate in building our
own station. After a considerable
amount of additional research, we
elected to equip our two -meter FM
station with the Ramsey FX-146 kit, and
optional case.
The FX -146 has a total of 12 user-

programmable channels available.
Counting the one channel we programmed for the National Weather
Service, we were able to set up all our
area's repeaters, plus the two national
simplex frequencies (146.52- 146.94
MHz), and still have four empty channels for expansion. There's also a provi-

sion for adding as many other
frequencies in the 140 -180 MHz range
as you wish (more on that later).
From a financial standpoint, we
would be allocating the following
amounts of money for the items
needed:
FX -146

kit $149.95

CFX -xx Case $24.95

Microphone /Speaker $22.00
which comes to a total of $196.90.
While this total is just under our budgeted $200 and only leaves about
$3.10 for an antenna (not counting

shipping charges), we have been
able to fulfill all of our desires and
"wants" with a system having the
specifications listed in Table 1. Based
on that rather impressive list you can
see why we decided to opt for the kit
and build a unit ourselves.

The Instructions. There's a lot to be
said about kits. They should allow you
TABLE

1

-FX -146

2 -METER

-180

to reproduce a specific project by
supplying you with all or most of the
necessary parts, some form of chassis
or circuit board, and some type of
assembly guidance. The form and the
quality of the instructions frequently
separates a fair kit from the truly great
kit. Through excellence, Heath set a
standard for kit -building guides they
called "step -by-step," and "step and
check." You'd read a concise instruction, carry out the process, and then
place a check mark in a box to acknowledge that you'd completed the
task. Instructions were written directly
and concisely, and placed in a well
structured manual. In fact, you'd find
the same information in exactly the
same place in every Heath manual,
regardless of the type of kit you were
building.
Ramsey Electronics takes the Heath
formula a step further by providing
educational information in each of
the construction phases. The transceiver kit is broken down into a total of
nine stages:
The DC -power input.
The receiver audio amplifier.
The integrated FM receiver.
The antenna input and RF preamplifier.
TRANSCEIVER SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range:

140

Tuning:

Any 20 MHz segment within the specified band. Diode programmable
PLL synthesis, 12 front -panel selected frequencies expandable by

PLL programming:
Mode:
Packet operation:
Power requirements:

Antenna impedance:
Microphone impedance:
T -R

switching:

PTT circuit:

Final power out:
Final output stage:

Modulation:
Frequency deviation:
Modulation distortion:

Circuitry:
Sensitivity:
Selectivity:
Squelch sensitivity:
Audio output:
Circuit access points:
Case:

MHz

remote switches.
5 kHz steps with programmable transmit offsets.
NBFM (narrow band FM)
5 -pin DIN connector (TXD, RXD, PTT, +12VDC, Gnd.)
13.6 volts (-1-10%) (ä, 1.5 A (transmit) 200mA (receive), negative
ground.
50 ohms
500-600 ohms or hi- impedance
PIN Diodes
Solid State (standard ICOM -type mike connection).

Transmitter
watts
MRF237 or equal
True direct FM
4 -6

±5 kHz
Less than 5%

Receiver
Double- conversion superhetrodyne, 1st IF 21.4 MHz, 2nd IF 455 kHz.
12 dB SINAD less than 0.035 microvolt.
It 7.0 kHz ( -6 dB), ± 15 kHz ( 60 dB).
Less than 0.25 microvolts.
More than 2 watts.
COR, RSSI, PL tone input, FSK demod., + 12V,
8V, +5V, PLL

-

*

programming.
Heavy duty steel with aluminum front and back 9.75"
1.5" H.
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The FX transceiver VCO (voltage controlled oscillator).
The FX transceiver synthesizer PLL
(phase -locked loop).
The diode matrix and PLL programming (programming the offset matrix).

The microphone amplifier and
push -to -talk circuit.
Transmitter, buffer, driver, and final
stages.
Each of these stages is prefaced by a

detailed tutorial on the theory of operation and a functional description. It
is effectively a mini -course preceding
the construction of each phase of
transceiver assembly and circuit integration. Having detailed information
about why you are going to do something, together with how it works,
makes construction of each of the
nine stages educational, informative,
and relatively trouble free. All of the
construction steps are broken down
into rather small groups to promote
efficiency and accuracy. In most
cases, there's a progress test at the
conclusion of a series of instructions to
verify performance as well as provide
an opportunity (if required) to make
adjustments or demonstrate the capabilities of the circuit just completed.
The manual is supplemented by
Iwo large drawings. The first of the PC

Here's the completed unit looking as smart as a tack. Can you tell the difference
between it and a manufactured device?

board layout with component placement and board traces shown, and
the second a schematic with the
stages outlined in accordance to the
nine phases of construction. For each
stage, there was also a small scale
drawing of the area of the PC board
you'd be working with. Additionally
there are supplemental small drawings as needed to highlight or detail

points in a specific procedure
backed up with text information.
To top all this off, the instructions
even have a distinctive sense of
humor. In fact, the manual is so complete and well written that you'll probably find yourself spending more
enjoyable and educational time
reading than building.

Before You Start. The FX -146 comes
in a package about the size of a cigar
box, weighing around four pounds.

As you can see, the transceiver is well
populated with components and has the

.

appearance of a factory-produced unit.
Its appearance is due in part to the clear
instructions that keep you from making
mistakes along the way.

Once opened, you are greeted by
literally hundreds of separate parts
(there are over 100 type 1N914 diodes
included in the kit alone). Some of the
components are in taped reels,
others are separate.
The manual first directs your attention to the different markings you'll encounter on specific components and
gives you a quick tutorial on the resistor color code. It also informs you
that this isn't an ordinary "we did everything for you" kit by alerting you to
the fact that a component's value
might vary as much as 10% from those
listed. (In fact, the electrolytic capacitors used. during construction may be
either 4- or 10 -1.L.F units and still be perfectly suitable.) What that means is
that you will need to be (or become) a
genuine electronics technician, and
not a blind follower as you proceed
through the construction steps. Yet in
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PL1

Cl

PL-259

.01

D1

1N34

TO

C2
R2

MILLIAMP
METER

1000
10 WATT

Fig. 1. You will require a dummy load,
such as the simple one shown here, to
test the transmitter stage of the unit.
cases where the tolerance is tight, the
manual makes it quite clear and specifically states the exact value of the
component as well as other identifying characteristics.
Naturally, you'll have to organize

and separate the components to
some degree; egg- cartons seem to
be the best and least-expensive organizers. We tried several different approaches including muffin tins, ice cube trays and other divided containers, but found ourselves returning
to the egg carton as the best of all
possible choices.
Tool and test -equipment requirements are quite modest. Solder is not

included, and you'll need some
screwdrivers, a wire cutter, a wire stripper, a ruler, a small soldering iron, a
digital VOM, a fused 13.5 -VDC power
supply or battery, a 50 -ohm dummy
load (more about that later), a suitable microphone, and a speaker. We
found that a length of solder -wick or
some other form of desoldering aid
was also handy.
With all this on hand and organized,

we were ready to build. Everything
went smoothly, and the entire process
took only about 81/2 hours.

Frequency Selection. When the
(Continued on page 91)
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TALKING COMPASS
With this project, you need not be able to see a
dial pointer to determine the direction in which you are headed.
BY LARRY MITSCHKE

project came about as a
result of a search for a quick

This

and easy method to provide
telemetry for a remotely piloted vehicle (RPV)-in this case, a radio -con-

trolled airplane carrying a video
camera and TV transmitter. From a location on the ground, that set -up allows the pilot to watch a TV monitor
and guide the plane through its
paces without actually seeing the
plane.
Unfortunately, with the piare fly ng
so far away from the "home 40," it is
easy to become disoriented and lose
your sense of direction, which car
make returning the plane to home
base very difficult if not impossible
That's when decided that an onboard compass would be necessary
to avoid losing the plane. Ard since
the pilot (myself) would rot be in the
cockpit where the compass headinc
might be checked, it was cecicec
that an audible compass (whose out out could be relayed by on audio inout on the TV transmitter) was the
easiest way to transfer that vital in'ormotion to the pilot. Tha- lec me to
develop the Talking Compass that is
described in this article.
I
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Circuit Description. Figure

1 shows
a schematic diagram of the Talking
Compass. The circuit is comprised of a
directional sensor (or digital compass,

MOD "), an ISD1016 analog storage
device (U2), a 74S188 preprogrammed PROM (U3), and a handful of additional components.
The ISD1016, which is designed to
record and playback analog signals
such as voice) will hold the recorded
signal for more than ten years even
with the power off. The chip provides a

total storage time of

16- seconds,
which can be used in one shot, or
broken up into smaller segments. The
segments can be as short as a tenth
of a second. Because each tenth o- a
secord of the total storage time is fully
addressable by way of the chip's 8 -bit
binary address (pins 1 through 7, and
9 and 10), messages can be recorded
on those small segments and individually selected for playback by cccessrg the proper address bus.
In cur application, the total time is
divided into eight 2- second segments. The starting point addresses for
The e ght 2- second segments are located at the binary equivalent of 1,
20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140. By
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placing one of those binary numbers
on the chip's address bus, a two second word a phrase can be recorded
and /or played back.
Directional information is provided
by MODI, which uses a subminiature

jewel -suspended magnet surrounded by four Hall -effect IC's. In use,
the Hall -effect device that is directly
opposite north turns on, causing its
output to go to ground. The other outputs are held high by pull -up resistors
R13 through R16.
As the sensor is rotated (say between north and east) two of the Hall effect devices will be directly opposite north, so they both will turn on,
thereby giving the intermediate direction (in the above example, northeast). The digital compass (MODI)
outputs directional information as a Obit binary code. That 4 -bit information
is transformed into 8 -bit binary data
by integrated circuit U3---a 256 -bit bipolar PROM. Table 1 is the truth table
for the 74S'88 PROM.
The 8 -bit data is used to select specific starting pant addresses on the
ISD1016 (U2), which can then be recorded to; or, if a message has been
recorded at the specified address, it
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Fig. I. The Talking Compass is comprised of a digital compass (MODI), an LSD1016
analog storage device (U2), a 745188 preprogrammed PROM (U3), and a handful of
additional components.
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1-74S188 TRUTH TABLE

TABLE

Directory
North
N.W.
West
S.W.
South
S.E.
East
N.E.

A4

A3

A2

Al

AO

B1

B2

L

H

L

H

H

0

0

B3
0

L

L

L

H

H

0

0

L

L

H

H

H

L

L

H

H

L

0
0

L

H

H

H

L

L

H

H

L

L

H

H

L

L

H

L

B5

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

L

1

1

0

0
0

H

1

1

1

1

0

20
40
60
80
100
120

0

0

0,

1

1

140

LH

1

Begin by making a

printed- circuit board; a full -size
printed-circuit pattern is provided in
Fig, 2. After etching and drilling the
board, clean the traces with steel
wool and check for shorts.
Begin assembling the board by installing IC sockets for U2 and U3,
guided by the parts -placement diagram shown in Fig. 3. Follow that with
the resistors and the capacitors; then

diode DI, the digital compass

0
1

1

B6

B7

B4
0
0

0

can be played back. Switch S3 Is used
to select the mode of operation; record or playback. Switch S2 enables
the recording or playback process
chosen by S3. Diode D1 at the input to
U1 (a 7805 5 -volt voltage regulator)
protects the circuit in case the battery
is connected with its polarity reversed,
which would ruin the compass sensor.
The speaker connects directly to U2,
which has its own output amplifier.

Construction.

Decimal
Equivalent

Output

Input

1

1

(MODI), and the voltage regulator
(U1). Solder wires to the appropriate
pads on the board for connection to
the off-board components (battery
connector, speaker, switches, and microphone).
Once the circuit has been checked
for faults, put the assembly aside for a
while, and prepare the enclosure that
will house your project. The circuit
must be housed in a non -magnetic
enclosure (such as Radio Shack's
#270 -223 plastic project box). Whatever housing you select, make sure
that it allows the speaker to be separated from the digital compass by at
least 4 inches (center to center) so
that the speaker magnet will not affect the operation of the compass.
tt wit be necessary to drill mounting
holes in the side of the enclosure for
the switches. A hole for the microphone along with speaker grille holes
should also be drilled in the lid of the
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enclosure. Once the holes have been
drilled, mount the of-board components to the enclosure. The speaker
can be mounted using silicon sealer
or some other suitable adhesive. The
microphone element can be secured
to the lid of the enclosure by placing a
rubber grommet in the microphone
hole and just pressing MICI into

place.
Once the off-bocrd components
have been mounted to the enclosure,
install the crcuit bocrd and connect
the off-board components to the circuit board using hoo <up wire. Be sure
that when the lid is attached to the
enclosure, the compass is located at
the end opposite the speaker. Label
the playbacWrecord (S3) and on /off
switches.
Install a battery using double -sided
foam tape to hold it in position and
(S1)

check for correct voltage at U2's and
U3's power terminals Also check for
continuity te common at the ground
terminals of those ICs. Next install the
two DIP IC's (U2 and U3). Remember
that the ISD1016 is a CMOS device,
and is thus sensitive to electrostatic
discharge.
Now comes the moment of truth.

Operation.

To record a message,
place S3 in the REC (record) position
and apply power to the circuit. Rotate
the box to the direction (east, west,
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PARTS LIST FOR THE
TALKING COMPASS
SEMICONDUCTORS
U1 -7805 1 -amp, 5 -volt, voltage

regulator, integrated circuit

U2- ISD1016 analog storage

device,
integrated circuit
U3- 74S188 256 -bit PROM
(preprogrammed), integrated
circuit
MOD1- Dinsmore digital compass
D1- 1N4001 -amp, 50-PIV, rectifier
diode
1

RESISTORS

(All resistors are 1 -watt, 5% units.)
R1, R3, R5- R16- 10,000 -ohm
R2 -10 -ohm
R4- 470,000 -ohm

41/4 INCHES

F'g. 2. Here is a full -sized template of the printed- circuit artwork used to produce the
author's prototype unit. After etching and drilling the board, clean the traces with
steel wool and check for shorts.

CAPACITORS
C1
-11F, 16 -WVDC,

S

-22
tantalum
C2, C3--0.1-11,F, ceramic -disc
C4- 0.22 -p,F, ceramic -disc
C5
-µF, 16 -WVDC, axial -lead
electrolytic
C6- 4.7 -p.F, 16 -WVDC, axial -lead
electrolytic

-1

I

R6
I

1C1
I

RI7

R8
I R9

R3

U2

The ISD1016 analog storage chip
(U2) is avalible from Information
Storage Devices, Inc., 2841
Junction Avenue, Suite 204, San
Jose, CA. 95134, for $27.99 each
postpaid. California residents must
add appropriate sales tax.

The 74S188 256 -bit preprogrammed
PROM (U3) is available from
Funtech, P.O. Box 772747,
Houston, TX 77215 -2747, for
$5.99 each postpaid. Texas
residents must add appropriate
sales tax.
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D1

R16

C5,

6+

Ri5

-R4-

R12

-C4-

R1

C3-I

-9

Remell St., Flint, MI 48503, for
$12.00 each, plus $0.52 postage.
Michigan residents must add
appropriate sales tax.

-i

U3

-8

Note: The Digital Compass (MOD!),
part #1490, is available from
Dinsmore Instrument Co., 1814

REC

+

R51

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS
SI, S3 -DPDT slide switch

S2-SPST momentary pushbutton
switch
SPKR1
-ohm. 0.2 -watt, 2 -inch
speaker
MIC1- Electret microphone element
BI
-volt transistor-radio battery
Printed- circuit materials, enclosure,
9 -volt battery holder and
connector, grommet, adhesive,
wire, solder, hardware, etc.

O

PLAY

T
S2

R2

SPKR1

MIC1

Fig. 3. Assemble the board guided by this parts -placement diagram, beginning with
the IC sockets for U2 and U3, followed by the resistors and the capacitors; then diode
DI, the digital compass (MOD!), and the voltage regulator (UI).
north, or south) that you want to record and make sure that the project is
level. Press S2 and speak into MIC1.
When through speaking, release S2 to
stop recording. You have two seconds
to record your phrase or word. You
could say "north" or a quick "you're
facing north." have found it better to
face off to one side while speaking so
that your breath does not hit the microphone and produce wind noises
when recording "s" and "th" sounds.
Check the recording by placing S3
in the PLAY (playback) position, and
with the box pointed in the same direction momentarily press S2. The
I

compass should play back what
you've recorded.

It is

not necessary to
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hold S2 down; just a quick press and
release is all it takes.
Go through the recording process
with all 8 direction points, positioning
the compass to point in each direction. Remember that the sensor is internally damped and it takes a
couple of seconds for it to stabilize in
the correct direction when setting up
for recording or playback. If you attempt to record messages that are
longer than two seconds, the recording will run over into another section
and erase whatever might have been
stored there. But it is a simple matter to
re- record both.
It is possible to playback everything
(Continued on page 88)

Making The
Connection
Make the right connection between a wire
antenna and your rig.
There

is

large amount of infor-

mation on wire antennas
available to receiver users.
However, Iwo related topics that seem
lacking in coverage, or at least
jumbled up with other material, are

antenna -construction and termination. In this article, we will take a look
at both topics. As we proceed, keep in
mind that the information applies to
nearly all wire antennas, not just the

types mentioned.
Types of Wire Antennas. The variety of wire antennas around is mind
boggeling, but they fall into two basic
categories. One group is like the Marconi -style antenna, shown in Fig. 1A,
consisting of a single -wire radiator,
usually made of insulated or uninsulated No. 14 or No. 12 wire placed
high in the air. The antenna is typically
supported by a set of end insulators
and rope supports. One end of the
antenna is connected to a piece of
insulated wire (called the "down lead "), which is connected to the rig
receiver, transmitter, or transceiver).
Related antennas include the random- length wire antenna, long -wire
antenna (both resonant and nonresonant types), windoms, Tee -antennas,
and top -hat antennas to name a few.
They are all different, but have one
similarity: they consist of a single radiator element connected to a single wire downlead that is connected to
the radio rig.

Someplace before the downlead
enters the house, a protective lightning arrestor is connected to the circuit. The lightning arrestor is used to
bypass as much of a lightning strike as
possible to ground. The ground wire
connected to the lightning arrestor is
made of heavy wire or braid cut as
short as possible, and is connected at
the other end to a ground rod driven
into the ground. Always follow local
electrical and safety codes for the

BY JOSEPH J. CARR

in most cases
means you should use an 8 -foot copper -clad steel rod. Those little 4 -foot
ground rods are not terribly good for
lightning protection, so don't depend
on them.
The downlead is connected directly to the rig's antenna terminal. A
second ground, which may go to the
same ground lead as the lightning arrestor ground, is used to improve the
RF performance of the radio antenna.
The other basic type of antenna is
shown in Fig. 1B. That antenna is a
dipole. Such antennas consist of two
wire radiators fed by a two-conductor
cable such as twin -lead, twisted -pair
or, most commonly, coaxial cable.
When coaxial cable is used, the center feed point may be either a special
center insulator or a BALUN (BAL-

he

anced UNbalanced) transformer.

supports (which presumably reduces
end effects). The smaller unit is used
for smaller transmitter antennas, and
general shortwave- receiver anten-

ground rod, which

Again, end insulators and rope supports hold the antenna in the air. As
with all antennas, a lightning arrestor
is used to protect the house and rig.

End and Center Insulators.
sulators are used to electrically isolate
End in-
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wire radiator from the support
rope. In addition, they provide a certain amount of mechanical strength
in the connection between the radiator wire and the rope supports. They
may be made of glass, glazed ceramic, or a synthetic material such as
nylon or Teflon.
Figure 2 shows one popular shape
of the classic ceramic end insulator.
Most of those sold in stores today are
made of synthetic material, although
used ceramic and glass insulators
can be frequently seen at hamfests.
Two synthetic end insulators are
shown in Fig. 3. The larger one shown
can be used for high -power ham-radio transmitter antennas as well as
general- receiver antenna use. It provides a much larger degree of isola-

tion between the wire and the

nas.

A pair of popular center insulators
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The type
shown in Fig. 4 has an SO -239 UHF

#12 OR #14
WIRE

ANTENNA
DOWNLEAD

LIGHTNING
ARRESTOR

Fig. 4. Some center insulators have
"pigtails" on each side that the
radiators need to be soldered to. The
antenna's downlead attaches to the
connector at the bottom of the insulator.

GROUND

A

-

,.

;

t,
#12 OR #14
WIRE

#12 OR #14
WIRE

CENTER INSULATOR
OR BALUN

LIGHTNING
ARRESTOR

COAX TO RECEIVER

B

Fig. I. The two most common antenna types-the Marconi -style antenna (A) and the
Hertzian "balanced" antenna (B) -are shown here. Note the additional radiator in B.

Fig. 2. End insulators come in different
styles. Here is a "classic" end insulator
made of glazed ceramic. Some can still
be found at ham shows today.

end of the center insulator. (Connections for this type of center insulator
will be discussed later.) A different
form of center insulator is shown in Fig.
5. In that type of insulator, a hollow
body of PVC -like plastic material contains connections for the SO -239
coaxial cable. The wires are connected to, and supported by, a pair of
screw /eye terminals on either side.
Some center insulators contain BALUN transformers. For ordinary dipoles
use 1:1 BALUN transformers; for folded

dipoles use

4:1 BALUN's.

Using Insulators. There are two

Fig. 3. The modern end insulators are
typically made of a synthetic material
such as nylon. That makes them fairly
resilient
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coaxial connector, that can mate directly with the PL -259 coaxial connectors used on many antenna
feedlines. The radiator elements are
connected to heavy -duty, solid -copper wire "pigtails" protruding out each

goals to keep in mind when making
connections to either end insulators or
center insulators. First, you want a
strong, reliable mechanical connection that won't come loose under the
buffeting the antenna will receive.
Winds and weather can take a terrible toll on wire antennas, so a good,
reliable connection is mandatory. The
second goal is to make a good electrical connection -after all is said and
done, the antenna is still an electrical
device connected to an electronic
circuit.
A minor point to make is to avoid
kinks. Radiator wire

is

either hard -

drawn copper wire or copper -clad
steel wire (e.g., Copperweld), so keep
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Fig. 5. This type of center insulator has
crimp -on lugs for a good electrical
connection. These center insulators
sometimes contain BALUN transformers.
in mind that it kinks up very easily. In
fact, experienced antenna erectors
claim that gremlins or RF demons exist
whose main function in the universe is
to put permanent kinks in wire. When
the wire kinks, it is nearly impossible to
get the kink out of the wire so that it
looks good again. The antenna will still
perform well, but the spot where the
kink occurred will always remain.
Let's deal with end insulators first.
Figure 6 shows how to make a connection to an end insulator. Although
only one style insulator is shown here,
the method for the other styles shown
earlier is identical.
The first step in connecting the antenna wire to the insulator is to pass
the wire through one of the holes in
the insulator. Leave 6 to 8 inches of
free wire. Next, double the free end of
the wire back on itself, and wrap it
around the main body of the wire six
to eight times; leave about 3/4- to 1inch of loop to permit the insulator to
move freely. If a downlead is required,
as it will be on one end of a Marconi style antenna, then strip away about 2
inches of its insulation, and then wrap
the bare downlead wire around the
main antenna wire four to eight times.
The final step is to solder all the con-

INSULATOR

INNER
CONDUCTOR

Fig. 6. To make a connection to an end
insulator, you first insert some wire into
an eyelet, twist it over on itself 6-8
turns, and then solder.
nections. The purpose of the solder is
not to add mechanical strength, but
to ensure the electrical connection in
the face of potential corrosion. Use
either 50/50 or 60/40 lead /tin resin core solder. Use solder marked "resin
core," 'radio/TV' or "electronic" solder.
Under no circumstances use acid core solder! That solder will eat the
antenna wire away. It is marked
"plumber's" solder, or something similar. Also avoid coreless solder. It can
only be used with separate acid -core
flux, and is useless to wire-antenna
constructors.
Use at least a 150 -watt soldering
iron or soldering gun. A small pencil type iron (typically less than 75 watts)
is not suitable for this purpose. Heat
the joint thoroughly, and then apply
the solder so it completely coats the
wire of the support splice and the
downlead splice. You may find that
the area where you apply the iron will
turn out well coated with solder, but
other areas aren't Wetted at all, so be
sure to turn the wire over and solder all
surfaces.

Apply caution when soldering.
Solder must be very hot to melt, and
the wire junction and its vicinity (even
the insulator) will try to "sink' the heat,
so don't touch it with your bare hands!
It can cause painful first- and second degree burns. Handle the wire and
the insulator with insulated pliers, or
some other heat -handling tool.
The procedure for connecting a
center insulator depends on the type
of center insulator that is used. Figure
7 shows the use of an ordinary end
insulator as a center insulator for a
dipole or other balanced antenna.
The two wire radiators are spliced
onto the insulator in the normal manner for end insulators. The coaxial ca-

ble is stripped such that its center
insulator and conductor are each

BRAID
(OUTER CONDUCTOR)

INNER
INSULATION

Fig. 7. The split-coax method of making center connections shown here is not
advisable, as the connection is prone to corrosion.
routed to one of the antenna radiators, while the braid (outer conductor) is routed to the other. Both are
spliced to their respective radiator elements. One popular method is to
use the pigtails left over from making
the two support splices as electrical
connections for the coaxial cable.
In some cases, the body of the
coaxial cable is wrapped around the
center insulator and tied off with
string, cord, or fishing line in order to
provide mechanical support for the
connections. If you use the "split coax"
method, then a strain relief is essential.
The method shown in Fig. 7 is not

recommended.

It is

mechanically

weak, and open to the weather. It is
common to find water infiltration into

the coaxial cable, which deteriorates
its performance. It is better to use a
regular center insulator or a BALUN
transformer.
The type of center insulator shown
back in Fig. 4 has heavy, solid copperwire pigtails protruding from inside the
insulator. Before beginning the splice,
you must tin the pigtails. That is, heat
up each one with a soldering iron and
spread a thin coating of solder over
them. They should look silver plated
and smooth after they are tinned.
The antenna wire is laid alongside
each copper pigtail, and in contact
with it, and is then passed through the
hole in the insulator, doubled back on
itself, and then wrapped around both
the pigtail and its own main body six
to eight times. It thus resembles an
ordinary end insulator support splice,
except for the pigtail in the core. Fi-
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nally, using a soldering iron or gun,
solder the splice thoroughly in the
same manner as for support splices.

The method for connecting the
other type of center insulator (shown
back in Fig. 5) is similar to the technique for an end insulator. You pass
the antenna wire through an eyelet,
and leave about 8 to 10 inches of wire
free when you pass it through. Then
wrap'the wire back on itself until you
have about 5- inches of the free end
left The end left over is then connected to the terminal lugs fastened
to the eyelet. It is prudent to pull the
lug away from the body of the insulator so it can be later crimped and
soldered without melting the plastic
body. Pass the end of the wire all the
way into the terminal past both sets of
flanges, and then crimp the flanges
over the wire with long -nose pliers in
order to form a good mechanical
Joint. Next, solder the terminal and

wire together.

The Rig End. There are a variety of
connectors used for connecting antennas to receivers and transmitters. If
the connector on your antenna compliments the one on your receiver, you
just have to plug them together. If the
two connectors do not mate, you
could Just buy an adapter to bridge
the connection.
Some receivers are equipped with
a two- or three -station screw terminal
instead of a connector. On a two screw terminal block, one screw
(often labeled "ANT" or "A ") is for the

antenna and the other (labeled

Fig. 8. The rear panel of this shortwave
receiver can accept coax, lug-terminal,
or bare -wire downlead terminations. In
a pinch, a banana plug could be pushed
into the 50 -ohm socket for single -wire
antennas.

"GND," "GRND," or "G ") is for the
ground connection.
The screws on units equipped with
three -terminal antenna blocks are
typically labelled "Al," A2," and "G."
Those sets can use a balanced transmission line, such as twin -lead, parallel line or twisted pair line, but are most
often connected to a single -wire line.
When a single line is used, the input
can be converted into an unbalanced one by connecting a wire
jumper between terminals A2 and G
(i.e., by strapping one side of the antenna connector to ground).
The method of choice for connecting any such wires is through the
use of neat cable-ends, or spade lugs.
However, if you must use just the ex-

posed wire, take the time to strip the
end of the downlead about 3/8 inch,
and then form it into a loop that has a
diameter slightly larger than the body
of the screw terminal. If the wire is
stranded, then tin the stripped end to
prevent it from fraying and shorting to
the adjacent terminal. Place the loop
under the screw in the direction of
tightening for the screw (clockwise).
The idea is to cause the loop to close
on itself under the screw when the
screw is tightened. If you place the
loop under the screw in the counterclockwise manner, then it will open
when the screw is tightened.
Figure 8 shows the rear panel of
one of my shortwave receivers. There
are three connections present: 50ohm antenna, "Hi -Z" antenna, and
ground. The 50 -ohm antenna input is
an SO -239 UHF connector for coaxial cable fed antennas, while the Hi -Z input is for single -wire downleads. In
many cases, it is found that the two
are connected together inside the receiver, so which one to use is a moot
point. However, if needed, it is possible
to connect a single -wire antenna directiyto an SO-239 coaxial connector
by placing a banana plug on the end
of its downlead. If the "Hi -Z" terminal is
used, then use a spade lug on the end
of the downlead.

TELESCOPING

WHIP ON
A PORTABLE
ANTENNA LEAD

TOROID
COIL

GROUND
LEAD

Fig. 9. This method of coupling a single wire antenna to a portable shortwave
radio equipped with a telescoping -whip
antenna sometimes works. Other times,
it just overloads the receiver
A means for connecting a single wire antenna to a portable shortwave
radio is shown in Fig. 9. Of course, you
could use an alligator clip on the end
of the downlead, and connect it directly to the whip antenna of the radio. But that may cause damage to
the radio if static charges build up on
the antenna. The method shown uses
inductive coupling to avoid that.
The coil is wound on a toroidal core
that has an inside diameter that will
just fit loosely over the bottom portion
of the whip antenna when the coil is
wound. That usually means a T37 or
T50 core. For low bands (less than 7
MHz), use about 20 turns of No. -26

enameled wire over the core; for
higher bands (greater than 7 MHz),
use 8 to 10 turns of No. -26 enameled
wire. Connect one end of the coil to
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These connectors are commonly used to link the downlead to a receiver or transmitter.
From left to right they are the PL -259 UHF coaxial connector, the BNC coaxial
connector, the banana plug, and the alligator clip. The coaxial adapters in the
foreground are a PL- 259 -to -SO -239 male-to-female right -angle adapter (left) and an
SO- 239 -to -BNC adapter (right).
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the downlead, and the other to the
ground lead.
Be careful when adding an external
antenna to a portable shortwave radio. Some of them already provide
compensation for their small telescoping whip antennas. If an external
antenna is used, then signal levels
may prove excessive causing the radio to overload.

often take for granted that
our identity can be verified
by our voice. How many
times do we receive phone calls, and
just by the sound of the persons voice
know who it is without having the person identify themselves. Wouldn't it be
fun if we could change our voice from
time to time? Well, with the Voice Disguiserdescribed in this article, it is possible to electronically change the
sound of your voice to the extent it can
not be recognized.
We

The microphone picks up your
voice (converting it into an electrical
signal) and feeds it to the audio amplifier, which boosts the input to a usable level. From there, the signal is
output to the first modulator, where it is
frequency modulated with the output
of the first 4 -kHz oscillator. The signal is
then fed through the first low -pass fil-

BY VINCENT VOLLONO

Have loads offun

fooling friends and
family when they
call with this simple
frequency- shifting
circuit
and

U3 -a. The output of the first 4 -kHz
oscillator, built around U3 -f and U3 -e,

vowióicti
The Voice Disguiser does not muffle

or filter your voice, instead it actually
shifts the frequency spectrum of your
voice higher or lower. The Voice Disguiser is designed to be used over a
telephone or a public address system,
however, it can also be used by itself.

couple the altered voice to the
phone line, the telephone receiver is
placed near the Disguiser's speaker.
You can use the Voice Disguiser to
hold confidential conversations without revealing the identity of the participants or to play tricks on your
friends. You can also use it to answer
your phone when you don't want to
To

reveal your identity.

General Description. Figure 1 shows
a block diagram of the Voice Disguiser. The circuit is comprised of a
microphone, audio amp, two oscillators (one fixed at 4 kHz and the
other variable up to the same frequency), two 5 -kHz low-pass tilters, two
modulators, an output amp, and a
speaker.

fed to the carrier input of the first
modulator. The frequency of the first
oscillator is controlled by the setting of
is

ter, which passes signal frequencies of
5 kHz or less, stripping the high -fre-

potentiometer R13. The modulator
output -a double -sideband sup-

quency components from the modulated signal.
From there the signal is fed to the
second modulator, where the modulated, low-pass filtered signal is frequency modulated with the output of
the variable 4 -kHz oscillator. The output of that modulator is then fed
through the second low -pass filter
(with the same results as produced by
the first) to the audio -output amplifier,
where its power is boosted and sent to
the speaker.

pressed- carrier signal centered on 4
kHz-is then filtered by the first 5 -kHz
low -pass filter, formed by U2 -b, which
eliminates the upper -sideband sig-

Getting into Details.

A

complete

schematic diagram of the Voice Disguiser, which is a lot less complicated
than it might appear, is shown in Fig. 2.
Microphone MICI picks up the voice
signal and feeds it to an audio amplifier, consisting Q1 and Q2, and a few
support components. The amplifier
has a low-pass gain response that limits the voice frequencies to 5 kHz or
lower.
The voice signal is then fed to the
input of the first balanced modulator,
which is comprised of U1 -a, U1 -b, U2 -a,
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nals.

Note that at this point, the voice frequency spectrum is inverted (e.g.,
the frequencies that were low now
become high, and vice versa), makirg the voice signal completely unintelligible. That means that it is now
necessary to reverse the modulation
p-ocess to recover the voice signal
and make it intelligible again. To do
that, the output of the first low-pass
filter is fed to a second modulator
fcrmed by U1 -c, U1 -d, and U3 -b,
where it is frequency modulated with
the output of the second carrier oscillator, comprised of U3 -c and U3 -d;
the frequency of the second oscillator
is controlled by potentiometer R36.
The output of the second modulator is filtered by the second low -pass
filter, which consists of U2 -d and few
support components, and amplified
by Q3. The voice output signal from
Q3 is fed to U4 (an LM386 low -voltage,
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MODULATOR

MICROPHONE

5kHz
LOW -PASS
FILTER

AUDIO
AMP

4kHz

4kHz

OSCILLATOR

VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

Fig. I. As shown by this functional block diagram of the Voice Disguiser, the circuit is
comprised of a microphone, audio amp, two oscillators (one fixed at 4 kHz and the
other variable up to the same frequency), two 5 -kHz low -pass filters. two modulators,
an output amp, and a speaker.

PARTS LIST FOR THE
VOICE DISGUISER
SEMICONDUCTORS

UI -4016 CMOS quad bilateral

switch, integrated circuit
quad op -amp,
integrated circuit
U3 -4069 CMOS hex inverter,
integrated circuit
U4-LM386 low-voltage, audio power amplifier, integrated circuit
QI- Q3-PN2222 general -purpose
NPN silicon transistor
LEDI-Light- emitting diode

U2-MC3403

RESISTORS

(All fixed resistors are %a-watt, 5%
units.)
RI, R12, R25-10,000-ohm
R2, R7-15,000-ohm

R3-68,000-ohm
R4, R18, R28-2700-ohm
R5-120-ohm
R6-56,000-ohm
R8, R34-1000-ohm
R9-1000-ohm potentiometer
RIO, R11, R23, R24-100,000-ohm
R13-10,000-ohm PC-mount
potentiometer

R37-5600-ohm
R15-220,000-ohm
R14, R35,

R16, R26 680-ohm
R17, R27-9100-ohm
R19, R29-150,000-ohm

R20, R30-8200-ohm
R21,

R31-27,000-ohm

R22, R32-1500-ohm

R33-10-ohm
R36-10,000-ohm potentiometer
R38-R41-3300-ohm
R42-2200-ohm
CAPACITORS

CI, C3, C7, C12, C15, C21 -10 -0.F
16 -WVDC, electrolytic

C2, C5 C22-C25 0.47-pr, 16WVDC, electrolytic
C4, C6, C8, C9, C'10, C170.005-µF, ceramic -disc
Cil, C13, C19, C20-0,05 -µF,
ceramic -disc
C14, C16, CI8-0,01 -p.F, ceramic disc
C26- 0.001 -p.F, 50 -WVDC, Mylar
C27- 100 -1F, 50-WVDC, Mylar
C28-4,7 -µF, 35-WVDC, Mylar
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS

Sl -SPST switch
B1
-volt transistor-radio battery
SPKR1 -4-8 -ohm speaker
MICI-Handheld microphone (see
text)
T1-Audio output transformer
Perfboard materials, enclosure, AC
molded power plug with line cord,
battery(s), battery holder and
connector, wire, solder, hardware,
etc.
Note: The following parts for the
Voice Disguiser are available from
Xandi Electronics, P.O. Box
25647, Tempe, AZ 85285 -5647;
Tel. 602 -829 -8152 (general
information and catalogs);
800-336 -7389 (orders only). An
etched and drilled printed- circuit
board (part XV200B) is available
for $15.95; a parts kit (part
XV200K) containing all resistors
(including potentiometers),
capacitors, transistors, integrated
circuits, and battery connector for
$40.95. Please add $4.00 for
shipping and handling. COD
orders, add $6.00. Arizona
residents please add 6.7% sales
tax.

-9
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audio -power amplifier) through an
impedance- matching transformer, T1.
The output of U4 is then used to drive
SPKR1 (an 8 -ohm speaker). Note: U4 is
optional. Although the unit will work
without U4, the output will be low but
more than sufficient for over- the-telephone use. If the amplifier is left out,
capacitor 021 (in the emitter circuit of
Q3) can be directly connected to a
audio impedance- matching transformer (T1 as shown) and its output
used to drive a 4- to 8 -ohm speaker.
In operation, if both carrier oscillators are set to the same frequency,
the voice signal from the speaker will
be an exact duplicate of the input
signal from the microphone. However,
if the frequency of the second oscillator is varied (via R36), the output
voice signal also shifts in frequency.
That makes the voice reproduced by
the speaker sound higher or lower
pitched than normal,

Circuit Construction. The Voice Disguiser was built on a printed-circuit
board, measuring about 313/16 by 27/16
inches. A template of that printed -circuit layout is shown in Fig. 3 for those of
you who wish to etch your own board.
Or, if you prefer, you can purchase a kit
of parts (including a pre -drilled
printed- circuit board) or the board
alone from the supplier listed in the
Parts List. Once you've etched or pur-

chased your printed- circuit board
and gathered all the parts listed in the
Parts List, assembly can begin.
IC sockets should be provided for
U1 -U3; besides serving as a circuit board marker (allowing you to easily
locate the proper positions of the support components), they also keep the
out of harms way (soldering -iron
heat) and allow you to make quick
and easy replacements should that
ever become necessary.
Figure 4 shows the parts- placement diagram. Start by mounting and
soldering the IC sockets to the board.
Next, install the resistors and capaciIC

tors, Be careful that the electrolytic
units are properly oriented. After that,
carefully install the transistors (Q1 -Q3),
making sure that they are properly ori-

ented. Once all of the on -board components have been installed, connect short lengths of hook -up wire to
the appropriate points on the circuit
board for connection to the off-board
components.
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Fig. 2. Although, it might appear otherwise from this schematic diagram, the Voice
Disguiser is not very complicated. Note: The LM386 low-voltage, audio -power
amplifier (U4) is optional and was added to the main circuit to increase the circuit's
output power. It may be left out of your project if desired, however, without it the
output volume of the circuit will be greatly reduced.
You will note that the parts- placement diagram shown in Fig. 4 con-

tains no previsions for U4-the LM386
audio-power amplifier, which is op-

tional-or

its

support components

(026 -028), nor does it have provisions for the audio transformer, T1. If
the amplifier is included in your project, it and its associated components
can be wired together on a small section of perfboard, along with T1, and

connected to the main circuit board
through short lengths of hook -up wire.
Although an LM386 amplifier was
used to boost the main circuit board's
output power, any other type of amplifier can be used to boost the output

power of the Voice Disguiser. Be careful when wiring the power amplifier, it's
easy to mis -wire those components; in
fact, it's wise to double (or even triple)

check your work to ensure that the
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circuit contains no errors.
In any event, once your project
board(s) are completed, prepare the
erclosure that will house the circuit
board(s). The author's unit was housed
in a plastic project box with a metal
lid, measuring about 61/4 x 33/4 x 2
inches. It will be necessary to drill
holes in the lid of the enclosure for
LEDI, S1, R9, and R36, and to make a
cutout for SPKR1. It will also be neces-
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the circuit can also be fed by two terminal unit, as the author did, by
connecting the microphone wire to
the upper and lower microphone
pads on the circuit board.
Next we come to the speaker. First

mount a speaker grille over the

Fig. 3. The Voice Disguiser was built on a printed- circuit board, measuring about
3'3/16 by no inches. A template of that printed -circuit layout is shown here full size for
those of you who wish to etch your own printed- circuit board. If you prefer, you can
purchase a kit of parts (including a pre -drilled printed -circuit board) or the board
alone from the supplier listed in the Parts List.
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CIRCUIT

Fig. 4. Here is a parts-placement diagram for the author's printed -circuit layout. You
will note that the LM386 amplifier is conspicuously absent from this parts -placement
diagram. Also missing are the amplifier's support components (C26 -C28), and ditto
for the audio transformer (TI).
sary to drill a hole in the side of the
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enclosure through which to feed the
microphone cable. Once all of the
holes have been drilled, mount and
connect the off -board components
and amplifier circuit (if used) to the
appropriate points on the printed -circuit board. Note that there is no dedicated connection point on the board
for LEDI or R42, the current -limiting resistor for the LED. Those components

were instead connected from battery
ground to the "on" side of S1 (the
power switch ) as shown.
Where the microphone is concerned, the author used one taken
from an old video camera. However,
you can use just about any microphone that you happen to have on
hand. Although the microphone is
shown (both in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) as
being a three -terminal (or wire) unit,
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speaker cutout. In the author's prototype, the grille was made from a
piece of window- screen material,
and secured to the lid with a silicone
adhesive. The speaker was then
mounted over the grille and secured
with more silicone adhesive.
The Voice Disguiser is designed for
low -power operation from a 9 volt
battery. If your unit is to contain the
optional output amplifier, you should
use a separate battery for the amplifier, so as not to siphon power from the
main circuit board. That arrangement
provides longer battery life, while ensuring a steady and reliable output.

Circuit Checkout. Double check all
circuitry and make sure that all components are correctly installed in the
proper location and with the proper
orientation. Next, connect a 9 -volt
transistor -radio battery to the unit and
turn it on. If you have an oscilloscope,
use it to look at the signal at pin 12 of
U3, while adjusting R13 for a 4 -kHz, 8volt peak -to -peak, squarewave signal. If no oscilloscope is available, set
R13 to the mid range and R9 for maximum volume. Make sure that the
speaker is connected. Tune a radio to
a station transmitting voice only (no
music), and place it near the microphone of the Voice Disguiser. Listen to
the sound from the speaker. You
should hear the voice from the radio.
By adjusting R36, you should be able
to shift the pitch of the voice.
Although the maximum audio from
the speaker (without the optional audio amplifier) may not be very loud, it
provides more than enough volume
to drive the transmitter of almost any
telephone.
Note that if you are planning to use
the Voice Disguiser to transmit over
the telephone, it would be best to
keep the speaker of the Disguiser right
up against the telephone and keep
the handheld microphone away from
the phone. The reason being is that if
the microphone is too close to the

telephone, your regular speaking
voice will be also picked up by the
telephone microphone.

Don't fret,

we take a refreshingly different

and

intuitive approach to explain
how an op -amp

functions.
BY ROBERT DOUGHERTY

Not Another

Op -Amp Article!
Irecently saw an article in an electronics- hobbyist magazine that
.proported to explain how opamps work. The article began with a
"plain- vanilla" explanation of what an
op -amp does, mentioned that the
term "op -amp" was a contraction of
"operational amplifier," and that the
term "operational" referred to mathematical operations (oh, wow. The article contained about a dozen tiny
schematics showing the various ways
an op -amp could be hooked -up.
Each schematic included a formula
for calculating the circuit's gain and
was accompanied by a terse explanation of the circuit. The article closed
with cómments about how useful opamp's are and suggesting that further
study would bring rich cultural rewards. Shoot! That thing gave about
as much information as the filler blurbs
in the home section of the local newspaper C' ... know your stock broker ...
research the mutual fund before buying," etc.).

Once, while helping an acquain-

tance troubleshoot an amplifier,

I

found that, although he could calculate the values of the feedback and
input resistors from textbook formulas,
he had very little (I'm being kind -he
actually had no) understanding of
what was actually taking place in the
circuit. He was, for example, puzzled
by the lack of a signal at the inverting
input of the device.
In trying to explain, in clear, simple
terms what was happening in his circuit, discovered gaps in my own understanding. What he and needed
was a clear, simple tutorial describing
I

I

what each component in the circuit
did and how they work together to
get the desired effect. It occurred to
me that there are probably a lot of
people in the same boat; hence, this
article. I'll proceed to simply describe

op -amp operation under the assumption that you know what an opamp is for; know how to calculate voltage, current, and resistance using
Ohm's law; and want to know more
about how op -amp circuits actually
work.

The Voltage Divider. Consider the
voltage divider in Fig. 1 made up of
two 100k, resistors and a + 10 -volt
source at the one end and - 10-volt
source at the other end. Naturally,
there is current flow through the voltage divider from the + 10 -volt side to
the 10-volt side. Of course, Ohm's
law will give you the current flow thru
the network and the voltage drop it
produces across each resistor. As the
two resistors are the same value and
the same current flows through each,
each one drops the same voltage.
The voltage at the junction is therefore
zero volts. That point is called a "virtual
ground" because it is not actually
hardwired to the circuit ground, but a
voltmeter between this point and the
actual circuit ground will read zero

-

volts.
You

could change some of the
characteristics of the circuit and still
have a virtual ground. For example, if
the two resistors were 10k rather than
100k, we would still have zero volts at
their junction. The only difference is
that the current would be ten times

what it was with 100k resistors. Also, if
we change the voltages to plus and
minus 5 volts, we would still have zero
volts at the junction of the Iwo resistors.
Even if we switch the polarity of both
of the voltages, we would still have
zero volts at the junction of the two
resistors. The only difference in the circuit is that the current would flow the
other way.
For the sake of discussion, keep
firmly in mind that if we have a voltage
divider made of two identical resistors
and place complementary (positive
and negative) voltage sources at
each end, it will produce zero volts at
the junction of the Iwo resistors. Note
that the resistors are labeled R, and Rf,
which stand for "input resistor" and

'feedback

resistor," respectively. The

meaning of those labels will become
clear as we proceed.
The Amplifier. The standard symbol
or an op -amp is shown in Fig. 2. Opamps have two inputs: an inverting
input (labeled with a minus sign) and
a non -inverting input (indicated by a
plus sign). The signs on the inputs do
not specify the voltage polarities applied to the inputs, they are just symbols used to distinguish the inputs from
one another.
An op-amp responds to the inputs
much like a comparator does: If the
inverting -input voltage is greater than
the non -inverting -input voltage, the
output of the op -amp swings to the
regatve supply voltage; if the inverting input voltage is less than the noninverting input voltage, the output of
the device becomes positive.
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100µA

B1

10V

T

0 VOLTS

R,

B2

10V

1

Fig. 1. The junction between the
resistors in this voltage divider is a
virtual ground. It is essentially at zero
volts, but it is not directly wired to
ground.

.

input.
That configuration

INVERTING
INPUT

OUTPUT

NON- INVERTING
INPUT

ing a discrete voltage source to R, because the op -amp is acting as the
source in the circuit. By design, the opamp will place the correct voltage on
Pf at the output to balance the voltage applied to R, at the input in order
to keep the voltage at the inverting
input the same as the voltage at its
non -inverting input (in this case zero
volts or ground). As a by- product of
that job, we get a voltage at the output of the op-amp that is a negative
duplicate of the voltage at the circuit's

-V

Fig. 2. Op -amps have two signal inputs:
one inverting, the other non -inverting.
They are denoted with a minus sign and
a plus sign, respectively.
w

For the sake of discussion, let's consider what would happen if we connected the non -inverting input to a

reference voltage-say zero volts
from the actual ground-and applied -10 mV to the inverting input.
The output of the op -amp would immediately go positive. That is, it goes
to almost the positive supply voltage.
The fact that the output of the opamp is positive tells us that the inverting input is less (more negative) than
the non -inverting input.
If we switch the voltage at the inverting input of the op -amp to + 10 mV
the output of the op -amp would
switch from the positive rail to the
negative rail. The fact that the output
of the op -amp is negative tells us that
the voltage at the inverting input is
greater (more positive) than that at
the non-inverting input.

is called an "inverting" op -amp circuit with a gain of
one. It is inverting because for a
positive voltage input we get a negative voltage output from the circuit,
and vice versa, and it has a gain of
one because the amplitude of the
input signal is equal to that of the output signal. If we put + 10 volts in, we
get -10 volts out. If we put in -5 volts,
we get + 5 volts out. If we put zero volts
in, we get zero volts out.
Since the op -amp will strive to keep
the voltage at its inverting input equal
to the voltage at the non -inverting input, the voltage at the inverting input
never seems to change. A voltmeter
will read the same voltage at the inverting input as at the non-inverting
input. That is true no matter what the
input does. The input must, however,
be limited to levels that keep the output between the supply voltages, less
a couple of volts for headroom. If the
op -amps supply voltage is plus and
minus 15 volts, then the op -amp could
be expected to put out any voltage
between about maybe plus and

minus 12 volts.

What is actually happening Is that
when the input changes, say it goes a
little bit lower, more negative, in voltage, the voltage at the junction of the
Iwo resistors is dragged a little bit
lower. Remembering that when the
inverting input goes negative, the out-

Putting it all Together. With the voltage divider presented earlier and opamp operation in mind, we're ready
to procede to the next step in our discussion: putting our voltage divider to
work with an op -amp. The voltage divider back in Fig. 1 was drawn horizontally because that is how a resistor
network would usually appear in an
op -amp circuit schematic, such as
58

the one in Fig. 3.
Note that we are no longer apply-

500µA
INPUT

OUTPUT

put of the op -amp goes positive. The
output of the amplifier rises.
Now the junction of the two resistors
also rises, goes through ground and
becomes a little bit positive. As mentioned earlier, when the inverting input goes more positive than the non inverting input, the output of the opamp falls and the junction voltage
also falls down through ground and
becomes negative. The op -amp's
output moves in the opposite direction to compensate; always trying to
keep the inverting input at the same
voltage, in this case zero, as the noninverting input.
The "hunting" or dithering around
zero is very small and fast. To all intents
and purposes, the output is a reflection of the input. This hunting around a
set value is characteristic of feedback
systems. It continuously tries to correct
the difference between the output
and the reference, overshoots, and
then re- compensates.
It is almost exactly the same as the
hunting that your household heating
system does. The temperature in the
house falls below that set on the thermostat so the heater comes on. Once
the temperature rises above that set
on the thermostat the heater turns off,
etc.
In order to obtain different gains
from the circuit, you have to select the
resistor values so that the output level
must go to the input level times the
desired gain of the circuit in order to
produce the the zero -volt level that is
required at the junction of the voltage
divider.
Using a little common sense and
Ohm's law you can set the gain of the
circuit almost anywhere you want. Just
design the voltage divider so you get
zero volts at the junction of the two

resistors.

There you have it, how one op -amp
circuit works. know that the purists
among you are going to scream because there are no formulas, my treatment of feedback is less than rigorous
(rigor in treatment leads to rigor mortis
in readers), and all have treated is
one circuit with no mention of input
I

I

offsets, temperature compensation,
or other exotica. Even so, I hope this
has helped give you an intuitive un-

Fig. 3. When combined with a voltage
divider network, the op -amp's output fills
the role of B2 back in Fig. 1.
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derstanding of the op -amp and how
It works so that the next article on the
subject you pick up will be somewhat
easier to follow.

BUILD A

HOLIDAY i,IGHT TLSTLR
BY JOHN YACONO AND MARC SPIWAK

Christmas should be a time for peace and joy-not for
wrestling with lights that don't light!
Many of you are probably familiar with what's involved in

finding one burned -out light
bulb in a long string of them. It's really
frustrating when you have to pull each
bulb and replace it with a known good one, just to find the one bad
one. And if you're lucky you'll find the
bad bulb and the string will come to
life. If you're not lucky, there's a break in
the wire somewhere in the loop, and
you won't find it by checking the bulbs.
If you've ever had that problem, or if
you regularly repair anything with
many lights wired in series, then you'll
certainly appreciate this neat little
gadget: the Christmas -Tree Light Tester. It points you in the direction of the
bad bulb by plugging into any socket
in the string and seeing which of two
LED's light up. Which LED lights depends on the direction from which
power is being supplied to the LED's.
Should you get to a point where the
LED's indicate a change in direction

then you know there's a break in the
wire or a bad bulb somewhere between the two sockets just checked
and you also know exactly where. The
tester also comes in handy for testing
strings of lights on vanity mirrors, stage
props, and so on. Let's take a look at
the circuitry that lets us do this.

A 555 Circuit. The tester circuit is
based on a 555 oscillator/timer. However, the IC is used in a non -standard
configuration, so let's consider how a
555 timer works in a more common
circuit before seeing how it's used in
our tester.
A 555 wired for astable operation is
shown in Fig. 1. If you apply power to
the circuit, capacitor C starts to
charge through RA and RB, and the
output is high. The FET in the 555 can
initially be ignored as it is off. The rate
of charge is thus determined by the
values of RA, RB, C, and Vcc
The resistor network composed of
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divides the supply voltage
Ncc) into Y3 Vcc and W./cc (called
the 'trigger" and "threshold" voltages,
respectively). Note that both comparators (Oland C2) monitor the voltage stored in the capacitor. Comparator Cl compares the capacitor
voltage to the threshold voltage and
C2 compares it to the trigger voltage.
When the capacitor charges to the
threshold voltage, Cl momentarily
goes high, toggling the flip -flop. That
causes the internal FET to start draining the charge off the capacitor via RB
(without any of the discharge current
flowing through RA), and the output
terminal goes low. The rate of discharge is thus determined by RB, C,
and Vcc (but not RA). Once the capacitor voltage drops to the trigger
voltage, C2 is triggered and toggles
the flip -flop. The FET then turns off, the
output goes high, and the capacitor
begins to charge again.
There are a few interesting facts
R1, -R13
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VCC

indicating a probthe circuit.
Effectively, since a darkened LED indicates the troubled side of the circuit,
by placing the probe in the middle of
a faulty "sub- string" of lights, you immediately cut the number of suspect
bulbs in half. You can repeat that process to cut the remaining number in
half, again by re- installing the dislocated bulb and moving the probe to
a socket mid -way between the previous location and the end of the
string in the direction of the fault. By
repeatedly cutting the number of suspect bulbs in half (by moving to the
center of the troubled area over and
over), you will eventually dislocate the
bad bulb, which will cause both LED's
in the probe to light.
LED2 will not light,
lem in that part of

Vcc

UCCN

VCC

-

A

RESET

CONTROL

o

THRESHOLD

R1

FLIP R FLOP

o

OUT

1

S
iz

TRIGGER

DISCHARG

GND

J
Fig. I. A 555 oscillator/timer wired for astable operation. Capacitor C charges
through RA and R8. The rate of charge is thus determined by the values of RA, R8, C,
and Vcc.

about that process. First, the time that
it takes for the capacitor to charge
from Y3Vcc to %'3V0c, which is the time
the output remains high, is given by:
th = 0.693(RA +RB)C

also the length of time the output
is given by:

is

t = 0.693(RB)C

Note the absence of RA in the last
equation. That's because only RB is in
the discharge path. That prevents us
from attaining a 50% duty cycle (th
can't equal t). Some may propose
doing away with RA, but that would
short the power supply through the
discharge pin at the beginning of the
discharge cycle. However, there is another method for obtaining a 50%
duty cycle -by putting a diode pointing down (cathode toward the capacitor) in parallel with RB, and setting
RA equal to RB. In that way, RB is bypassed during charging, but it is still in
the discharge path. That technique is
used in our circuit, as you'll see in a
minute.
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ó

6-

1.2.

á
á
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The Tester. In the tester (shown in Fig.
2), a battery (B1) is the power supply
for the circuit. The 555 oscillator/timer
is connected to R1, R2, and C1 so that
it produces a train of pulses at its output (pin 3), however its operation has
been modified by the addition of D1
as described earlier. The reason for
that will become clear as we pro Geed. The highs and lows produced

¶4

R1

120K

DISCHARGE

R2

%r

S1

R3

+

47Oí2

W

OUT

B1

U1

120K

LED3

¶8
Vcc

RESET
7

6

=1N914

low,

°'

R4
68052

D1

The time it takes for the capacitor to
discharge from 2/3Vcc to Y3Vcc, which
is

S

CONTROL

TRIGGER

Cl

LED1

LED2

555
THRESHOLD

GND

.1

9V

5

C2

PROBE
CONTACTS

Sol

.O1

Fig. 2. The 555 oscillator/timer produces a train of pulses at its output, which are
presented to LEDI and LED2 via R3.
by the 555 are applied to LEDI and
LED2 via R3. The two LED's have been
installed in the base of a Christmas

bulb (in place of the incandescent
bulb) so that the free end of each LED
replaces one of the evicted bulb's
contacts.
To help explain how the circuit is
used, imagine that the AC plug for a
string of lights has been inserted in
SOI and one of the bulbs in the string
(let's say the center -most one) has
been replaced by the probe so that
LEDI is touching the ground side of the
bulb's socket and LED2 is touching the
positive side of the socket.
With such a setup in mind, if all the
bulbs in the string of lights are good,
both LED's will light-LEDI will light
when U1's output goes high and LED2
will light when U1's output goes low.
However, if any bulb in the path between LEDI and ground is bad (open),
LEDI will not light, indicating that the
faulty bulb lies in that side of the circuit. On the other hand, if any bulb in

the path between LED2 and the
positive side of the battery is bad,
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Based on some simple math, the
strategy provides quite a time savings.
Take for example a string of only twenty bulbs. Instead of replacing all twenty bulbs one at a time, you need only
perform (at worst) four tests and without exposure to lethal AC power! With
larger strands, the tester gives you
even more of an edge.
Some of you may be wondering
why we chose to use a 555 oscillator/
timer, instead of two separate current
loops under direct power. The reason
is to conserve battery life. The string of
lights will quickly gobble-up battery
power during normal testing. By using
the 555, the battery is only connected
to the good section of bulbs 50% of
the time until you displace the defunct bulb. All in all, that about doubles battery life.
The reason for designing the circuit
for 50% operation, as opposed to
some other duty cycle, is to ensure
that both LED's will have equal time to
light. That is very important when the
probe is placed so that there are a
large number of bulbs in the path of

PROJECT
CASE

R3

HEAT -SHRINK

TUBING

UNUSED
ENDS

DOUBLE SIDED
FOAM

BULB
SOCKET

Fig. 3. The probe is made from a T- shaped piece of perfboard. One lead from each
LED replaces the original bulb leads in the bulb base.
just one of the LED's: Since that LED will
glow dimly due to the total resistive
drop of the bulbs, it should be lit a fair
amount of time to make its glow no-

ticeable.

Helpful Tips. There are a couple of
practices that will make troubleshooting even easier. First of all, most Christ-

mas-light' strings contain several
separate serial circuits all connected
in parallel. To ease troubleshooting,
you should mark all of the bulbs in the
faulty serial circuit so that you can
concentrate on them alone. The best
way to do that is to plug the string into
an .AC source and mark the base of
each darkened bulb; remember,
however, that you're fooling with AC
(albeit it for a short time and with the
protection of insulation).
Second, if neither LED in the probe
lights in the course of testing, chances
are you've installed the probe backwards (with LEDI connected to the
positive side of the battery and LED2
connected to ground). If so, pull the
probe out, flip it around, and reinstall
it. If that doesn't work, there's more
than one out -to -lunch bulb, and you
have placed the probe between the
two bad bulbs. You can find the first
bad bulb by working your way toward
it (half a suspect area at a time). For
example, say you next test a point
half -way between the completely
powerless socket and the wall plug. If
one of the LED's lights, you've passed
one of the bad bulbs. You then back
up to a socket half -way between the
one you're in and the one that provided no illumination.

PARTS LIST FOR THE

CHRISTMAS -LIGHT TESTER
SEMICONDUCTORS

-555

oscillator/timer, integrated
circuit
LEDI, LED2, LED3- Light -emitting
diode
Dl -1N914 small - signal generalpurpose silicon diode
U1

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND
MATERIALS
C1-0.1 -µ,F ceramic -disc capacitor

C2- 0.01 -µF ceramic -disc capacitor
Rl, R2- 120,000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5%
resistor
470 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
R4-680 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
SOI- Single AC socket
Sl -SPST switch
BI
-volt transistor-radio battery,
Perfboard material, Christmas bulb
base, heat -shrink tubing, project
box, wall- socket faceplate, battery
clip, double -sided foam, standoffs, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
R3

-9

However, if both LED's are still dark,
even though the probe is inserted
with the right polarity, then you
haven't moved far enough (you are
still between the bad bulbs). Once the
first corrupt bulb is found, use the normal procedure to find the second
bulb.

Getting It Together. Because there
aren't very many parts required for
the tester, we decided to build the
circuit on a piece of perfboard using
point -to -point wiring. For very complicated circuitry, it might pay to spend
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the time making a PC board, but for
simple circuits, it's quicker to do it this
way. And the light- tester circuit truly is
simple-there are only seven parts
mounted on the board. Wherever a
point on the board must be connected to something off the board,
we installed a 6 -inch length of wire to
be trimmed to length later on.
We mounted all of the parts, except
S1, LEDI -LED3, and R4 on the per fboard. The power -on indicator (LED3)
was mounted on the lid of the project
case, and its current-limiting resistor
(R4) was wired in series with it. Switch
S1, and the AC socket (S01), were also
mounted on the lid.
In order to be able to plug into a
string of lights, we used the plastic
base of a spare Christmas light bulb to
make a "probe." Normally, a bulb is
inserted into the base, and its leads
protrude from two holes at the bottom. The bulb's leads are bent up
around the sides of the base to hold it
in place. To remove the bulb from the
base, simply bend the leads out
straight and pull out the bulb.
To make the probe, we used a T-

shaped piece of perfboard and
mounted the direction- indicators
and LED2) on it. Figure 3 shows
the probe's details. One lead from
each LED (the cathode of LEDI and
he anode of LED2) replaces the original bulb leads. The leads are bent out
of the end of the bulb base in the
same way as the original bulb leads.
The other Iwo LED leads are twisted
together and soldered to the wire that
connects the probe to the light- tester
circuit board. (Actually it's soldered to
one end of R3, which is mounted on
the board.)
As you can see from Fig. 3, we used
two conductor wire for the probe
lead, even though only one conductor is needed. The reason we did that
is to secure the probe onto the wire
more securely. Although shrink -wrap
tubing holds the probe together, it's
cctually two pieces of double -sided
tape or foam that secure the probe to
the wire.
A simple circuit demands a simple
case. There are no particular requirements, so use whatever case you
have on hand. The circuit board is
mounted on the bottom of the case
using a couple of spacers and screws,
and the 9 -volt battery is held in place
with a piece of double -sided tape.
(LEDI
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PHILIPS ECG
CROSS REFERENCE
CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SOFTWARE
A

computer-based cross - reference to one of the largest stocks
of replacement semiconductors.

at Popular Electronics we
sometimes get letters from
hobbyists building one of our
many projects, but having trouble locating a source for a particular part in
their area. This is to be expected, as
not everyone (in fact relatively few)
live in or near a major city bursting
with electronics -supply stores.
Most folks in such situations resort to
ordering by mail, which works out
okay if your order is large enough to
meet or exceed the rather high ($25
to $50) minimum -order requirement
Here

that many companies enforce.
Sometimes wait till need enough
parts to meet the minimum -order requirement, but there are times when
waiting too long is out of the question
(such as when a project is perfect for
school, work, or to solve a problem at
home).
There is an alternative that is readily
available to Just about everyone (unless you're really, really out in the
sticks), and can be relatively inexpensive: the Philips' ECG line of replacement parts. The line includes a very
wide range of IC's and discrete semiconductor components to make ordering replacement parts easy for
I

I

field- service professionals, repair
62

shops, and such. While the product

line

is

typically available to profes-

sionals, you could probably find 'a repair shop (or repair-shop supply store)
in your area willing to order ECG parts

on your behalf for little or no profit
(depending on how friendly they are).

Just Keystrokes Away. Ranging
from the common to the exotic, Ws
really a shame more hobbyists don't
take advantage of such an overwhelming source of parts. suppose
one reason that the ECG line gets so
little attention is a lack of awareness
among hobbyists. Another might be
I

-

the numbering scheme of the parts
ECG parts do not have the same
numbers as the parts they're meant to
replace. To find the right ECG part
number, you have to use a cross- reference guide. Of course, you must have
the guide and the desire to look up
the information.
Now there is an alternative to the
paper -based guide for those with
IBM -compatible computers: the ECG
Instant Cross Master Guide software.
Among some of its advantages over
the bound edition is its low cost (possibly free), ease of use, and the ability to
perform generalized searches for
parts when you're not sure of the
complete part number.
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Discussing the bottom -line first, Philips is making copies of the software
it's distributors and we
hobbyists on 5-1/4-inch 1.2M disks (literature No. ET-2602) for $6.50, 5 -1 -inch
360K disks (literature No. ET -2603) for
$9.00, and 3 -1/2 -inch 720K disks (literature No. ET-2604) for $7.50. However
(and this is the nice part), they are
allowing their distributors to copy and
give away the software if they wish. So
if you find a friendly distributor in your
area that is so inclined, you might be
able to get it free! Still and all, paying
under $10 for anything as helpful as
this software is well worth it.
To demonstrate how easy the program is to use and its general search

available to

capability, let's discuss its operation in
depth. A good place to start is its installation.

Installation and Set-Up.

The Instant

package comes with its own installation program. You just insert disk 1
in your A: drive, and type:
Cross

A:INSTALL

The installation program will then ask

you some basic questions about your

computer's hardware (its monitor
type, its printer, etc.), asks you where
you would like to load the software

(the drive, subdirectory, etc.), and then
prompts you to insert disks in the
floppy drive as appropriate. Once installed typing:

ing, and the third option lets you exit
the program.
Let's look at how you can configure
the software first. The menu for software configuration allows you to tailor
several of the program's characteristics. To alter any of them, you need
only to point to it with the highlight bar
using the up and down arrow keys
and press enter. Each time you press
enter, the configuration of the item
selected will change. For example selecting the "Select Monitor Type" option and pressing enter will toggle the
program between monochrome and
color operation.
If you select color operation, you
may use some of the other options on
the menu to alter the color of the text,
the background, the highlight bar,
and text in the highlight bar. First move
the highlight bar over the option that
lists what you'd like to change. Then
press enter to change the color of
that item. Each time you press enter,
the item will change to a different
color. If you don't like any of the colors
you've chosen, you can force everything to black and white with the "Select Black and White" option.
There is a "Minimize Startup Time"
option that, when activated, will make
starting the program quicker next
time you run it. It does that by reducing

it

ECG

on the DOS command line while you
are in the sub -directory containing
the ECG database is all you need to

do to start the program.
The first thing you are greeted with is
a video -based duplicate of the ECG
manual's front cover and after a second or iwo, it is replaced by a software
copyright notice, which vanishes to
be replaced by a legal notice. Press
enter to move past that screen to one
that is provided for distributors to display a message that'll remind customers where they got the nifty
software package (thumbs -up to the
guys in marketing).
By pressing enter again you arrive
at the main menu. It has a highlight

oar that can be moved up and down
(via the up and down arrow keys) to
point to an option on the menu. As
true of all the screens in the program,
pressing escape allows you to exit,
and the bottom line of the screen tells
you what other keys are applicable to
the screen. In the case of the main
screen, only the escape, up and
down arrow, and enter keys are applicable.
The main menu has three options to
select from: "Find ECG Replacement
Part Number," "Utility Menu," and "Exit
to DOS," Of course, the first option allows you to find the ECG part number
to replace a part, the second option
allows you to set up the software's appearance and execution to your likPHILIPS ECG

the amount of time the opening
screens appear.
Unless you utilize the "Make
Changes Permanent" option, all the
parameters you have set -up will only
be applicable during the current software session; when you exit, the
changes will be lost. Using that option
will ensure that every session after this

MASTER GUIDE CROSS REFERENCE

(C)Copyright 1991
Serial
9994691=
il

1

Part

of 231

ECG Replacement

8

741(VISCOUNT)
741-1
741-1(SYL)
741-2(SYL)
7410
7410-6A
7410-9A
741008
741050
741051
741052
74107PC

-

941

121MP
121MP
121MP
7410
7410
7410
290A
102A
519
612
74107

ECG Replacement Description
- IC- Freg -Compensated Op Amp,

941

ESC

-

Exit

Fl-General Note

one will run as you have set it up this
time around.
The last option, "Main Menu," allows
you to leave the utility menu and return to the main menu. Of course that
could also be accomplished by
pressing the escape key. With everything all set, you're ready to hunt for
parts.

Searching.

If you select the "Find
ECG Replacement Part Number" option from the main menu, you are presented with a screen that allows you
to enter the number of the part you
want an ECG number for. For example, you could enter "741" to find Philips' version of the 741 op -amp.
However, the program will provide
you with a list of 231 parts, not all of
them op -amps. That is not a flaw in the
program; it occurs to help you just in
case you only knew the first few numbers of a part number. This generalized searching can be a real help
for times when you are unsure of a full
part number or manufacturer. If your

information is too general- generating a list of over 255 parts-the program will ask you to be more specific.
If you enter "LM741" (the designation
for National Semiconductor's version
of the 741), it will narrow the possibilities down to just a few parts; all of
them different versions of the 741 opamp made by National.
You can find the correct part from a
list of parts by moving the highlight
bar over each member of the list. That
causes some of their specifications to

appear near the bottom of the
screen. If there are special consideralions to be aware of for using the ECG
part as a replacement, notes will appear along with the specifications.
The notes are a little cryptic, but if you
aren't sure of what they mean you
can call up a glossary of notes by
pressing the F3 key. If you want a print
out of the specifications, you just press

the

F4 key.

Using the program

8

DIP

F4 -Print Part

t

1

PgUp

PgDn

If a search was very general, like the one illustrated here for the "741", up to 255
parts can be presented for you to scan. Had you entered "LM741" instead of just
"741 ", the program would've presented you with fewer choices.
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is Just

that easy.

Basically that means you may be able
to find the semiconductors you need
quickly, easily, and locally. For more
information on the Philips ECG Instant
Cross Software, you can contact Philips ECG (Customer -Service Depart-

ment, 1025 Westminster Dr.,
Williamsport,

PA 17701) directly or circle No. 120 on the Free Information
Card.
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ANTIQUE RADIO
By Marc Ellis

playing hooky last
month, this column
finds me at the workbench
again, picking up where
left off on our Sky Buddy
restoration project. Or, to
put it more accurately,
backtracking on the restoration project. But more on
that in a minute. First, for
readers who may have just
joined us, a brief synopsis of
what's happened so far.
The Hallicrafters Sky Buddy Model S-19R, introduced
in 1939, was a popular starter set for hams and
shortwave listeners in the
years just prior to World War
After

I

Reassembling
the Sky
Buddy

about the

Sky

Buddy in the

May, 1992 column, which

was devoted to historical
information on the radio. In
June, we took a first look
inside the set, performed
some basic physical and
electrical checks, and
found a few signs of life

upon carefully applying
power. The next columns
devoted to the Sky Buddy
were those of September
and October, in which we
partially disassembled the
radio for cleaning and restoration, and also spent
some time discussing the
circuitry.
Last month, played
hooky and didn't accomplish any restoration work
worth reporting. But this
month the Sky Buddy saga
continues.
I

RETHINKING THE
SUBCHASSIS
Picking up the project
where had left off in the
October issue, realized
that was dissatisfied with
my work on the subchassis
holding the main tuning/
bandspread capacitor.
had gone to quite a bit of
trouble to remove this unit
I

I

I

I

The main tuning /bandspread capacitor subchassis is shown in a
disassembled condition, but clean and ready to put together.
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Il. Selling at $29.50, the sturdy little radio covered 540
kHz to 50 MHz in four bands.
Also included were electrical bandspread, a BFO
with pitch control, switchable AVC, and a standby
("send -receive') switch. For
the adventurous, later versions of the S -19R were
equipped with a rear -apron socket to allow
operation from an auxiliary
power source such as batteries, vibropack, etc.
We first started talking

in

order to facilitate clean-

ing the main chassis,
restringing the dial cords,
and replacing the hardened and brittle "shock mount" grommets on which
the subchassis was

mounted.
Although had performed all of those
Operations, I'd hurried a bit
too much toward the end
and left the subchassis and
tuning capacitor a bit too
dirty for my taste. That was
partly because of the many
nooks and crannies in those
units, and party because of
the ambiguous nature of
the splotchy dark substance
coating the subchassis. Was
it a tenacious dark grime
that should be removed
with steel wool and elbow
grease? Or was it a deteriorating paint surface that
should be treated gently so
as to preserve its original
appearance as much as
I

possible?
still wasn't sure, but felt
that the subchassis was a
little too unpresentable to
reinstall. In an earlier restoration performed on these
pages (involving an Echo I

I

phone

EC -1),

I

had

Each of the four rubber "shock mount" grommets on the main
chassis was replaced prior to reinstalling the subchassis.
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successfully cleaned a
really filthy tuning /bandspread capacitor with a
gasoline bath followed by a
blow -off with compressed
air. So decided to repeat
the tactic on the Sky Buddy's capacitor and
I

subchassis.
The equipment emerged
from this treatment several

degrees cleaner, though
still wasn't sure about the
nature of the dark coating
on the subchassis. However,
whatever the gasoline bath
hadn't taken off could now
easily be removed by
scraping with a fingernail,
exposing what looked like a
cadmium -plated surface
underneath. Throwing caution to the winds, decided
to remove it altogether.
Removing the tuning/
bandspread capacitor
from the subchassis (and in
the process ruining my dial cord stringing job), attacked the surface with fine
steel wool soaked in detergent. In short order, had
all of the dark material
cleaned off, exposing the
underlying bare metal. The
result was much better
looking, though still don't
know if removed an original coat of paint. Maybe a
reader can advise me.
I

I

I

I

I

I

THE REINSTALLATION
PROBLEM
Remounting and restringing the capacitor, found
that the operation of both
the main tuning and band spread controls was rough
and noisy. Since the gasoline bath would have
removed any lubrication
that may have been present, placed one drop of
SA.E. 30 motor oil on each
of the tuning -capacitor
pivots and at each end of
the two drive shafts
mounted on the subchassis.
Operation became smooth
and quiet once more.
Now was ready to reinstall the subchassis. As

Here's the subchassis reinstalled at last and ready to hook up.

mentioned, that unit 'floats"
on four rubber grommets
installed on the main chassis. Each grommet is
sandwiched between a
pair of dished washers, one
inserted into the grommet
from above the chassis and
one inserted from below.
Four threaded spade lugs,
each perhaps half an inch
long, extend downward
from the subchassisone
near each corner. These
pass through the holes in
the dished washers, and
are held in place by washers and nuts installed under
the chassis.
The subchassis had been
very difficult to remove in
the first place, and proved
to be even tougher to install. In a nutshell, the nature
of the problem was this:
Protruding from the front of

the subchassis are two control shafts intended to pass
through matching holes in
the front panel. When the
subchassis rests on the main
chassis supported on its
spade lugs, the control
shafts are too high tc pass
through the holes; in order
for the shafts to be low
enough, the spade lugs
have to be inserted down
through the holes in the
dished washers.
But, as the subchassis
rests on the chassis, the
spade lugs are too fa- back
to pass through the holes in
the washers. To place them
in the proper position, the
subchassis has to be slid
forward -which is only possible if the control shafts
can be moved forward
through their front-panel
openings.

I

I

I

This seemingly insoluble
problem was resolved by
tipping up the back edge
of the subchassis, allowing
the control shafts to slant
downward through their
panel holes. The subchassis
was then inched forward,
with the front set of spade
lugs dragging against the
main chassis. There was just
enough clearance to inch
those lugs over the tops of
their rubber grommets so
that they could drop
through the holes in the
washers. Once the front
lugs were seated, the back
ones were easy to drop in
and the unit was ready to
bolt down.
The first time attempted
this procedure, knocked
both front washers out of
their seats in the grommets.
also noticed that the celluloid bandspreadcalibration disc (mounted
near the front of the sub chassis) was being bent
against the inside wall of
the front panel and was in
danger of cracking.
Loosening the disc's setscrew and temporarily sliding it farther back on its
shaft solved the latter probI

I

I

lem; practice in

manipulating the sub chassis solved the former
one. Finally, at long last, the
assembly was seated properly and fastened down.
SOLDERING
STRATEGIES
Once the subchassis was
mounted, the connections
to the tuning capacitor
could be restored. Readers
who have been following
this restoration from the beginning will recall the
difficulty had desoldering
that capacitor's heavy
gróund braid when the unit
was being removed. Because of the heat- sinking
effects of the heavy braid
and the main chassis (to
which the ground lug was
(Continued on page 92)
I

The switch contacts and volume control were sprayed with
contact cleaner prior to concluding this month's work session.
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COMPUTER BITS
For the past few months,

By Jeff Holtzman

we've been discussing
the emerging third wave in
software, integrated tool
sets, using Microsoft's Word

for Windows 2.0 (WW2) as
an example. Last time,
presented some simple
WordBASIC (WB) macros intended to give you a taste
for the power and flexibility
of the language. This time,
I'd like to continue the discussion by comparing WB
with the macro language in
WordPerfect 5.1.

WordBASIC II

it
.1
I

Edit

File

F

Start

`

.X

View

Microsoft Word Global:
Fdrmal Tgots'` `TTbie

nstR

Ii_

ft.

j

I

put, print, inputbox, msgbox,
etc.), string and numeric
functions (asc, chr, instr, left,
mid, right, abs, int, sgn, rnd,
val, etc.), sequential file
handling (open, close,
read, write, input, line input,
etc.), and more.
Text processing functions
allow you to open and
close document files, de-

fine and go to specific
points in a document, obtain information about and
alter the WW2 environment
(including menus and key-

yic l oAt Clt

rtdovi"dip
f

Global: Style TnASCII

St

TextBou 114, 88,160, 18, .Poetf,x
Text 32, 70, 49, 13, "Prefer'
Text 52, 90, 57, 13, 'Postfis'
Friel T)ialog

Dim dig As UssrDielog

dlg.TagNormal = l
Dialog dig
Choice = dig :choice

'Dentuit is process normal style

Select Case Choice
Case 0 TageMaker
LTagS " <" : RTagS
Case 1 'Ventura
LTagS ='Q' RTagS
Case 2 'Custom

macro windows open simultaneously, along with
one or several document
windows (for a maximum of
nine). WP, by contrast, does
not allow simultaneous
macro and document win-

templates; every macro in
a template will be available to all documents
based on that template,
and any macros in a spewith
complete
environment
a
macro
-development
Microsoft's Word For Windows 2.0 provides
cial template called
single- stepping and trace features, plus the ability to alter variable values while a macro is
NORMAL.DOT will be availrunning.
able to all documents.
Each macro can have a
stroke commands), control
What is WB? It's like a
DDE conversations between long name (about 30
mid- 1980's version of BASIC
characters) and a separate
WW2 and other applicaon steroids. The mid -80's
description. Convenient ditions (more on this below),
part involves a reasonably
alog boxes allow you to
create windows dialog
strong version of BASIC; the
raselect a macro to edit, run,
boxes (with check boxes,
steroids part involves addiput on a menu, and associetc.),
list
boxes,
buttons,
to
dio
tional functions specific
reate with a keystroke or
and
search
perform
processing.
text
toolbar button. By contrast,
Plain BASIC functions give place operations (on text,
WP stores every macro in a
formatting, and styles), apyou program control (call,
separate file; names are
under
ply
formatting
/wend,
for/next, if /else, while
consequently limited to
quite
and
program
control,
screen
etc.),
case,
select
eight characters, and you
a bit more.
and keyboard control (in:
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WordPerfect, by contrast,
gives you a special macro
editing window that does
not work like the regular text
editor, and that doesn't allow search /replace, copy,
or move. With WW2, you
can have one or several

dows.
WW2 gives you better
macro management tools
than WP. You store one or
more macros in document

-'y'

-

I

DEVELOPING MACROS
Developing WB macros is
a pleasure, thanks to the
clean way Microsoft has implemented the system. You
can record a macro and
subsequently edit it, or simply edit it from scratch. The
macro editor works just like
a regular text editing window, and allows you to
search and replace, copy,
and move just as with normal document text.

"
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DIGITAL VIDEO STABILIZER

must remember what they
mean. Word's macro lan-

by linking separate chunks
of text, graphics, and charts
guage is much richer than
all created in different apWordPerfect's.
plications, by different users,
WW2 also gives you betat different times. Each time
ter macro development
a revision of the document
tools than WP. For example,
must be published, just upyou can single -step your
date the links to the other
way through a macro,
files and print. In the meanwatching as WW2 highlights time, different people can
each line in turn. WP has a
continue working on difsingle -step mode that
ferent segments.
forces you to view streams
Assembling documents
of characters (e.g., each
like that is not difficult with
letter in a text string or
WW2. For example, you can
variable name), and press
select a range from an Exa key after each is intercel spreadsheet, switch to
preted. Each keyword is
Word, and then perform an
displayed as a numeric
Edit Paste Special operacode, so you have to keep
tion, making sure to press
a cross -reference chart
the Paste Link button. Or
handy. WW2 allows you to
suppose you have a graphics file created in Paintbrush
alter variable values during
execution; WP does not.
or some other graphics ediIronically, WP provides a
tor. Just choose Insert
Picture and select the desirbetter development environment than many full ed file through the dialog
scale programming systems box. Note the checkbox laof just a few years back. It's
beled "Link to File." Make
not hard to imagine using
sure that it's checked, otherWW2 and WB for an introwise updates to the image
ductory course on
won't appear in the docucomputers and programment. WW2 supports files in
ming.
PCX and TIF bitmap formats,
But we have spent
and several vector formats
enough time on macros.
(e.g., AutoCAD, Designer,
Now let's get back to talking EPS) as well.
about using WW2.
When it's time to publish a
draft and you want to get
LINKING FILES
updated versions off all
In the not -so-good old
linked files (spreadsheets,
days (about ten years ago), graphics, even other text
most people created
files), select the entire docuschool and business reports ment cTRL-5 and update the
links F9.
by typing them. Using a
word processor was more
You can even set up automatically updating links
efficient than using a typewriter, but not by much.
by using Dynamic Data ExConceptually, the process
change (DDE). For example,
of creating a document
one company work with
was the same either way.
closely has designed a sysType your text, leaving big
tem that collects data from
manufacturing machinery
chunks of space for illustrations and charts. After the
and routes it to real -time
text is finalized, paste in the
data displays built from Exgraphics. If they don't fit,
cel spreadsheets and WW2
either retype the text or live documents. Performance is
with the final results.
somewhat slow, but it works,
Nowadays there are betand as computer hardware
ter ways. Modern word
prices continue to plummprocessors provide the abil- et, the performance issue
ity to assemble documents
will evaporate.

ELIMINATES ALL VIDEO COPYGUARDS

While watching rental movies, you will
notice annoying periodic color darken-

ing, color shift,
unwanted lines
flashing or jagged
edges. This is
caused by the copy

protection jamming
signals embedded
in the video tape,
such as Macrovision
copy protection. THE

DIGITAL VIDEO STABIUZER: RXII COMPLETELY
ELIMINATES ALL COPY
PROTECTIONS AND JAM-

MING SIGNALS

AND

BRINGS YOU CRYSTAL
CLEAR PICTURES.

WARNING
THE DIGITAL VIDEO STABIUZER IS INTENDED FOR

PRIVATE HOME USE
ONLY.
IT IS NOT INTENDED TO COPY RENTAL
MOVIES
OR
COPYRIGHTED
VIDEO
TAPES THAT MAY CON STITUTE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT.

FEATURES
Easy to use and a

snap to install
State -of -the -art
Microchip technology
100% automatic
Compatible to all
types of VCRs and
TVs
The best and most
exciting Video Stabilizer in the
market
Light weight (8
ounces) and compact (1x3.5x5 ")
Uses a standard 9
Volt battery ( last 12 years
Fast UPS delivery
Air shipping available
UNCONDITIONAL
30 day money
back guarantee
1 year warranty
(Dealers Welcome)
FREE 20P Catalog

To Order: $59.95 ea + $5 for p & h
Visa, M /C, COD Mon -Fri: 9-6 EST

1-800 -445 -9285

ZENTEK CORP. DEPT. CPE12
3670 -12 WEST OCEANSIDE RD. OCEANSIDE. NY 11572

CIRCLE 13 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS

How You Can Save Money on
Cable Rental Fees

Bullet Proof

------e
1

Unit

5+

j$FSP Super Tri-Bi Auto/
Var. Gain Adjustment $11995..585
Jerrold Super Tri-Bi
S109.95..$79
Scientific Atlanta..._
$109. ......$79
Pioneer.....
$109
$79
PanasonicTZPC145.... 599.95 579
Starete Converter. -.... $95
$69
Di®tal Video Stabilizer. $59.95 $29
Wireless Video Sender..$59.95 $49.95

Us Cable'B Beat
Anyone's Price
Advertised in
this Magazine!

I

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

FREE 20 page Catalog
Visa, M/C, COD or send money order to:

U.S. Cable TV Inc.

Dept. KPE12

4100 N. Powerilne Rd., Bldg. F-4
Pompano Beach, FL 33073

1- 800-772 -6244
For Our Record
the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury
that all products purchased, now and in the of ture, will only be
used on Cable TV systems with proper authorization from
local officials or cable company officials in accordance with all
1,

applicable federal and state laws. FEDERAL AND VARIOUS
STATE LAWS PROVIDE FOR SUBSTANTIAL CRIMINAL
AND CIVIL PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE.

Date:
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Signed:

No Florida Sales!
CIRCLE 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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CIRCUIT CIRCUS
By Charles D. Rakes

MC14538
Monostable
Applications
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month, I'd like to
share several simple,
but useful, circúits that can
stand alone or be used as
part of a more complex
circuit..In any case, it's my
hope that you'll find at least
one of these circuits useful
for an upcoming project.
his

EXTENDED ON -TIME

PARTS LIST FOR THE
EXTENDED ON TIME TIMER

Ul-MC14538B

dual, precision monostable multivibrator,
integrated circuit
Q1- 2N2222 general -purpose NPN silicon transistor
RI- 10,000 -ohm to 10- megohm,'/ -watt, 5% resistor (see text)
R2-4700 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% resistor
C1-0.1 to 10 -µR 25 -WVDC, electrolytic capacitor (see text)
Perfboard materials, enclosure, 5 -16 -volt power source, IC
socket, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

TIMER
Figure 1 shows a circuit
wherein half of a Motorola
MC14538B dual, precision,
retriggerable monostable
multivibrator is used to form
an extended on -time timer
circuit. That type of circuit
can be used as what is
commonly known as a
switch debouncer. Such circuits are often used in

The delay on time (established by Cl and R1) is
easily set using the formula:

C1xR1=T

the circuit will remain high
as long as a positive trigger
is reapplied to the circuit
before time -out occurs.

where Cl is in microfarads,
NO -DOZE ALARM
R1 is in megohms, and T is in
Our next entry-based,
seconds. A practical examonce again, on the
Motorola MC14538B dual,
ple would be to use a 1 -µF
precision, retriggerable
capacitor and a 1megohm resistor as the tim- monostable multivibratoring components. By placing is a keep awake or no doze
those two values in the forcircuit that might just help
mula, we get 1µF x 1
keep you from harms way. If
megohm = 1 second.
you have trouble staying
The operation of that cirawake while working, readat
cuit is rather straightforward. ing, etc., the no -doze circuit
R2
2N2222
KEYED
In the quiescent state (with
shown in Fig. 2 may be just
4.7K
OUTPUT
no input), the output of UI
the ticket. That circuit sends
at pin 6 is low, holding Q1 at out a loud tone if the input
INPUT
cutoff. Now, if a positive switch (S2) is not retriggered
PULSE
going pulse is applied to
at preset intervals. If you fall
the input of UI at pin 4, the asleep and miss retriggerFig. 1. Built around half of a MC14538 dual, precision
ing the circuit, it will sound
output of UI at pin 6 goes
monostable multivibrator, this circuit can be used as what is
high and remains so until
off until you wake up and
commonly known as a switch debouncer.
the time period established press S2.
Although the circuit can
digital circuitry, where each by Cl x RI has expired.
help keep you from going
If another positive -going
and every bounce of a
to sleep, it would be wise to
pulse is applied to the cirswitch contact is seen as a
never ever rely on this or
cuit before the on time has
separate digital input.
elapsed, the on time period any other gadget for that
The circuit's extra -long on
purpose. The circuit's operais increased by an amount
time allows the contact
tion is similar to that of the
equal to the initial on time
bounce of mechanical
previous circuit, but with a
set by Cl x R1 (using the
switches to stabilize. Bereversal in the output status.
above example, that's 2
cause the output remains
That
feature
total).
Instead of keeping the outseconds
the
level,
at a constant
allows the circuit to be used put high by repeated
connected circuitry sees
triggering, this circuit's outas a keep -alive circuit to
only one input pulse. The
a
of
maintain
the
operation
put remains low as long as
in
circuit may also be useful
the circuit is continually redevice or sub -circuit that
providing a timed "on" intriggered within the preset
put to a circuit that requires shuts down when the input
is removed. The output of
time period.
a minimum start -up time.
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ive n Friend

ä Year of
cI- lectronics
Fun this Cfiristmas
Does fighting the crowds at Christmas shortcircuit your holiday fun? Don't blow a fuse this
year. ..for the friend who shares your love of
or a youngster
project- oriented electronics
who may need only a spark to ignite a life -long
interest
give a gift subscription to Popular
Electronics.

-

Popular Electronics readers get the know how
they need to build exciting, educational, and
useful projects like these ...a touch light dim mer...a traveler's theft alarm ...an economy
NiCd battery charger...a voice synthesizer...
a portable frequency counter. ..a shortwave
converter...a stereo graphic equalizer...even
a robot!

r'

'

.,._

if-

PLUS...Gizmo, our honest and straight- shooting review of the latest consumer -electronics
gear. ..Market Center, featuring mail -order
merchants that are ready to help you in all your
hobby activities...articles and columns coverng every aspect of the electronics hobby
including antique radio, shortwave listening,
ham radio, computers, scanners, circuit design, and more!

-

444

s

great gift to receive, Popular
Electronics is also a great gift for you to give!
The Special Holiday Rate saves you $23.05* off
the newsstand price on each gift. You can save
another $23.05* when you start or extend your
own subscription at the same time. It's our
"thank -you" for sharing Popular Electronics
with a friend this Christmas.
SAVE MONEY...A

Send no money, unless you prefer. We'll be glad
to bill you in January, next year. Just take a
brief moment to go over your gift list and make
sure you haven't forgotten anyone who might
appreciate the many benefits of Popular Electronics. Then write the names on the attached
Gift Certificate and mail it back in the postage -paid reply envelope. ..we'll take it from

there!
Your friends will receive a handsome gift announcement card signed with your name just
before Christmas. And all through the new year
they'll remember and appreciate your thoughtful gift! So don't blow a fuse...take it easy and
enjoy the holidays. Give Christmas gifts of Popular Electronics!

Popular Electronics
k

*Basic sub rate
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-1 yr/$21.95

inputs to those circuits so

With S3 in position A (as
shown), Cl and R1 set the
time interval to about 50
seconds; with S3 in position
B, the time interval is reduced to around 15 to 20
seconds. To select a dif-

that they can be triggered
on the falling (negative -going) edge of the input

PARTS LIST FOR THE
NO-DOZE ALARM
RESISTORS

pulse.

(All resistors are

ferent time period, use the
formula outlined for the
previous circuit.
Applying power to the
circuit sets UI's output at pin
7 high, supplying drive current to Q1, which causes BZ1
to sound. As soon as S2 is
pressed, BZ1 turns off and

SELF RETRIGGERING
TIMED -ON GENERATOR
A self repeating feature
can be added to the basic
monostable multivibrator by
reconfiguring the circuit as
shown in Fig. 4. In that circuit, an NPN transistor and
a few other components
are used to turn the man-

-o-T-o--

S1

o

S2

Cl
4.7

R1

C2

tOMEG

.1

R

1- 10- megohm

%J

-watt. 5% units.)

R2- 4.7- megohm
R3- l00,000 -ohm
4700 -ohm

R4

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS

UI- MC14538B dual,

precision monostable multivibrator,
integrated circuit
Q1- 2N3904 general- purpose NPN silicon transistor
C1- 4.7 -µF I6-WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
C2 -0.1 -µF, ceramic -disc capacitor
BZI -Piezo buzzer (see text)
Sl -SPST switch
S2- Normally open, pushbutton switch
S3 -SPDT switch
B1
-volt transistor -radio battery
Perfboard materials, enclosure, IC socket, battery holder and
connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

-9

o-1N1r
2

S3
3

11,16

R2

4.7MEG

U1 -a

5
1/2

MC14538B

9V

9

-16V

R4
7

4.7K

R3

100K

B1

BZ1

Q1

8,12,13,15

2N3904

Fig. 2. The No -Doze Alarm may be just the ticket for those who
have trouble staying awake while working or reading.
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remains silent until the set
time period elapses. If S2 is
pressed at any time before
the time period runs out, an
additional 50 seconds (S3 in
position A) will pass before
BZ1 sounds.
Since U1 triggers on the
rising edge of the input
pulse, merely holding S2
closed will not keep the
circuit from sounding.
Switch S2 must be released
and reactivated for the circuit to register the new
trigger pulse. Buzzer BZ1
must be a self -oscillating
piezo -type sounder; one
that has a pulsed output
would be the best choice.
It's very difficult to go to
sleep when an interrupted
tone is present.
The previous two circuits
were triggered on the leading edge of a positive going pulse. However, Fig. 3
shows how to modify the

INPUT

+V

FOR
C2

f11,16

FALLING EDGE

4.7

TRIGGER

o

5

-

'

R4

100K10MEG

U1 -a
1/2

MC145388

8,12,13,151

Fig. 3. By reconfiguring the
inputs to the previous circuits
as shown here, each can be
made to trigger on the falling
(negative-going) edge of the
input pulse.
ually driven circuit into a
repeating timed-on generator. The values of Cl and

determine the time that
two outputs, at pins 6
and 7, are high and low,
respectively. The output at
pin 6 is positive going, while
the one at pin 7 is negative
going.
The operation of this circuit, like the previous
R1

UI's

Fig. 4. A self-repeating feature can be added to the basic
monostable multivibrator by reconfiguring the circuit as shown.
here.
circuits, is rather straighfforward. When power is first
applied to the circuit, C2
begins to charge via LEDI,
R3, and R4. When the voltage across C2 reaches UI's
input trigger level, the output of U1 at pin 6 goes
positive for a period determined by the values of Cl
and RI. That turns Q1 on,
discharging C2 through D1

charge C2, causing the cycle to repeat. The repeat
time is determined by the
values of R3, R4, and C2.
The previous formula won't
be as accurate for this circuit, but it will at least get
you close enough for the
capacitor value; then R4
can be fine -tuned to obtain
the desired timing period.

and

LAMP- SWITCHING
CIRCUIT
Our final circuit (see

Q1.

At the end of the set

period, the output of U1 at
pin 6 goes low, turning Q1
off and allowing the current
to begin flowing through
LEDI, R3, and R4 to again
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Fig.

places the MC14538B in
a timed lamp- switching circuit that may be
connected in parallel with
5)

FREE

o

t2V,
K1

CONNECT
ACROSS
LIGHT
SWITCH

02
MJE3055

Heathkit
Educational Systems

Electronics

&

Computer Software

Education Catalog
'Fast -Track Individual Learning Programs
'State -of-the -Art Classroom Courses
*The Best Values in Electronics Education Today

New
Fig. 5. The Lamp -Switching Circuit can be connected in
parallel with the on /off switch of most lamps to provide a delay
turn -off function, thereby allowing you to exit a room or area
while the lights are still on.

Computer Aided Instruction
DC Electronics
AC Electronics
Semiconductors
Electronic Circuits
The stunning animations, hypertext
glossary, and easy -to- understand text

make learning the concepts of
electronics a breeze...and funi

PARTS LIST FOR THE
SELF RETRIGGERING
TIMED-ON GENERATOR
SEMICONDUCTORS

Ul-MC14538B dual, precision monostable multivibrator,
integrated circuit

Q1- 2N2222 general -purpose

NPN silicon transistor
Dl -IN914 general-purpose, small -signal silicon diode
LEDI- Light- emitting diode (any color)

Learn Electronics the easy and affordable way
from the Masters in Electronics Training - Heathkit
Educational Systems. From Basic Electricity and
Electronics to Advanced Microprocessor
Applications and much more, Heathkit will provide
you will an unparalleled learning experience at a
fraction of the cost of other programs.

For your FREE Catalog, call

Toll -Free 1- 800 -44 -HEATH
Lplease mention this code when calling

RESISTORS

(All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
10,000 -ohm to 10- megohm

RIR2-4700 -ohm

107 -003

J

CIRCLE 16 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

the on /off switch of most
megohms may be used as
lamps so that you can
the timing components. Use
the same simple timing forleave a room or area and
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
have
mula as previously
light
to
see
by
as
you
C1 -0.1- to 10-p.F, ceramic -disc capacitor
exit. Since the output is relay described (see Extended
C2-4.7 -p.F, 16-WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
On -Time Timer) in selecting
controlled, the circuit will
Perfboard materials, 9-16 -volt power source, IC socket, wire,
the values of R2/C1 for your
operate with either AC or
solder, hardware, etc.
DC light circuits. The maxcircuit.
imum lamp wattage that
To use the circuit on your
the circuit can handle is
auto's headlights, just conlimited only by the relay's
nect the relay's normally
PARTS LIST FOR THE
specifications. An ideal ap- open contacts across the
LAMP- SWITCHING CIRCUIT
plication for that circuit
car's headlight switch and
would be to delay the shut- press S1 to extend the on
SEMICONDUCTORS
time. In connecting the cirdown off your auto's
Ul-MC14538B dual, precision monostable multivibrator,
headlights.
cuit to control an ACintegrated circuit
The operation of the
operated lamp turn off the
Q1- 2N3904 general -purpose NPN silicon transistor
AC power and connect the
timed lamp-switching cirQ2- MJE3055 NPN silicon power transistor
relay contacts in parallel
cuit is very similar to the
RESISTORS
with the lamps power circuit
in Fig. 1. A normally
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
open pushbutton switch (S1) switch contacts.
RI- 100,000-ohm
delivers a positive input
Well, that looks like a
R2 -1- to 10- megohm
pulse to pin 4 of U1, trigger- wrap for this month. But, we
R3 -4700 -ohm
ing the IC into action. The
invite you to check -in again
ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
output
next month when we will
of
U1 at pin 6 supC1-10 -11F, 25-WVDC, electrolytic capacitor
plies
present more circuits to enbase
-drive
current
to
a
SI-Normally open, pushbutton switch
tertain and educate you in
Darlington pair comprised
KI -12 -volt relay (see text)
Perfboard materials, enclosure, 5-6 -volt power source, IC socket, of Q1 and Q2, activating Kl. the ways of electronics. Until
A 10 -µF capacitor and any
then, may the flow be with
wire, solder, hardware, etc.
resistor value of from 1 to 10 you.
R3 -1000 -ohm

R4- 100,000-ohm

to 10- megohm
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THINK TANK
By John J. Yacono

Do You

Compute?

ver the years, a great
(but friendly) controversy has been raging here at

about the subject as to insist that we have almost no
computer -related con-

the magazine. Oddly
enough, the contention has
been caused by our readers, but ifs left up to us here
to "duke -it- out." It revolves
around the amount of
computer coverage we

struction articles ever. But
judging by the amount of
mail we get, they seem to
be a fringe group.
Diametrically opposed to
that faction are readers
that like computer- related
topics. We have received
requests for at least a little
more computer coverage,
and whenever I've written

should provide.
Some readers remember
how the old Popular Electronics (produced by

another company who
shall remain nameless for
the sake of pretense) went
way -way overboard with

stories regarding computers, I've gotten positive mail

them-perhaps because the negative mail
got sent to the Editor, but
think that's unlikely. In fact,
from where sit, it looks as
though computer articles
get more and nicer mail
than some articles on other
topics. However, that could
simply mean that computer
enthusiasts have become
more "vocal" than in past
on

I

I

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

4
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5

5

5

6

6

7

7

7

6

6

8

8

8

7
8

20

20

20 20

so

SO2

S01

SO2

DB-25F

DB-25F

DB-25F

DB-25F

A

B

1. In past issues, we ve shown more than one possible nullmodem cable. The ones shown here are from the August 1990 (A)

Fig.

and January 1991 (B) editions.

computer coverage -they
even changed the name to
reflect their then -new slant.
Of course, many of those
readers (and was one) felt
let-down, and very strongly
caution us not to make the
same mistake, lest we meet
with the same fate.
Many of those readers
don't own a computer and
have no use for such information. Although like
computers, respect and
understand their feelings:
Why buy any magazine that
refuses to cater to you?
There are even some in that
camp that feel so adamant
I

I

I

72

years.
Of course, it's our job here
at the magazine to sort out

those opinions to provide
coverage with the broadest
appeal. We will not abandon anyone for the sake of
any one issue (regardless of
its indirect affect on all of
us). As an editor, columnist,
and author, have to take
that responsibility very, very
I

seriously in order to make
the readership happy, so
I'm calling on the readers
of this column to help me
and the magazine nail down the issue. Just send a
postcard or letter to me
here at Think Tank, Popular
Electronics, 500-B Bi -County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY

doesn't have to be
wordy just write "more" if
you want more computer
coverage, "less" if you think
we have too much, or "fine"
11735. It
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we've got the
right balance. And folks,
please don't vote more or
less than once -in the interests of democracy, don't let
the more vocal group decide.
To be honest though, the
vote won't change this column much at all. I'll still
present a broad range of
circuits and topics, answer
general questions, and provide helpful tips. just want
to get a feel for how many
of my readers like computer stories, so that can be
sure that won't upset too
many of you if devote
maybe one column a year
to computer -related stuff. If
you feel like including more
information with your card
or letter, please let me
know if you've ever built a
computer -based project
and if so provide some deif you think

I

I

I

I

tails.

Which brings me to the

topic for this month's introduction: some helpful, but
little- known, computer
tricks. This topic was inspired
by a couple of computer related letters I've received
lately, which I'll get to in a
little bit.
TWO- MINUTE HACKS
As you deal with computers, like anything else, you
pick up a few unusual tricks
along the way. Some of the
tricks work because there
are some undocumented
features in either the hardware or software. Many of
those tricks make life (the
computing portion of it
anyway) a little easier. For
example, wouldn't it be
nice if DOS wouldn't pester
you with the "Not ready
reading drive A:, Abort, Retry, Fail ?" query Just

because you've accidentally inserted an

unformatted disk or forgot
to close the drive door? You
can eliminate that hassle
by using an undocumented
DOS switch. If you look in
your CONFIG.SYS file, you
may find a command of
the form:
SHELL

= commandfile

where commandfile is the
path and filename used to
locate the COMMAND,COM file on your
computer. My COMMAND.COM file is in the
DOS sub -directory on my C
drive, so the line in my
CONFIG.SYS file looks like:
SHELL=
C: \DOS\COMMAND.COM

your CONFIG.SYS file
doesn't have that command in it, add it but
replace commandfile with
the path and filename for
your COMMAND.COM file.
Now by adding " /F" to the
end of the line like this:
If

SHELL

= commandfile

IF

the logo screen. It was
probably used by the software writers to save time
during beta tests.
A program called SYSEDIT
is another undocumented,
but much more useful feature of Windows. It allows
you to view and edit your

the change to take effect.
I'm not sure which versions
of DOS this won't work on so
test it out by requesting a
directory of an empty drive.
The "Abort, Retry, Fail ?" message will appear but it will
just scroll by placing you
back at the command line,
That trick really makes DOS

annoying.
Windows also has a couple of undocumented
features that make life easier. For example, next time
you want to run Windows,
use the command:
less

WIN

:

The colon switch suppresses

ELECTRONICS
or
COMPUTERS

AUTOEXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS,

and Window's INI files all at
once. Just select run from
the file menu under the
Program Manager and enter

SYSEDIT.

appear

The files will

four cascaded
windows. like to tile the
windows so that can see
them all at once. It's really a
time saver for optimizing
your resources, such as to
help you load programs
and drivers into high memin

I

I

ory.

Another trick picked -up
by trying something that
seemed stupid (or at least
nonsensical). needed to
set -up my system to access
the memory between 640k
I

I

and 1MB as it had been
done improperly by my
computer vendor. After
great difficulty, was able to
convince their technical
support staff that this was
the case, and they provided me with the
instructions to set things
right. It involved going into
my system's extended
I

you'll be telling DOS to automatically answer the
"Abort, Retry, Fail ?" question
with "fail" any time it pops
up. Once the change has
been made to the CON FIG.SYS file, you'll have to
reboot your computer for

Earn Your B.S. Degree
in

CMOS setup (a real no -no
unless you really know what

you're doing) and setting
some critical bits there.
followed the instructions to
the letter and allowed the
system to reboot once was
done. To my dismay, the
changes didn't take. didn't
want to hassle with tech
support again, so in a fit of
desperation (creativity ?),
decided to do something
seemingly silly. went into
the extended CMOS setup
to check to make sure everything was as set it, then
went into the regular
CMOS setup, left that, and
rebooted. This time the
changes took -go figure.
I

I

I

I

By Studying at Home
Grantham College of Engineering,
now in our 42nd year, is highly experienced in "distance education"
teaching by correspondence- through

-

printed materials, computer materials,
fax, and phone.
No commuting to class. Study at
your own pace, while continuing on
your present job. Learn from easy -tounderstand but complete and thorough
lesson materials, with additional help
from our instructors.
Our Computer B.S. Degree Program includes courses in BASIC,
PASCAL and C languages as well as
Assembly Language, MS DOS, CADD,
Robotics, and much more.
Our Electronics B.S. Degree Program includes courses in Solid -State
Circuit Analysis and Design, Control
Systems, Analog/ Digital Communica-

-

tions, Microwave Engr, and much more.
An important part of being prepared to move up is holding the right
college degree, and the absolutely neces-

sary part is knowing your field.
Grantham can help you both ways
to learn more and to earn your degree

-

in the process.

Write or phone for our free
catalog. Toll free, 1- 800 -955 -2527, or
see mailing address below.
Accredited by

I

the Accrediting Commission of the

National Home Study Council

I

I

GRANTHAM
College of Engineering

I

Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460
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have since learned that this
problem is due to the NEAT
chipset installed on some
computers. The moral is
"When all else fails, try the
absurd "
The last couple of items
have to offer fall more into
the category of tips rather
than tricks, The first is not to
be too gung -ho about formatting a box of new disks;
some may already be formatted! If you check each
disk in the box, you may find
a couple that have been
formatted at the factory as
part of their quality -control
procedure. (The checking
procedure will be greatly
facilitated by the IF trick
given earlier.)
The second tip is hardware oriented. If you find
that your mouse cable is
not long enough to suit your
setup and it has a 9 -pin
connector, try using a
joystick extension cable. Select one intended for use
with the Adam computer,
Atari 2600 video -game system, Atari 400/800
computer, Colecovision,
Comodore VIC -20 or 64
computers, Sears Video Arcade, or NEC PC -6001
computer. However, don't
use anything intended for
PC compatibles as they
have 15 -pin connectors.
Now for our letters.
I

NULL FOR A VOID
would like to build a
null -modem cable so that
my laptop can communicate with my desktop via
the serial port. However,
there is some confusion as
to the proper wiring for it.
Two articles in past issues of
Popular Electronics, which
appeared in August 1990
and January 1991 have
shown different wiring
I

74

schemes (As shown in Fig.
1). A third wiring scheme
(see Fig. 2) is shown in a
popular computer hardware catalog. Which is the
most correct?

3

3

4

4

25-pin connectors. A simple
three -wire cable for such a
setup would be 2 -3, 3 -2,
7 -7, as shown in Fig 3. To

5

5

use this

6

6

7

7

2

2

8

8

20

20
S01

SO2

DB-25F

DB-25F

Fig. 2. A very popular
electronics catalog featured
this null -modem cable. It
might work, but having pin 8
on both computers tied
together seems a little
suspicious as they are both
inputs-where are they
receiving input from?

3

3

7

7

SO2
DB -25F

SO1

DB -25F

Fig. 3. Preferring a simple
approach, I have often used
this three -wire cable to make
null -modem connections. It
places the burden of
handshaking on the software.
Also, noticed that not all
pins ale used. While in
some cases that is understandable, as you wouldn't
want power supplies bucking each other, are there
other pins that should be
connected to make a more
I

complete connection?
-Thanks Paul Cabibi
West Valley City, UT
If you continue to

look

you are really likely to find a
dozen or so different ways
to prepare a null -modem
cable. That's due to the lack
of true standardization in
serial communications.
Some of those cables may
work while others will not.
To throw my own two
cents in, one of the cables
that has always worked for
me is a simple three -wire
cable. Judging from the
wiring information you've
provided, I can assume that
both your machines have

shaking signals, the
computer can transmit regardless of whether or not
the laptop can, and vice
versa) that leaves you with
32 (or 16 x 2) possible
connections for The whole
cable. Between that information and the book you
should be able to figure out
a cable that works, even if
by trial and error.

cable successfully,

set your communications
software up for a nullmodem connection with
The XON/XOFF protocol enabled. What that does is
place the burden of handshaking on the software so
That the hardware (the cable) doesn't matter.
If your software doesn't
support the cable (which
would be a little odd), you
really need the help of a
good troubleshooting book.
I strongly recommend

Computer Connection Mysteries Solved, by Grahm
Wideman, published by
Howard W Sams & Co. That
book has helped me so
much that I wish I knew the
author personally so that I
could thank him. As you'll
find out from the book
RS-232 serial ports are resilient enough to withstand
improper wiring, so feel free
to experiment.
Addressing your concern
about the number of pins
used, only 10 are really
used by PC's: 1,2,3,45,6,

and 22

a
case ground, which needn't
be used, and pin 7 is the
signal ground. Pins 2 and 3
are the transmit and receive pins, respectively, so
they should be simply cross connected (2 to 3 and 3 to
2) between the two ma7, 8,

20,

Pin

1

is

chines. That leaves you with
only 6 pins (4, 5, 6, 8, 20,
and 22) to worry about.
To further reduce the
possibilities, only pins 4 and
20 of that group are outputs. Since each of the four
inputs should be connected to only one of the
two outputs, each device
has only 16 (which is 24)
possible connections. Since

SYS WITHOUT SIZZLE
do have a problem that
has been running me ragged for about a month,
and the answer to it is probably very simple. have a
I

I

Packard Bell

VX588)
computer; it has a VIC 40
(PB

microprocessor, a 5.25-inch,
360k floppy drive, and a
Seagate 20MB hard drive.
recently obtained a PSPICE
program for school that is
on two 5.25 -inch, 1.2MB
floppies (which didn't
know until received them).
thought could remedy
my problem of being able
to read the floppies by buying a 1.2MB floppy drive
and multiple-floppy controller. But to my dismay,
couldn't get my computer
to read the new drive.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

found out that had to
have at least DOS 3.3 to
read the drive.
When got the hard drive
for my computer, formatted it with MS-DOS 3.2
because liked the way the
3.2 worked better than did
the 3.3 version that have.
My problem is that don't
understand how to set up
my CONFIG.SYS file to address the 1.2MB drive. My
file at this time is as such:
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Files = 15

Buffers =15
Device = Ansi.Sys

have all of DOS 3.3 in a
directory other than my
root directory. Should my
the connections for the lap- CONFIG.SYS look something
top and the computer can like this:
be figured out separately (if Files = 15
(Continued on page 92)
it receives the right hand-
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Electronics Paperback Books
GREAT PAPERBACKS AT SPECIAL PRICES
BP 248 -TEST
EQUIPMENT CON-

STRUCTION

BP267 -HOW TO
nm.bur.
Owftwopm

TMtEYulpm.rlt
Combustion

rn.mlwT.
...In..M

$5.95. Details construction of simple, in-

expensive, but extremely useful test
equipment. AF Gen,
Test Bench Ampl, Audio Millivoltmeter, Transistor Tester and six
more.

BP245- DIGITAL

AND

SCOPES

OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT
$6.95. Mastering the oscilloscope
is not really too difficult.
This book explains all
the standard controls
and functions. Other
equipment is also described.

CMOS1 -CMOS POCKET GUIDE 1
$18.95. Works like the TTL Guides but covers
all commonly used CMOS standard devices.
Six major sections. The first shows the device
schematic. Next is a brief description of the
component and is followed by full operating
details. The fourth section lists major applications, while the 5th and 6th sections present
essential data for that device and a list of the
relevent manufacturers. The final two sections
are a valuable cross -reference.

dW Mdo

OSCILLO-

USE

BP265 -MORE
ADVANCED USES
OF THE MULTI -

AND ENCLOSURE

METER

DESIGN

cludes A/D converter,
input amplifier, digital
delay line, compander,
echo effect and more.

They include a digital
voltmeter, capacitance
meter, current tracer
and more.

PI

ER HOBBYISTS

HANDBOOK
$8.95. A wrapup of everything the computer

know in one easy to
use volume. Provides a
range of useful reference material in a sin-

BP309- PREAMPLI-

FIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS
$6.95. Provides
circuits and background
into for a range of preamplifiers, plus tone controls, filters, mixers and
more. All are high- performance circuits that can be
built at a reasonable cost.

PCP115- ELECTRONIC

with circuit diagrams, explanations
of how it works, instructions for
building and testing, and how to
adapt circuits to meet special requirements.

gle source.

BP239-GGETTING

$5.95. Covers
THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
basics of analog and digital meters. Methods of component testing includes
transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and other active and passive devices.

$5.95. Includes a

BP97-IC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS
$5.50. Power supplies, radio and
audio circuits, oscillators, timers, switches, and more. If you can use a soldering iron
you can build these devices.

BP235-POWER SELECTOR GUIDE
$10.00. Complete guide to semiconductor power devices. More than 1000 power handling devices are included. They are

BP37-50 PROJECTS USING RELAYS, SCR'S & TRIACS
$5.50. Build priority indicators, light modulators, warning devices, light dimmers and more

tabulated in alpha -numeric sequency, by technical specs. Includes power diodes,
Thyristors, Triacs, Power Transistors and FET's.

BP234- TRANSISTOR SELECTOR GUIDE

$10.00. Companion volume to
BP235. Book covers more than 1400 JEDEC, JIS, and brand -specific devices. Also
contains listing by case type, and electronic parameters. Includes Darlington
transistors, high -voltage devices. high- current devices, high power devices.

RADIO -100 RADIO HOOKUPS $3.00. Reprint of 1924 booklet presents radio
circuits of the era including regenerative, neutrodyne, reflex & more.

BP42- SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS

$5.50. A large selection of simple applications
for this simple electronic component.

BP99- MINI-MATRIX

BOARD PROJECTS
$5.50. Here are 20 useful circuits
that can be built on a mini-matrix board that is lust 24 holes by ten copper-foil strips.
1

[1

multi -channel security system.
Each project is described in detail

hobbyist needs to

BP117- PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS-Book

pe.empllMr
and
FIx.rCbeuih

PROJECTS FOR HOME SECURITY
$10.00. 25 projects ranging
from a single -door protection circuit that can be completed in an
hour or two, to a sophisticated

passive infra -red detector, a fiber-optic loop alarm, computer -based alarms and an
unusual form of ultrasonic intruder detector.

13P122 -AUDIO

AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION $5.75. Construction details for
preamps and power amplifiers up through a 100 -watt DC- coupled FED amplifier.

$5.75.

Oscillators, Timers, Noise Generators, Rectifiers, Comparators, Triggers and more.
BP184-INTRO TO 68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
$6.95. The 68000 is a
great new breed of microprocessor. Programming in assembly language increases
the running speed of your programs. Here's what you need to know.

BP92- CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION

$5.50. Everything you need to know

about building crystal radio receivers.

BP255- INTERNATIONAL RADIO

BP179- ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

STATIONS GUIDE
$7.95. Provides
the casual listened, amateur radio DXer
and the professional radio monitor with an
essential reference work designed to
guide him or her around than ever more
complex radio bands.

CHECK OFF
THE BOOKS YOU WANT

FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF
ROBOTS
$7.50. Data and circuits for

interfacing the computer to the robot's
motors and sensors.

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.
P0. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA AND CANADA

$0.01 to $5.00
$5.01 to $10.00
$10.01 to 20.00
$20.01 to 30.00
$30.01 to 40.00

Name

Address

L

struction projects.

BP251 -COMPUT-

n BP190- ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS

State

$6.95. Eleven more
test equipment con-

BP257 -INTRO TO
AMATEUR RADIO .....
$6.95. Amateur is a
unique and fascinating
hobby. This book gives
the newcomer a comprehensive and easy to
understand guide to
the subject.

BP195-INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE TV
$9.95. A definitive introduction to
the subject written for the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast, Or others
who want to know more before they buy. 8 x 10 in.

City

STRUCTION

$6.95. Presents a dozen filter -based practical
projects with applications in
and around the home or in
the constructor's workshop.
Complete construction details are included.

PC SOFTWARE
$6.95. This
book will help you understand the
basics of various types of business
software in common use. Types of
software covered include word processors, spelling checkers,graphics programs, desktop publishing,
databases, spreadsheets and utilities.

17

BP249 -MORE
ADVANCED TEST
EQUIPMENT CON-

ELECTRONIC FILTERS

n BP303- UNDERSTANDING

n

the reader can understand the principles involved.

BP299- PRACTICAL

Circuits included are a
MIDI indicator, THRU
box, merge unit, code
generator, pedal, programmer, channelizer,
and analyzer.

periment with. In-

$5.95. We
explore the variety of
enclosure and speaker
designs in use today so

performance of a variety of components.
Also see how to build
ad -ons to extend multimeter capabilities.

PROJECTS.-- $5.95.

$5.95. Practical circuits to build and ex-

$5.95. Use

these techniques to
test and analyze the

BP247 -MORE
ADVANCED MIDI

AUDIO PROJECTS

BP256 -INTRO TO
LOUDSPEAKERS

Zip

PE1292

$40.01

.

$1.50
$2.50
$3.50
$4.50

....$5.50
to 50.00....$6.50
and

above... $8.00

SORRY No orders accepted
outside of USA & Canada

Number of books ordered

Total price of merchandise

S

Shipping (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (NYS only)
Total Enclosed

S

All
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payments
y m ents
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S
S
S

must be in U.S. funds
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DX LISTENING
By Don Jensen

the end of World War
the nations of the
world, striving to keep the
peace that had just been
won, banded together to
form a global organization
that would work to that purpose. After the delegates
voted to locate their headquarters in the United
At

II,

United
Nations Radio

tf9S

)111,A

UNITED NATIONS RADIO

RADIO

LA RADIO DES NATIONS UNIES

PALMO 061ELMNENMNI

NAM

LA RADIO DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS

Ron Howard

for the report

Thanks

1430 -1445 UTC
on

a

United Nations broadcast at

5025 kHz

-

5

March 1992

on

the details of which are

correct.
via BBS,

Thimphu, Bhutan

RADIO AND VISUAL SERVICES DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

United Nations Radio replies with this attractive QSL card,
showing the impressive UN building in Manhattan, to those
SWL's sending correct reception reports of its broadcasts.
States, John D. Rockefeller
Jr. gave the UN $8.5 million
to buy the site for its head18 -acre plaza
along the East River, between Manhattan's 42nd
and 48th Streets. Forty years
ago, the 39 -story United
Nations Building was completed in New York City,
becoming an impressive
part of Manhattan's skyline
and giving the international
organization its permanent
home.
Early in its history, the
United Nations established
a broadcasting service, today called the "Radio and

quarters, an

Visual Services Division,"
whose purpose was to
UN programming to
member nations and
their people around the

bring
its

world.
For many years,
76

SWL's

longtime

will recall, United Na-

fions Radio on shortwave

ranked among the major
international broadcasters.
Its impact was due to the
fact that most of the UN
broadcasts were aired on
the powerful transmitters of
the Voice of America.
Then, in the mid- 1980's,
that convenient arrangement broke down. A
dispute arose over the leasing of air time on the U.S.
government's shortwave facilities, The UN and the VOA
came to a parting of the
ways. United Nations Radio,
of course, did not vanish
from the airwaves. Its transcribed programming, in 18
languages and still originating from its New York
studios, were, and are,
broadcast by local stations
in as many as 140 countries.
But on shortwave it was
reduced to broadcasting a
mere handful of programs
via two or three shortwave
stations elsewhere in the
world. It's not surprising that
shortwave DX'ers, returning
to listen after an absence
of a few years, simply assumed that UN Radio died!
It was hard to find its programming.
Things have improved
somewhat for United Nations Radio in the 1990's,
although the international
organization still does not
have the on -air shortwave
presence of days gone by
when their programs were
being relayed by VOA transmitters.
Here are some of the
broadcasters scheduled to
broadcast UN Radio programming on shortwave:
BHUTAN -Bhutan Broadcasting Service, English
programming to Asia, Mondays, 1630 to 1645 UTC; and
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Thursdays, 1430 to 1445 UTC,
on 5,025 kHz. This is a tough,
but possible catch for West

Coast North American
SWL's,

CHINA-Radio Beijing,
Chinese -language programs to Northeast and
Southeast Asia, Wednesdays, 0900 UTC on 9,590,
9,945, and 15,165 kHz.
COSTA RICA-Radio for
Peace International, English- language programs to
North and Latin America,
Monday through Friday at
2150 to 2200 UTC; Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at
2100 to 2115 UTC; Monday
and Sunday, 1845 to 1900
UTC; and Saturday and Sunday, 2330 to 2345 UTC, on
7,375, 13,630, 15,030 and
21,465 kHz. For most U.S.
and Canadian SWL's, this is
your best shot for UN Radio

programming in English.
In addition, the UN's
UNESCO Radio English pro-

grams can be heard on
Radio for Peace International on the same
frequencies, Monday and
Thursdays, 2330 to 2345
UTC, Tuesdays, 2100 to 2115
UTC, and Thursdays, 2000 to
2030 UTC.
EGYPT-Radio Cairo, Arabic- language programs to
the Middle East and North
Africa, Sundays at 1645 UTC,
on 9,700 and 11,665 kHz.
INDIA-All India Radio,
UN programming in the
Bangla language, Saturdays, 1650 to 1705 UTC on
4,820 kHz. This one is also
possible in West Coast
North America.
ITALY -Italian Radio Relay
Service, UN Radio English
programs, Mondays thorough Fridays at 0730 UTC;
Saturdays at 1330 UTC; Sundays at 0730 and 1700 UTC,

on 7,105, 7,125, or 9,815 kHz.
This is the best opportunity
for European SWL's.
SIERRA LEONE-Sierra
Leone Broadcasting Service, programming in
English to Africa, Fridays,
2115 to 2130 UTC, and Sundays, 1900 to 1915 and 2115

to 2130

UTC,

on 3,316

kHz.

Listeners' reception reports of these programs will
be verified by QSL cards.
Reports should be sent to
United Nations Radio,
S -850A New York, NY 10017.
In addition, UNESCO (the
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization) creates its own
programming in five languages from its production
facilities in Paris. In addition
to Radio for Peace (mentioned previously, UNESCO's
English programming can

be heard on Saturdays from
All India Radio at 1346 UTC
on 9,565, 11,760, and 11,810
kHz, and at 1930 UTC on
15,110 kHz. On Sundays, a

program is aired by Radio
Cairo at 2030 UTC on
15,335 kHz.
Reports on UNESCO

broadcasts should be sent
to UNESCO Radio, 7 Place
de Fontenoy, 75007, Paris,
France.
Thanks to Ron Howard of
Carmel, CA for forwarding
the UN Radio schedule.

IN THE MAIL
We start off this month's
mail call with a query from
Earle Francoise, New Orleans, LA.
Asks Earle: "While do
have an outdoor antenna
for my SW radio, I'm not
really happy with it. think
I

I

I

could be doing better than
am, and would like to
experiment with various
types of aerials. Any ideas ?"
think you might find
some help, Earle, in a book
by veteran Canadian ham
radioman, Frank P. Hughes,
VE3DBQ. It's called, appropriately enough, Easy

Shortwave Antennas. The
book includes descriptions
of more than 50 different
antennas, from simple long wires to cubical quads, with
some designs for apartment dwellers and those
who are limited to indoor
antennas as well. It is available from Tiare Publications,
P.O. Box 493, Lake Geneva,
WI 53147, for $9.95, plus $2
shipping /handling.
Here's an interesting note
from Brad Wilson, Key West
FL. "I like to look for off-beat
SWL'ing. The other day, got
to thinking about a shortwave station in Alaska,
which seems to be about
as far away as you can get
from the Florida Keys and
still be in the USA. (Is Hawaii
further? don't know, but I'm
more intrigued by the idea
of tuning in an Alaskan station.) What, when, and
where will accomplish my
quest ?"
Setting unusual listening
challenges for yourself can
be a lot of fun. What's the
northernmost SW station
you can log? The furthest
south? How about working
your way through the SW
alphabet from Argentina to
Zambia? (I'll give you a pass
on W and X!) Any of the rest
of you into this sort of SWL
kick? If so, let me know
I

I

about

I

the world for interesting
shortwave targets.

7,365 kHz, or from 1300 to
1400 UTC on 11,580 kHz.

Reception reports can be
sent to the station at Box
473, Anchor Point, Alaska,
99556.
But just in case Hawaii is
further from Key West than
Anchor Point, Brad, World
Harvest Radio, which presently operates shortwaver

from transmitters at
Noblesville, IN, has announced that it plans to
WHRI

GUYANA-5,950

guage programming and
East Indian music.
KENYA -4,935 kHz. Kenya

Bean FCC

LICENSED
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN!

Earn up to
$30 an hour

and more!

Now, to Brad's question.
the "New Life Station"

owned by the World Christian Broadcasting
Corporation, should fit the
bill. It's located at Anchor
Point, Alaska, broadcasting
on shortwave with a 100 kilowatt transmitter. English -

language programming
from that religious station
*Credits: Adie Durden, GA; Ron
Howard, CA; Hans Johnson,
MD; Marie Lamb, NY; Harold
Levison, Rev. Ed Poston, IA;
World DX Club, C/O Rich D'Angelo, 2216 Burkey Drive,
Wyomissing PA 19610; North
American SW Association, 45
Wildflower Road, Levittown PA

kHz. The

Voice of Guyana is not easily heard, but you might try
for it at around 0915 UTC,
listening for English -lan-

open a second SW outlet in Broadcasting Corp. has an
Hawaii, using a 100 -kilowatt English -language transmisHarris transmitter.
sion during our evening
In the meantime, of
hours. Look for this one with
course, Hawaii is repre"3- plus -1" time signals at
sented on shortwave by the 0300 UTC, followed by a
time -ticker, WWVH, on 2,500, station identification and a
5,000, 10,000, and 15,000
newscast.
kHz, sharing frequencies
SWITZERLAND- 21,770
with WM/ in Colorado.
kHz. Swiss Radio International has English news and
TIME TO TUNE
commentary on this chanLet's take a look around
nel at 1700 UTC.

KNLS,

19057.

AUSTRIA-13,730 kHz.

Radio Austria International
features English at 0130
UTC, with interval signal,
identification, news, and
weather.

it.

I

I

can be heard between
0800 and 0900 UTC on

Learn at home in spare time.

_,,41 R- No previous experience needed!
,

No costly school. No commuting to class.
The Original Home -Study course prepares
you for the "FCC Commercial Radiotelephone License" This valuable license is
your professional "ticket" to thousands of
exciting jobs in Communications, Radio TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics
and more...even start your own business!
You don't need a college degree to qualify,
but you do need an FCC License.
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School
This proven course is easy, fast and low
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your
FCC License or money refunded. Send for
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY!

commanD PRODUCTIOns
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 100
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126
Please rush FREE details immediately!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
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HAM RADIO
Last month, we looked

DX'ing The
Low Bands

at

a practical antenna for
DX'ing the low- frequency,
amateur-radio bands; 160,
75/80, and 40 meters. Other
types of antennas also work
well on those bands, including regular commercial
and homebrew "antlers" of
more familiar design. You
can consult any of the standard reference works for
examples of low- frequency
antennas (see the boxed
copy entitled Further Reading).

Some hams use loop antennas as receive -only antennas on 75/80 meters in order to weed out QRM from other stations and some
man -made noise. Palomar Engineers manufactures a pair of
loops; one of which is the loopstick-style unit shown here.
The low -frequency, amateur -radio bands differ
somewhat from the high frequency bands because
they are basically ground wave "local" (a few hundred miles) bands during
the day, and pretty decent
DX bands after dark. That's
due to the ionosphere. The
ionosphere is divided into
various layers -designated
D, E, and F (with F being
further sub -divided into the
F1 and F2 sub -layers) as
shown in Fig. 1 -that have

somewhat different proper78

ties.

However, those layers are
well- defined only in textbooks; and even in
textbooks, the location
above the Earth's surface
where these layers are said
to be located tend to vary.
In addition, the layers don't
have sharply defined
boundaries, but rather
blend into one another.
Thus, the division into layers
is somewhat arbitrary.
The D-layer (the lowest
layer in the ionosphere, existing from approximately
30 to 50 miles above the
Earth's surface) is not
ionized as much as higher
layers because all forms of
ionization- causing solar energy is severely attenuated
by the layers above the Dlayer. The reason for that is
that the D -layer is much
denser than the E and F
layers, and that density of
air molecules allows ions to
quickly recombine to form
electrically neutral atoms.
Thus, the extent of D-layer
ionization is directly proportional to the height of the
Sun, which achieves maximum intensity at midday.
The D -layer exists mostly
during the warmer months
of the year because of
both the greater height of
the Sun above the horizon
and the longer hours of
daylight. However, the Dlayer almost completely disappears after local sunset,
although some observers
have reported sporadic incidents of D -layer activity
for a considerable time
past sunset.
For low- frequency DX, the
problem is that the D -layer
absorbs large amounts of
medium -wave and shortwave signals. In fact, it does
so to such an extent that
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signals below about

7

MHz

are completely absorbed
by the D- layer. Therefore, on
75/80 meters, only ground wave propagation occurs
during the daylight hours,
especially during the summer months. But after dark,
the D and E layers disappear, and the F1 /F2 layers
change in altitude and fuse
into a single F layer. When
that happens, the maximum usable frequency
(MUF) drops precipitously, so
the bands from 20 meters
and up die rapidly. But the
lower bands are still below
the MUF, and are no longer
afflicted with D -layer absorption. As a result, the DX
comes rolling in.
In fact, during the early
evening hours, those very
popular bands come alive
with too many signals! On
the 40 -meter band, the
problem is compounded
by the fact that international broadcasters use the
same frequencies as hams,
causing a real mess. Another problem with the
early evening hours is local
electromagnetic inter-

ference

(EMI).

While neighbors and
family members sometimes

gripe about TVI and

BCI

from ham transmitters, they
can't quite conceive of the
problem in reverse.
The low bands are terribly
afflicted with noise from
electrical sources. For instance, lightning storms
produce high levels of natural noise and interference
in those bands. In addition,
QRM (man -made interference) from light
dimmers, electric motors,
and many other appliances raise havoc with our
reception. And then there

are those "clanged" television sets. There are actually
two problems with TV sets.
First, there is the horizontal
oscillator, which operates
on 15,734 Hz. Because
those signals are very
powerful and nearly
squarewaves, they generate harmonics that reach
all the way into the HF
region .., and they are still
very strong in the 160- and
75/80 -meter bands. Those
harmonics will produce
strong birdies every 15.734
kHz up and down the band.
Videotape recorders are
also a pain. Their 3.58 -MHz
color oscillator often radiates, despite the FCC
slicker on the back of the
machine. Videotape recorders produce repeated
sidebands up and down
the band from 3.58 MHz,
which sound a bit like birdies and /or like frying eggs

and hash. You can actually
tell when a popular TV
show is on by listening to
the collective 15.734 kHz
and 3.58 MHz crud on
75/80 meters!

the evening wears on,
however, the QRM level
drops for one of two reasons; other hams go off the
As

FURTHER READING
Practical Antenna Handbook

Joseph J. Carr
TAB /McGraw-Hill
Cat. No. 3270
TAB Books
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294
800 -233 -1128
Receiving Antenna Handbook

Joseph J. Carr
HighText (DX/SWL Press)
7128 Miramar Road, #15
San Diego, CA 92121
ARRL Antenna Handbook
(any edition)

ARRL, 225 Main Street
Newington, CT 06111
Radio Handbook (any edition)
Bill Orr, W6SAI

Sams /Prentice -Hall Computer

Publishing
11711 N. College Avenue
Carmel, IN 46032

F2

E

D

30-50
MILES

-

Fig. 1. The ionosphere is
divided into various layers
designated D, E, and F (with
F being further sub -divided
into the Fl and F2 sub layers) -that have somewhat
different properties.
air, leaving

the band a lot
people
go to bed, turning off their
TV sets and light dimmers.
The crud level drops rapidly
after 11 PM.
Interesting things occur
on the low bands as the
evening wears on. The skip
begins to lengthen, so that
by midnight, transcontinental contacts on 75/80
meters become easy. Indeed, there are 75/80 meter DXCC (100 -contries
worked) award winners. (I
bet they're a bunch of night
owls I've seen a lot of
freer, and the other

very well in the lower frequency bands, in fact
much better than on higher
frequencies. Some hams
use loops as receive -only
antennas on 75/80 meters
in order to weed out some
man -made noise and QRM
from other stations. Those
loops are very directional,
so they can be used to nullout strong local signals,
Thereby improving the signal-to- noise -ratio (SNR)
enough to uncover weaker
DX signals lying below the
band-busting kilomegawaft
blow torches on the same
or nearby frequencies. That
is especially easy to do if
your transceiver is one of
those that has a separate
optional receiver- antenna
input. Otherwise, you'll have
to use a loop controlled by
a relay, or a separate receiver.
Palomar Engineers (P.O.
Box 455, Escondido, CA

"Yeh! And you have

chips for brains."

Over 750,000 readers of earlier
editions of
Y«

The

Forrest
Mims

Engineer's
Notebook
agree -nobody
knows practical IC applications
like Forrest Mims! This newly revised edition contains hundreds
of proven, tested circuits -handdrawn by Forrest -using today's
most popular linear, TTL, and
CMOS ICs. Forrest gives you full
data for each device and circuit
pin numbers, logic tables, supply
voltages, and signal waveforms
so you can quickly duplicate each
circuit. There's also practical information on construction methods, troubleshooting, and interfacing different IC families. If you
work with ICs you gotta get this
book!

European DX rolling in on
40 meters in the early evening, but after midnight, the
skip starts rolling east into
UA-land (Russia) and the far
east. (I can recall working
what first thought was a
"K2" on 40 meters just before dawn, only to find on
the "go back" part of the
contact that it was a "VK2"

-

I

in Australia.)
All of those

bands become more active and
longer reaching after midnight but before dawn.
LOOP ANTENNAS
In the June 1992 column,
we looked at loop antennas. Loop antennas work

92033; Tel. 619 -747 -3343)
manufactures a pair of
loops; one of which is a
square loop, while the other
is a loopstick style. Both
loops are designed to be
used with Palomar's LA -1
loop amplifier.
Well, that's all the room
we have for this time. Be
sure to join us again next
month-"same time, same
station!"

Only $14.95 at bookstores or electronic
parts dealers. Or order direct from
HighText! Add $3 shipping ($4 to Canada,
$5 elsewhere). CA please add sales tax.
U.S. funds only please.

IiighTextf..
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SCANNER
SCENE
By Marc Saxon

Maybe Santa will bring
you a Trident this year.
"What's that?," you might
ask. "That's not on my list!"
Well, perhaps it should be.
The Trident is a triple -

Monitoring

threat radio, with a stateby -state police-radio scanner, a CB receiver, and a
Iwo-band (X- and K -band)
radar detector all rolled
into one. Come to think of
it, the Trident also features a
weather channel and a
mobile- repeater setting
that detects when patrol

Remote News
Crews

r
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Ace Communications' Trident is a triple- threat scanner.

cars with mobile repeaters

80

the police frequencies. All
the while, it is monitoring
the X and K radar bands,
and signals detected on
either band will interrupt
any other signals to bring
you a radar alarm.
Despite all that it can do,
the Trident is quite simple to
operate. Pushbuttons are
used to select the radar,
scanner, or CB- receive
mode. It scans at the rate
of 60 channels per second.
Slew up or down to select
state or CB channel. You
can lock out up to 500
channels in each state.
There's also a light dimmer.
The unit comes with a
coiled cigarette- lighter
cord, Velcro dash mounts, a
visor mount, and a flexible
antenna.
The Trident carries a suggested retail price of $199.
For more information, contact Ace Communications
Monitor Division, 10707 East
106th Street, Indianapolis, IN
46038; their phone number

is 1- 800 -445 -7717.
are in the area.
The scanner section is
GETTING REMOTE
preprogrammed for all alMany radio and N
located state, county, and
broadcasters have a need
city police frequencies in
for two -way communicathe 48 contiguous states.
tions. Some typical uses
You select the state you
include dispatching reportwant from the front -panel
ers and camera crews to
display, and then instruct
the scanner to monitor only the scene of a breaking
story, and talking to traffic
the state, the state and
reporters in helicopters,
county, or the state, county,
planes, and cars. Radio staand city channels. You can
tions often send a
even tell the Trident to
check the local highway CB broadcasting van to a
store, mall, fair, carnival, pachannel for information
rade, sporting event, etc.,
after Iwo passes through
the list of police channels. If for a "remote" pickup.
Scanner owners have the
there's nothing on CB, the
ability to tune in on the
unit switches itself back to
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frequencies used by those
broadcast services. Several
bands are used in the
range of scanners. The
most popular frequencies
are 161.64, 161.67, 161.70,
161.73, and 161.76 MHz; also
used are 450.00 to 451.00
MHz (in 12.5-kHz steps) and
455.00 to 456.00 MHz (in
12.5-kHz steps). In selected
areas, 166.265 and 170.15
are used as well. In addition, frequencies from
152.87 to 153.35 MHz (in 60kHz steps) are assignable
on the basis of non- interference to industrial stations
on those frequencies. It
might also be productive to
search 152.8575 to
152.3625 MHz (in 50 -kHz
steps) and 161.6275 to
161.7725 MHz (50 -kHz steps)
to see if anything else turns

up in the way of broadcasters.
Particularly interesting

communications can occur
when the station's van is
doing a remote broadcast.
The commercials and recordings often come from
the main studio. They may
be transmitted, along with
cues, orders, and other related communications, on
one of these frequencies
for the benefit of the personnel in the van. The
450-451 -MHz band is popular for that.
The van itself may be
monitored on another frequency (usually in the
455- 456-MHz band) with
the "live" programming material for broadcast. What's
most interesting takes place
during the music and corn mercials, when the van

personnel get a few minutes to chit-chat with the
studio people, discussing
technical problems and
scheduling matters, and just
kidding around. Similar
chatter can often be heard
on the channels used to

communicate between the
studios and airborne traffic
reporters.
One enlightening thing
that you learn from monitoring is that some of the
airborne drive-time traffic
reports that you think are
"live" are actually broadcasts that had been
recorded by the studio
crews as much as five minutes earlier. Also interesting
is to hear the jovial airborne
traffic reporters from various
competing local stations
comparing notes and joking with one another
between their reports. Listen
for them on VHF aeronautical frequencies such
as 122.75, 122.9, 123.025,
and 123.45 MHz.

larger cities, radio and
news crews are heavily

In

TV

dispatched on the auxiliary
broadcast frequencies. That
can be quite exciting. A
number of stations have recently taken to scrambling
their signals to prevent
competing stations from listening in and then
scooping them on their
own stories.
If you haven't tried these
frequencies, ifs worth a
shot. It could prove to offer
many interesting insights.

GET THE IMAGE?
John Felsher, of Redding,
CA wrote to say that he is
picking up cellular phone
calls in the 894-914 -MHz
frequency range. He
thought that was pretty
odd, since those frequencies aren't allocated for
cellular use. John wonders if
we have any thoughts on
this.
is

Our best guess is that this
the result of John's scan-

BIG PROFITS IN
VIDEO REPAIR!
;

WORK I RU\I uoNf -E \RN $85 HR!
With the tens of millions of VCRs and
Camcorders in use, there
currently is a serious shortage of
trained techs to perform cleaning and
repair jobs on these popular devices...
Learn how you can start you
own highly profitable,
HomeBased video
servicing
business...
And since up to
95% of all VCR
and
Camcorder

Remote-pickup broadcast
vans can lead to some
exciting scanning.

malfunctions
are due to a simplé

ner picking up "images" of
the cellular band. Suffice it
to say that programmable
scanners are a sufficiently

complex tangle of oscillators, IF's, and other
circuits to allow many scanners to be able to receive
phantom "image" signals
where they don't seem to
belong. It doesn't mean
that there is anything malfunctioning in the scanner;
it's simply the way that scanners were designed. It's
what allows two- meterband (146 -MHz) ham repeaters to be monitored
around 167 MHz on many
scanners. Where the images will pop up depends
on the IF frequency used in
the design of a particular
scanner, with 10.7 and 10.8
MHz being the usual IF frequencies causing those
images. Some newer scanners have go to 611 -MHz IF
frequencies to avoid the
image problem.
But images may not be
all bad. In scanners that
have the 869 -894 -MHz cellular band locked out,
images can be a viable
way around that lockout. In
scanners that use a 10.7 MHz IF frequency, the image of the cellular band
should show up from 890.4
to 915.4 MHz. For scanners
with a 10.8 -MHz IF frequency, the image cellular band
runs from 890.6 to 915.6

failure, you need not spend
months or even years of
complicated study before starting paid,

professional service work!

Let Viejo's Training Program show you how!

1- 800 -537 -0589

or mail coupon today!

VIEJO PUBLICATIONS, INC.
4470 -1(17 Sunset Blvd.. Suite 600
Dept. VK Los Angeles, CA 90027
r,! Ruh me your FREE OPPORTUNITY KIT today!

1

(Check appropriate box)

J
J
J
J

YCR Repair
Camcorder Repair
Advanced VCR Repair
Fax Machine Repair

N.ime

Wdress

ly/State

Send your questions,

comments, and frequency
data to Scanner Scene,
Popular Electronics, 500 -B
Bi- County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735.

Zip

L

Depi.
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/SUPER 12 HOUR RECORDE
CALL TOLL FREE
Modified Panasonic Slimline
6 hrs per side

120 TDK tape furnished.
AC/DC Operation.
Quality Playback.
Digital Counter.

Durable Lightweight Plastic.

j
$119.00*

PHONE RECORDING ADAPTER
Starts & Stops Recorder
Automatically When
Hand Set is Used.
Solid State!
FCC Approved

$28.50*

VOX VOICE ACTIVATED CONTROL
Solidstate Adjustable
Sensitivity. Voices &
Sounds Activate Recorder
Adjustable Sensitivity
Provisions for Remote
Mike

* Add for ship.

MHz.

t

-+

mechanical or electro
mechanical

$28.50*

& handling. Phone Adapter & Vox

$2.00 each, Recorders $5.00 each. Colo. Res add
tax. Mail Order, VISA, M/C, COD's OK. Money Back
Guar. Qty Disc. available. Dealer inquiries invited.
Free data on other products.
AMC SALES INC. 193 Vaquero Dr.

`

Boulder, CO. 80303
Phones (303) 499 -5405 1400- 926 -2488
FAX (303) 494-4924
Mon -Fri 8 -5 MTN. TIME
CIRCLE 10 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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ELECTRONICS
LIBRARY

Hints & Kinks
for the Radio
Amateur
edited by Robert Schetgen,
KU7G

Intended to help radio amateurs
reach their peak "ham- ability,"
this book provides a collection
of the best tips, suggestions,
and projects from the "Hints and
Kinks" column in QST magazine. The 13th edition, which
covers the years 1987 to 1991,
is filled with information to help
hams make the most of their
stations and adopt the most
effective operating procedures.
Included are antenna projects,
with complete instructions for
building a sigma loop, a double
half-wave loop, a two -meter umbrella antenna, and a two -band

LED's to light a call -sign badge,
resonant speaker enclosures for
CW, and an audio VCO for
audible metering. For those who
tune their radios too slowly, the
book explains how to weight the
knob for "spin" tuning and how
to use mercury switches to
change frequencies as you tilt
your head. New hams as well
as experienced amateurs will
appreciate information on how
to get the most out of rechargeable radios; how to build
indoor and outdoor antennas;
the right way to install ground
rods, radials, and connectors;
how to "tune" new antennas;
and how to find parts for simple
projects. For experienced builders, the book offers design tips
and discussions of diodes for
power supplies, RF probes and
detectors, stable high -voltage
metering, inductor -core materials for VFO's, and a "fast attack" AGC circuit.
Hints & Kinks for the Radio
Amateur costs $9.00 and is
published by the American Radio Relay League, 225 Main
Street, Newington, CT 06111.
CIRCLE 91 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

THE ABCs OF DMMS
from John Fluke Mfg. Co.

loop. Other construction proj-
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ects include generator projects
for Field Day and emergency
operations, a baby -bottle balun,

This updated, 16 -page booklet
offers a short course on the
operation, capabilities, and selection of digital multimeters.
Designed for use as a quick
reference guide as well as a
selection guide, it features sections covering the common
uses of a DMM -AC and DC
voltage measurements, AC and
DC current measurements, and
resistance, continuity, and diode
tests-as well as sections on
multimeter safety and multi meter accessories. Each
section of the booklet is clearly
illustrated and includes a glos-
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sary of electronic and
multimeter- related items. New
tools featured in the booklet
include the Fluke 70 Series II

family of DMM's. The eight
meters in the 70 Series II include enhanced versions of the
existing five models of the Fluke
70 Series as well as three all new models. The Series 10 family of DMM's, a low- priced line of
multifunction meters, is also
featured in the booklet.
The ABCs of DMMs is free
upon request from John Fluke
Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 9090,
M/S 250 -E, Everett, WA 98206;
Tel: 800 -87- FLUKE.
CIRCLE 92 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

WORD FOR WINDOWS
DESIGN COMPANION
For Version 2
by Katherine Shelly Pfeiffer
Combining a discussion of
Word for Windows' graphics capabilities with valuable
instruction on effective design,
this book helps the reader
create attractive visuals. The
book explores the desktop design potential of this popular
word -processing program. It
shows novices the basics of

THE GIANT
BOOK OF

ELECTRONICS
PROJECTS

How to Test
Almost Everything
Electronic
1367P 529.95
Softcover

38041d $19.95
SQnCOver

2925P

510.95
Softcover

COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN'S

ELECTRONIC

HANDBOOK

CIRCt)ITS

3rd Edition

.M.,

Ni

r,..,,,..,r-.-,....o.
Basic

Electronics
Course

when you join the Electronics Book

r#1.-r-.-ellIr+

Club

r0srP11/01111191I'I

Y....i.ar/e.r/../s"..!
3279 -XX $36.95
Counts as 2

26,3P 517.95
Softcover

THE

IMASTERING

ILLUSTRATED
DICTIONARY

Electronics
1.

Math

1938-XXX 560.00
Counts as 3

OF

ELECTRONICS
Fl =TH EDITION

3589

527.95

33451,-XX 526.95
Counts as 2/Sottcover

3475

027.95

Tro u a esEsontng
and Repairing
I

troubleshooting
with your

AUDIO EQUIPMENT

iELECTRONIC

TRIGGE RED -SWEEP

OSCILLOSCOPE

COVONINTS:
A Complete

Reference

for Project
Builders

3777-XX

$32.95

Counts as

TROUBLFSHOOT$NG

(AND REPAIRING
SOLID STATE TVs
Second Edition

2867P $18 95
Sottcover

2

BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO

READING
SCHEMATICS
SECOND EDITION

3258

3107P 510.95
Sottcove-

528.95

TROUBLESHOOTING

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
WITHOUT SENTA
DATA

527.95

TV REPAIR

Home Re'Iuxe-Control

FOR

& Automation Projects

BEGINNERS

rncura couo.

E

3669

3871

529.95

3886

122.95

FEATURING 77
STEP-BY-STEP

ILLUSTRATED

Frll\n mrflrlN

PRC816CTS
I

I

dhtioo

How to Read
Electronic Circuit

Diagrass

3700 -XX $36.95
Counts as 2

As a member of

3632P 510.95
Sollcover

the Electronics Book Club

$36.00
Counts as 2

2880P $14.95
Soltcover

9290-XX

All books are hardcover unless otherwise noted, (Publishers' prices shown)
A shipping/handling charge and sales tax will be added to all orders.
If coupon is messing, write In:
Electronics Book Club, Blue Fridge Summit. PA 17294 -0810

Your most complete and
comprehensive source for the
finest electronics books.

$19.95

Sottcover

3765

529.95

ELECTRONICS
BOOK CLUBSM

.. .

.. you'll enjoy receiving Club bulletins every 3 -4
weeks containing exciting offers on the latest books
in the field at savings of up to 50% off of regular
publishers' prices. If you want the Main Selection do
nothing and it will be shipped automatically. If you
want another book, or na book at all, simply return
the reply form to us by the date specified. You'll have
at least 10 days to decide. And you'll be eligible for
FREE books through our NEW Bonus Book Program.
Your only obligation is to purchase 3 more books
during the next 12 months, after which you may
cancel your membership at any time.
;,1992 EEC

3627P

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294 -0810

YES!

Please send me the books listed below, billing me for just $4.95 plus shipping /handling & tax. Enroll me as a member of the Electronics Book Club according to the terms outlined
in this ad. If not satisfied, may return the books within 10 days without obligation and have
my membership cancelled. A shipping /handling charge & tax will be added to all orders.
I

If

you select

If you

select

a

a

book that counts as 2 choices, write the book number in one box and XX in the next.
Counts as 3 choice, write the book number in one tax and XXX in the next 2 boxes.

Name
Address
City /State
Zip

Phone

Valid for new members only. subject to acceptance by EBC. Canada must remit in U.S. funds. Applicants outside the U.S. and
Canada will receive special ordering Instructions. All books are hardcover unless otherwise noted.
PE1292
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typography, page layout, and
graphic enhancements, and explains how to produce well designed documents such as
newsletters, brochures, advertisements, reports, catalogs,
forms, and correspondence.
Basic design tips are outlined in
the "Do's and Don'ts" chapter. A
subsequent discussion of advanced feature options includes

WORD
FOR WINDOWS

DESIGN
COMPANION

0

The Desktop Guide
to Creating Great

Looking Brochures,
Ads, Newsletters,

Catalogs & More

software recommendations and
advice on using those procedures. All of the book's
numerous illustrations were produced using Word for Windows.
The book's step -by -step instructions and tips on production,
font manipulation, printing techniques, and more, help readers
to produce similar illustrations
on their own.
Word For Windows Design
Companion costs $21.95 and is
published by Ventana Press,
PO. Box 2468, Chapel Hill, NC
27515; Tel: 919 -942 -0220; Fax:
919 -942-1140.
CIRCLE 93 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

1992 AMATEUR RADIO
MAIL ORDER CATALOG
AND RESOURCE
DIRECTORY

mental- organization BBS's, and
other informative sources are
listed under "Catalogs and References." The complete
"Ham-Soft Shareware Catalog"
is included for those hams who
are looking for inexpensive software. The Resource Directory
portion of the catalog contains
listings of free catalogs and
those available for a fee, radio
clubs, VEC's, amateur-radio bulletin services, foreign radio
magazines, and BBS's. To
maintain accurate listings, the
catalog is updated and published twice each year, in
January and July.
The 1992 Amateur Radio Mail
Order Catalog and Resource
Directory costs $20 ($25 outside the U.S.) fora one -year,
two -issue subscription. The single -issue price for the July 1992
issue is $12. The catalog is
published by Hart Publishing,
767 South Xenon Court, Suite
117, Lakewood, CO 80228; Tel:
303 -987 -9442.
CIRCLE 84 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

CIRCLE 98 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

TROUBLESHOOTING
AND REPAIRING
SOLID -STATE TVs:
Second Edition
by Homer

L.

Davidson

The revised edition of this workbench reference is packed with
case studies, photographs, and
diagrams for every type of TV
circuit, to help electronics hobbyists and professional
technicians isolate and repair
virtually any TV problem quickly
and easily. The book provides
practical information on how to
troubleshoot and repair the
latest solid -state circuitry used
by major television manufac-

from Hart Publishing
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The fourth edition of this
sourcebook contains 220 pages
and more than 1200 entries of
mail -order products and services for hams. The catalog is
categorized and alphabetized
into easy -to -find headings, from
Antennas" to "Weather Instruments." Each listing includes
complete ordering information
along with a description of the
product or service. The catalog
also features some non- radiorelated listings, such as environ-

turers. With a combination of
technical expertise and easy -toread non -technical writing, the
book describes the warning
symptoms of solid -state TV
problems, and zeros in on the
probable circuits and individual
components that are causing
the malfunction. The second
edition has been expanded to
cover high-definition television,
stereo -sound circuitry, modular
chassis, and large- screen models. The book explains how to
repair such problems as defective horizontal -sweep circuits,
faulty remote controls, high- or
low- voltage power supply,
brightness and picture -tube
problems, and defective tuners.
In addition, it explains how to
locate defective transistors and
color processors in various
color chassis.
Troubleshooting and Repairing Solid-State TVs: Second
Edition costs $24.95 and is
published by TAB Books, Division of McGraw-Hill Inc., Blue
Ridge Summit, PA 17294 -0850;
Tel. 800 - 822 -8138.

TROUBLESHOOTING

AND REPAIRING

SOLID-STAI h TVs
Second Edition

CIRCUIT DESIGN &
ANALYSIS
FEATURING C
ROUTINES

ñ

(i Britton

Rorrbuugh

CIRCUIT
DESIGN &
ANALYSIS
frrxturing C Routiires

proaches for constructing a
network's system equation, the
computation of transient responses of linear networks,
computer synthesis of passive
networks, computer generation
and manipulation of symbolic
network functions, sensitivity
analysis, and special analysis
techniques for nonlinear networks. Complete source code
listings for non -IBM users are
also included.
Circuit Design & Analysis
Featuring C Routines costs
$49.95 for the hardcover book
and diskette, and is published
by McGraw -Hill Book Company,
Professional and General
Books, 11 West 19th Street,
New York, NY 10011; Tel: 800-2MCGRAI
CIRCLE 96 ON FREE
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by C. Britton Rorabaugh

LASER CATALOG
Using this book and its included
diskette, anyone equipped with
an IBM -compatible personal
computer and the C programming language can take
advantage of the same professional -level diagnostic tools
used by experts to analyze
complex electronic circuitry. Unlike prepackaged, general purpose analysis programs, the
"ready -to- compile" C routines
presented in this book/disk
package allow readers to configure customized, streamlined
programs offering great speed
and flexibility, while using less
computer memory. Starting with
an extensive review of the
basics of circuit analysis, the
book goes on to present a
range of powerful computeraided analysis and synthesis

techniques including algorithms
for solving matrix equations,
computer representations of
network topologies, various ap-
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from MWK Industries

The word "laser" might call to
mind science -fiction images of
ray guns and the like, but in
reality, lasers are used in many
less flashy devices used in everyday life, from CD players to
medical equipment. Hobbyists
and experimenters can find
their own applications, using the
large selection of reasonably
priced lasers offered in this 30page catalog. Products include
laser pointers, laser diodes, and
much more. In addition, the
catalog includes an assortment
of laser plans and books.
The Laser Catalog is free
upon request from MWK Industries, 198 Lewis Court, Corona,
CA 91720; Tel: 800 -356 -7714 (in
CA, 800 -58- LASER); Fax:
714 -278 -0562 (in CA,
714 -278 -4887).
CIRCLE 85 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

NEW PRODUCTS

ji

Indoor
Television
Antennas

The days of the rabbit-ear antenna are over, yet you don't
have to pay the high price of
cable TV to get good reception,
according to Terk Technologies.
The alternatives Terk offers are
the Models TV20 and TV10
indoor television antennas,
which deliver crystal -clear VHF
and UHF TV reception, and look
good while doing so. (The TV20
has won both the Chicago Athenaeum "Good Design" Award
and the Electronic Industries
Association's Innovation's '92
Design and Engineering Award.)
With a maximum height of just
51/4 inches, the antennas give
users great flexibility in the
placement of their TV sets.
The TV20 uses two tuned

elements configured in a "complementary- symmetry" design,
combined with an adjustable
low- noise, high-gain amplifier, to
yield the best possible reception. The two wing -like reception
elements are arrayed to minimize the need for user
manipulation. A built -in filter
cuts down on "snow." A cable/
antenna selector allows viewers
to switch between the antenna
and the local cable source, or
any external RF source. The
built-in amplifier can also be
used to restore the quality of
video degraded by poor cable
leads. For use in areas closer to
the broadcast source, the TV10
features the same complementary- symmetry design, but
without the amplifier. Neither

antenna is affected by the proximity of the human body, so
users avoid the frustration of
getting a good picture that degrades as soon as they sit back
down to watch it.
The TV10 and TV20 indoor
TV antennas have suggested
retail prices of $24.95 and
$79.95, respectively. For more
information, contact Terk Technologies Corp., 233 -8 Robbins
Lane, Syosset, NY 11791; Tel:
516 -942 -5000; Fax: 516-942 TERK.
CIRCLE 101 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

DIGITAL SOUND -LEVEL
METER
The Model 407735 Digital
Sound Level Meter from Extech
Instruments lets users s9lect A
or C frequency weightings for a
wide measurement range of
30- 135 -dB. Two ranges are
available: low (30-100 -dB) and
high (65-135 -dB) with a 0.1 -dB
resolution. The large 31/2-digit
LCD readout provides a choice
of slow or fast response time,
and features a peak -hold function that displays the highest
reading. A built-in continuity
check function, auxiliary AC and
DC conditioned outputs, and a
condenser microphone are also
featured. The sound -level meter
comes with a hard vinyl case
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and a 9 -volt battery.
The Model 407735 digital
sound level meter costs $199.
For additional information, contact Extech Instruments
Corporation, 335 Bear Hill
Road, Waltham, MA 02154; Tel:
617- 890 -7440; Fax:
617 -890-7864.
CIRCLE 102 ON FREE
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MULTI- FUNCTION
AUDIO COMPONENT
You can replace up to five other

units with Sonance's AC-1 multifunction component. The device
can sequentially activate a series of amplifiers or other
components via switch or line level sensors. That allows you
to, for example, activate a home
theater or other complex multi amplifier system at the touch of
a button, without the massive
power draw usually associated
with a single -touch power up.

When the front -panel switch has
been activated, up to four components can be powered up at
21/2-second intervals. When the
unit's sensor detects no audio
signal for about four minutes, it
returns to a stand-by mode and
all connected components are
turned off.
The AC -1 acts as a distribution amplifier with four sets of
stereo line-level outputs, allowing a single stereo input (usually
from a preamp) to be distributed
to up to four amplifiers, at different volume levels. Front panel LED's verify the status of
each amplifier, and trim controls
allow independent right- and
left- channel adjustments.
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[GET
SMART
Quick & Cheap With Books!

TALK!
Now you can
get a ham license

without

a

Morse

code test!
All About Ham
Radio by Harry

Helms tells you how. It covers what
hams do... how to select equipment and antennas... using packet
radio and ham satellites... operating procedures... and contacting
hams in foreign countries! Also
includes an introduction to radio
theory and electronics. Start talking
to the world today! Only $19.95.

LISTEN!
Listen to history as
it happens via

shortwave radio!
Shad)Nato Listening

Gtidebook by
Harry Helms tells
you all about the shortwave bands,
when and where to listen, reception
patterns, and how to select the
shortwave radio that's right for you.
It also profiles major world broadcasters. Includes hundreds of
frequencies for stations worldwide
and times to hear them. Just $16.95.

BUILD!

The multifunction unit also
functions as a high -quality
power conditioner that provides
full three -stage protection of
sensitive audio and video equipment. In addition, the AC -1 is
equipped with a relay, dry-contact closure, rear -panel terminal
to provide an activation trigger
for an external advice, such as
the motor for a video screen.
The AC -1 has a suggested
retail price of $350. For more
information, contact Sonance,
961 Calle Negocio, San Clemente, CA 92673; Tel:
800-582 -7777; Fax:
714-361 -5151.
CIRCLE 103 ON FREE
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GRAPHIC EQUALIZER/
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Because most listening rooms
and recordings are less than
perfect, the EQ Twelve graphic
equalizer /spectrum analyzer
from AudioSource is designed
to compensate for room anomalies and add extra strength to
lackluster recordings. It provides
a full ten bands of equalization
as well as a professional method for analyzing each
frequency. The unit's dual -channel graphic -equalizer section
makes it easy to precisely correct sonic discrepancies. The
included calibrated electret condenser microphone with built -in
pink -noise generator "reads" the

The Fattest Nits
Engineer's Notebook
by Forrest Mims
(who else ?) includes
hundreds of
applications circuits using today's
most popular linear and digital ICs!
Forrest includes complete data for
each IC, such as pin connections,
logic tables, waveforms, & more!
If you experiment with ICs,

you gotta get this book!

A steal at $14.95.
You can get HighText books at
your favorite technical bookstore,
electronics parts dealer, or radio
equipment dealer. Or order direct
from HighText! Include $3 per
book for shipping ($4 Canada,
$5 elsewhere). CA please add sales

tax. U.S. funds only please.

IiighText
7128 Miramar Road, Suite 15L
San Diego, CA 92121
86

acoustics of the listening environment by using pink noise.
Users can then manually adjust
the precise equalization settings. The multi- function
spectrum analyzer provides a
visual display of the relative
signal levels for each of the ten
accessible frequency bands
30, 60, 120, 240, and 500 Hz,
and 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz. An
eleventh row of LED's indicates
the average total output for the
left, right, or both channels simultaneously. Bright LED's on
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all sliders and switches indicate
exact settings at a glance. For
those concerned that adding an
equalizer to their system will
cost them a precious tape or
accessory loop, the EQ Twelve
provides a host of inputs that

facilitate tape equalization,
proper impedance matching of
audio /video systems, and tapeto -tape dubbing. With dual tape
loops, the user can use the unit
to add an input/output loop to
their system.
The EQ Twelve has a suggested retail price of $299.95.
For more information, contact
AudioSource, 1327 North Car olan Avenue, Burlingame, CA
94010; Tel: 415- 348 -8083; Fax:
415 -348 -8083.
CIRCLE 104 ON FREE
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BOOKSHELF STEREOS
Two bookshelf stereo systems
from Sanyo feature a streamlined look and "BASSXPANDER"
circuitry, which improves audio
response at low- frequency levels for added enjoyment at any
volume. The GCD1000s all -in-

one design includes an AM /FM
stereo tuner, an amplifier, a double cassette recorder, and a CD
player. Up to 24 tracks can be
programmed on the front-loading CD player, and monitored on
the LCD readout. The double
cassette recorder offers highspeed synchronous tape -totape dubbing and continuous
play. The system can be connected to a video source via the
video inputs, and a stereo headphone jack.
The GCD2000 (pictured)
steps up to a five -disc, top loading carousel CD changer
with 32 -track programmability,
fade, and disc -skip functions.
The PLL digital synthesized
tuner offers 36 station presets
and extended AM -band reception. A 19 -key remote control is
also included.
The GCD1000 and GCD2000

bookshelf stereo systems have
suggested retail prices of
$239.99 and $349.99, respectively. For more information,
contact Sanyo, 21350 Lassen
Street, Chatsworth, CA
91311 -2329; Tel: 818 -998 -7322;

ohm load. The microprocessor based instrument performs the
frequency synthesis via a voltage- controlled oscillator with
phase -locked loop and integrated loop filter.

DUAL -USER
INTERFACE
Two monitors and /or keyboards
can be connected to a single

personal computer using H&R
Technology's Model 90 Dual
User Interface (DUI), which
buffers the video signal for simultaneous display on two
monitors and routes the input
from keyboards to the computer.
The interface can be used in a
variety of situations where a
computer must be shared from

Fax: 818 -701 -4149.
CIRCLE 105 ON FREE
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FREQUENCY
GENERATOR
The Dial -A -Freq Model F -120
from Vann Instruments generates any frequency from 29 Hz
to 120 MHz when the user
enters the desired frequency on
its pushbutton keypad. The frequency selected and output is
displayed on a 16- character
LCD readout. The Dial -A -Freq
is housed in a 4 x 6 x 11/2-inch
aluminum case, and is powered
by a 9 -volt wall adaptor. Two
BNC connector outputs are for
the true and complement of the
generated frequency at advanced CMOS 5 -volt logic
levels, capable of driving a 50-

The Dial -A -Freq F -120 frequency generator costs $249.
For further information, contact
Vann Instruments, 1046 Vassar
NE, Albuquerque, NM 87105;
Tel: 505 -265 -2498; Fax:
505 -268-9722.

two locations, including in offices, on factory floors requiring
remote monitors and /or keyboards, to expand the capacity
at a node of a LAN or other
network, or to split the video for
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display on multiple monitors.
The Model 90 connects to an
IBM -compatible PC in minutes
and requires no external power
supplies or special software.
The second monitor and keyboard can be located up to 50
feet away from the unit. The
Model 90 provides compatibility
with Super -VGA, VGA, EGA,
CGA, or MDA monitors. Each
keyboard gains access to the
computer when it is typed on.
While in use, a preset time -out
delay prevents the other keyboard from interfering. The unit
also features a privacy switch in
order to manually disable the
remote keyboard and monitor
when sensitive data is being
handled by the local station.
The Model 90 Dual User Interface ranges in price from
$260 to $280, depending on
monitor compatibility. For more
information, contact H &R Technology, 1506 Brookhollow Drive,
Suite 106, Santa Ana, CA
92705; Tel: 714 -641 -6607; Fax:
714 -966 -1770.
CIRCLE 107 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD
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And now for a look
at today's weather.
You just won't tind a more professional,
complete picture of the weather than the one
you'll get with Weather Wizard II. Weather
Wizard Il has all it takes to watch the weather
like the pros. All for only $250.00
FEATURES INCLUDE:
Inside & Outside Temps

Wind Speed &
Wind Chill
Time & Date

Highs

Direction

'Optional

WORDS WE ERE BY.

learn more about the Constitution write: Con stitution. Washington, D.C. 20006. The Commission on the Bicentennial of The U.S. Constitution.
To
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& Lows

Instant Metric
Conversions
Rainfall Option

"Alarms

UNITED STAUS.

WEATHER \\11Lut1)

II

THE PROFESSIONAL
HOME WEATHER STATION

Only $250. Add $50 for self- emptying rain collector.
PE624T
Order today:1-800 -678 -3669

EARN YOUR

F

THROUGH HOME STUDY
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced- Placement Program for experienced Electronic Technicians grants credit for previous Schooling and
Professional Experience, and can greatly reduce the time required to complete Program and
reach graduation. No residence schooling re-

quired for qualified Electronic Technicians.
Through this Special Program you can pull all of
the loose ends of your electronics background
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Upgrade your status and pay to the Engineering
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50
States and throughout the World. Established
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Literature.

COOK'S INSTITUTE
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

7
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B.S.E.E.
DEGREE

a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pacific Time FAX 1- 510-670 -0589
Md $5 for shipping. CA residents add sales Lax.
MSC and VISA
One -year warranty
30-day money -back guarantee
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Popular Electronics

Write in issues desired

222 Popular Electronics (1992 back issues) $5.00
Write in issues desired
221

107 Radio -Electronics (1987 back issues)
Write in issues desired

Popular Electronics (1991 back issues,
Jan., Mar. not available)
$5.00
Write in issues desired

REPRINTS

220 Popular Electronics (1990 back issues) $5.00
Write in issues desired
119 Popular Electronics (1989 back issues) $5.00
Write in issues desired

$5.00
Write in issues desired

EH92 Experimenters Handbook
EH91

Experimenters Handbook

EH90 Experimenters Handbook

$5.00

EH88 Experimenters Handbook (1988 -89) $5.00

$5.00

Hobbyist Handbook (1991)

$5.00

HH90 Hobbyist Handbook (1990)

$5.00

HH89 Hobbyist Handbook (1989)

$5.00

L1 HH91

C7

.

$5.00

210 Radio -Electronics (1990 back issues) .$5.00
Write in issues desired
Cl 109 Radio -Electronics (1989 back issues) .$5.00
Write in issues desired
.

order any of the items indicated above, check off the
ones you want. Complete the order form below, include
your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND
CASH), and mail to Claggk Inc., Reprint Department,
P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. Please allow
4 -6 weeks for delivery.

(

$4.00

#67 -99)

$3.50

168D Fact Cards ( #100 -132)

$3.50

167 Designing With IC's

$4.00

165 How to Repair CD Disc Players

$5.00

164 Modern Electrics (April 1908)

$3.00

163 Receiving Satellite TV

$5.00

161 Descrambling (Feb. 1984)

$4.00

160 New Ideas

$3.50

-

42 Circuits

$5.00

158 Electro Importing Co. Catalog
(Circa 1918)

$5.95

157 All About Kits

$2.00

156 How To Make PC Boards

$2.00

155 IBM Typewriter To Computer

$2.00

154 How

$3.50

To

Repair VCR's

$3.00

150 Pay TV Decoder (1981)

$5.00

To

#34 -66)

Building and using VLF Antennas

Write in issues desired

108 Radio -Electronics (1988 back issues)

(

159 Low Frequency Receiving Techniques

212 Radio -Electronics (1992 back issues) $5.00
211 Radio -Electronics (1991 back issues)

33.00

162 Build Your Own Satellite TV Receiver $5.00

... $5.00

HH92 Hobbyist Handbook (1992)

$3.50

166 Collected Works of Mohammed Ullyses Fips
(62 pages, April Fools Collection)
$5.00

(1992)....$5.00
(1991).... $5.00
(1990).... $5.00

EH87 Experimenters Handbook (1987)

REPRINTS

169A Think Tank Vol. 2

168C Fact Cards

I

$5.00

169 Think Tank (133 Circuits)

168 Fact Cards

118 Hands -On Electronics (1988 back issues)

117 Hands -On Electronics
(1987 back issues)
Write in issues desired

BOOKSTORE

If you need a copy of an article that is in an issue we
indicate is unavailable you can order it directly from us.
We charge 50( per page. Indicate the issue (month &

year), pages and article desired. Include payment in
full, plus shipping and handling charge. Make checks
payable to Claggk Inc.

ARTICLE

PAGES

MONTH

YEAR

(a,50( each

TOTAL PAGES

TOTAL PRICE

MAIL TO: Claggk Inc.
Reprint Bookstore,

P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale NY 11735
SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA & CANADA
$0.01 to $5.00
$1.50
$30.01 to 40.00
$5.01 to $10.00
$2.50
$40.01 to 50.00
$10.01 to 20.00
$3.50
$50.01 and above
$20.01 to 30.00
$4.50
Total price of merchandise
Shipping Charge (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (New York State Residents only)

All payments must be in U.S. funds

.

.

Name

...

$5.50
$6.50
$8.00

SORRY
Canada

-

We only ship to USA &

$
$

$
$

Total Enclosed

S

Address
City

88

State

Zip

PE1292
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TALKING COMPASS
(Continued from page 44)

on the chip at once by pointing the
compass north and holding the pushbutton down all the time. It will playback all recorded compass directions, in order. Then it will be in an

overflow condition and cannot be
pulsed to playback again. If that happens, just turn the power off and then
back on again to reset the circuit.
Likewise, should the Talking Compass
ever quit playing back, it is probably in
an overflow condition; as described
previously, just turn the power off and
then on and the unit should resume
working normally once again.
If the battery runs down, the chip
will not record; atthat point, it will playback only, and the recorded message will eventually sound drawn out.
That's a built -in low- battery warning
feature.

Other Uses. Since the Talking Corn pass is capable of recording a full 16
seconds of voice communications, it
can also be used as a message center. To use the unit as a message center, simply place S3 in the record
mode, and with the unit facing north,
press S2 and begin speaking. The unit
will stop recording when S2 is released, or it will automatically shut
down after 16 seconds has elapsed
and its memory is full.
After recording your message, reset
the unit by simply turning it off and on
again. Then place S3 in the playback
mode, and with the unit facing north,
press S2. Note that in order to recover
the message, the unit must be facing
the direction in which the message
was recorded. Of course, the unit can
not be used as a compass that way,
but it is a simple matter to re- record
the compass points later.
You could also record two 8 second
messages; one with the compass facing north and one with the compass
facing south. Each message is played
again by pointing the compass in the
direction that the message was recorded and pressing S2.
As you can see, there are several
ways to use the Talking Compass. You

may want to "can" a few special
phrases for use at an appropriate
time. Don't let it get you in trouble,
though!
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Where will it be? Hawaii? Las Vegas? Mexico? The Ba-

hanas' It's up

to you. Were going to send you a free
coupon for up to six days and five nights of free lodging at the destination of your choice. Now did we get your at-

tention?

Here's how it works: We sell books, and instead of advertising our program on TV (at great expense) we decided to
pass the savings along to you.
When you decide to participate in our program, well send
you a booklet of 40 coupons and a catalog listing our current
book offerings; Purchase one book and include one of the
coupons for your second book. In all, you'll get 40 books for
your $19.95 investment.
When we receive your fifth coupon, there's a bonus for you
in the form of a free membership in the Grocery Savers of America. This will entitle you to save up to $50 or more on your
monthly grocery bill. And on receipt of your 15th coupon, you
automatically get a free membership in The Great American
Traveler, entitling you to receive a 50% savings on hotels, motels and car rentals. On receipt of your 20th coupon, Bingo!
You get that big free lodging for six days and five nights at your
choice of Hawaii, Mexico, Las Vegas or the Bahamas.
You're going to be very impressed with the book selections
as well. These are not all paperbacks, but the same, high-quality volumes you see in bookstores at many times your own purchase price. Frankly, there just isn't enough room on this page

on,
a.a

OM

to outline all of
the details, but
don't pass this up!
Send us your name,
address and $19.95
so we can send you all
of the information, in-

TM EVO .S' iwe s.r.n
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today. MasterCharge and
Visa are accepted.

Inc.
4099
Farmingdale, New York 11735
CLAGGK

P.O. Box

Gentlemen: l've enclosed $19.95 in full payment. Please send my "The
Great Two for One Give Away" booklet of 40 coupons and catalog.
Visa

El MasterCard

Name
Address
City

Credit Card No.

03 crE

a.i.. ..,...s
./í

74.c¢ ('purr.

mmm

cluding your catalog
and 40- coupon book

Check Enclosed

..,.

"0000000

State

ZIP
Exp. Date

Signature

(Clip coupon and mail today! Do not send Bash through the mail.)
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INSTALLING CAR STEREOS
(Continued from page 38)
of strange noises and whistles whenever a key is pressed. In a window
antenna, simply lay the calculator
against the window glass. If an antenna is defective, it is better to replace
the antenna rather than try to repair it.
If there is noise in the radio and /or
tape deck when the vehicle is running: the problem is engine interference. That is sometimes very hard
to remedy, but often the noise can be
minimized by observing a few installation rules: Ground your stereo through
one point (at the chassis of the head
unit itself to the vehicle chassis via the
metal back strap as mentioned earlier). If grounds are separately run from
each unit or accessory to different
places on the vehicle, sometimes the
electrical system on the vehicle will
generate noise that can be picked
up between these points. Furthermore, use good -quality shielded cables to run audio between the head
unit, the amplifier, and other accessories.

© 1988 WARNER BIOS. INC. ALL RIGETS RESERVED

REACH
FOR THE POWER.
TEACH.
No other profession has this power. The power to wake up
young minds. The power to wake up the world. Teachers have
that power. Reach for it Teach. For information call:

1- 800 -45-TEACH.
Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.

Ant
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All wiring should be as short as possible; sloppy wiring that is left all
wound together in a large ball makes
a great transformer into which annoying interference can be induced. Also
keep your power leads separate from
your low -level audio wiring. Similarly,
keep your wiring separate from harnessing in the car itself. Try not to get
your wiring too close to the computer
system, clocks, and controls.
If none of these tips works, disconnect the antenna from the unit. If the
interference disappears, try to reroute
the antenna wiring. Try to hook the

power leads to different

12

volt

sources, or try to reroute the wiring.
In cases of severe interference,
there are some noise-suppression devices on the market that might help.
Check with your car -stereo dealer for
the device that might be most likely to
help in your specific instance.
If you choose to tackle the job of a
car -stereo installation, we think that
you will find the combination of a
great- sounding system and the pride
of accomplishment in doing ityourself
to be well worth the effort. And by
following the tips presented in this article, we think you'll find that installing a
car-stereo system need not be an
overwhelming task.

KIT BUILDING LIVES
(Continued from page 41)

range remotely programmed via a simple DIP switch.
140 -180 MHz

Final Testing.

unit is completed, frequency selection is accomplished through the use
of a 12- position rotary switch (frontpanel mounted) that selects any one
of 12 pre -programmed frequencies
over the range of 140 to 180 MHz.
These frequencies as well as the offset
are determined by the placement of
diodes (type 1N914 or their equivalent) installed in Iwo diode matrices
located on the PC board proper. The
smaller matrix determines the offset (if
required) and the larger matrix provides the base for the user -defined
frequencies.
A little over 15 years ago, ICOM produced a similar transceiver that used
a diode -matrix /switch -selected frequency scheme. However, to build
ICOM's unit required a substantial
amount of knowledge on the part of

the builder as the programming instructions and information were minimal.
Ramsey, however, did not make the
mistake of over-estimating the knowledge or skills of potential kit builders.
Rather, they devoted many pages to
explaining in detail how the matrix
works, how it selects frequencies and
offsets, and exactly how one calcu-

lates the required diode placement
for a specified frequency. There is
even a BASIC program included to

determine the diode requirements
and placement. To help you determine what frequencies may be of interest, there is also a listing of the most
common and frequently used repeater pairs (transmit and receive)
and the frequencies for both the U.S.
Space Shuffle as well as the Russian
Space Station M/R.
The builder has the option of filling
all twelve of the switch positions, orby using a simple external programming switch /diode assembly and a
length of flat cable adding a "remote" feature with virtually no limitations. To elaborate further; the PC
board has provisions for installing a
user -supplied flat cable leading to external switching in addition to the 12position rotary switch. So for us, it
would be possible to have the most
frequently used frequencies, one
channel dedicated to receive our local National Weather Station (NOA),

-

and any other frequency in the

To test and align the
you have to program -in a local frequency. Your DVM and some
non -metallic alignment tools will suffice to adjust the receiver section.
After making some adjustments to
FX -146,

produce the right measurements at
nine or so test points, you simply peak
some settings to achieve the best reception. We used the local NOA
weather broadcast for these adjust-

Your Ticket To

six

ments.

peak the RF output, you will need
a second 2 -meter receiver (such as a
scanner or a transceiver borrowed
from a friend) and a valid ham license
to adjust the deviation potentiometer.
When you've reached this stage, you'll
need a 50 -ohm dummy load and
some method of measuring RF output. As you can see in Fig. 1, we've
made up a relatively simple circuit
that will allow you to use your DVM to
measure output. In lieu of the circuit,
you could borrow a combination RF/
SWR bridge /dummy load from a CB'er
and accomplish essentially the same
task. During this phase of testing, you
aren't so much interested in specific
values of output, but rather obtaining
maximum RF output. This is done by
adjusting capacitors and stretching
To

coils.
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Over 28,000 technicians have gained admittance worldwide as certified professionals.
Let your ticket start opening doors for you.

ISCET offers Journeyman certification in
Consumer Electronics, Industrial, Medical,
Communications, Radar, Computer and
Video. For more information, contact the

International Society of Certified Electronics Technicians, 2708 West Berry Street,
Fort Worth, TX 76109; (8171 921 -9101.
Name
Address

City
Zip

State

Send material about ISCET and

becoming certified.

"Study Guide for the
Associate Level CET Test." Enclosed is $10 (inc. postage/.
Send one

J
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* *, NOW PRESENTING * **
All Available Television Channels!

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS
w"h

Summary.

was obvious, at least to
us, that the Ramsey FX -146 transceiver
kit met all of our requirements. Furthermore, it gave us the satisfaction of actually building a sophisticated VHF
transceiver ourselves; an active learning experience that added to our
knowledge of electronics; and provided a cost -effective basé to begin
our adventures in digital communications.
Heath may have abandoned the
kit market for greener pastures, but
Ramsey Electronics has taken up the
challenge and is alive, well, and producing kits that don't just entertain,
they educate you in the most interactive and painless manner possible. If
that sounds appealing and you'd like
more information about the FX -146
Two Meter FM Transceiver kit and its
options, you can contact Ramsey
Electronics Inc., (793 Canning Parkway, Victor, NY 14564; Tel.
716 -924 -4560) directly or circle No.
121 on the Free Information Card.
It
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Featuring: Scientific Atlanta, Oak,
Jerrold, Hamlin, Stargate
Overnight Delivery
Competitive Pricing
Long -Term Warranties
Visa and Mastercard Accepted

--- II - - - -Video Dimensions

,
1
I

1- 800 -952 -5197

401

Fairmount Ave., Ste. 208

Oakland, CA 94611

Need
Tree City USA
You

t trees add the soft

C touch of nature

to

our busy lives.
Support Tree City
USA where you live.
For your free booklet,
write: Tree City USA,
The National Arbor
Day Foundation,
Nebraska City, NE
68410.

rel The National

Arbor Day Foundation
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ANTIQUE RADIO
(Continued from page 65)
riveted), none of the irons
had on hand would do the
job-not even an old -fashioned 60 -watt American
Beauty complete with asbestos cord.
Anticipating a similar
problem on reinstallation,
recently went shopping for
a higher -wattage unit.
What hoped to find was a
Weller solder gun similar to
one had last used about
30 years ago. There was
nothing like it, thought, for
packing a hefty dose of
heat into a small tip. And
remembered the instant I

I

I

I

I

I

heating feature and handy
built-in work light with great
fondness.
was afraid that anything
heavier than a pencil iron
I

might be difficult to obtain
in today's world of solid state electronics, but was
very pleasantly surprised.
I

Weller guns are still available, as well as similar units
by Lenk and other manufacturers. You won't be
likely to find one in an
electronics store any longer,

but hardware and home center stores still stock
them. In fact, some hardware stores still carry old fashioned high -wattage
irons (at astronomical
prices).
After doing a bit of corn -

parison shopping, settled
on a Weller "Universal,"
which is a dual -heat
(100/140 -watt) model. There
is a smaller Weller, a single heat model of about 90
watts, and some stores had
it on special at attractive
prices (under $20). But
decided not to risk being
I

I

underpowered.
Once tried my purchase
on the Sky Buddy, was very
glad I'd been conservative.
Using the "high" setting,
was able to resolder the
ground braid quite handily-but only after waiting a
few minutes for that massive joint to heat up. don't
think the 90 -watt job would
have made it.
After reacquainting myself with the Weller gun, I'd
go so far as to say that
every serious antique -radio
hobbyist ought to have
one. You never know when
you're going to need a
blast of heat to redo a
chassis ground or solder a
heavy bus -bar in an old
battery set. This tool will give
it to you, and it won't be a
red -hot presence on your
workbench when not in
use-wasting energy and
presenting a burn hazard.
You get the heat both
when you need it and
where you need it. The
slender tip snakes nicely
through small spaces, and
because most of the heat is
right at the end, you have
less chance of accidentally
burning any surrounding
wiring. No, I'm not being
I

I

I

I

One tree can make
3,000,000 matches.

One match can burn
3,000,000 trees.

This hfagarinr
A !'nAlir Servire
The Adverieing rnunril
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paid by Weller, I'm just enthusiastic!
If I've talked you into acquiring a Weller -type gun,
let me caution you about
shopping carefully! Prices
seem to vary widely among
lumberyards, home centers,
and hardware stores. My
"Universal" came in at
about $30. That may or
may not have been the
best possible deal, but I'd
seen the same unit for as
much as $10 more
elsewhere. also spotted
the single -heat amateur
model for the same price
paid for my dual -heat job.

I

FINISHING UP
Once got the main tun I

ing/bandspread subchassis
mounted and wired, was
about ready to quit for the
day. However, did manage
to accomplish a couple of
I

I

more things.
One end of a long cylindrical form holding the
receiver's mixer coils had
come loose from its mounting. The rivet head holding
it in place had pulled free.
Drilling out the rivet head to
replace it with a screw
would have been difficult to
do without damaging the
coil, so decided to use an
adhesive.
The coil- support bracket
was really too small for ordinary cement to be
effective, so tried packing
a dab of Dap brand wood
dough around the support
and the end of the form. It
set rapidly into a wood -like
mass that firmly locked the
form and bracket together.
Finally, before calling it a
day, sprayed the volume control interior and all
switch contacts with contact cleaner/lubricant,
working the controls several
times to distribute the mateI

I

rial.

See you next time, when
we'll complete the reassembly and try another
smoke test!
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(Continued from page 74)
Buffers =15
Device = \DOSWnsi.Sys
Device = \DOS\Driver.sys c:2/
f :01
That's the kind of idea
got out of my DOS manual,
but am still having problems with it reading the
drive. know you can help
me with this. Your help
would be greatly appreciated.
P.S. The floppy controller
purchased will run a 360k
I

I

I

I

THINK TANK

I

(5.25- inch), 720k (3.5- inch),
1.2MB (5.25- inch), or 1.44MB
(3.5 -inch) drive. The new
is external and the
controller has an external
hookup.

drive

-Dave Dudley, Amarillo,
IX
The line for the

floppy -

disk driver should look like
this:

Device = \DOS\Driversys

/

d:211: 1/s:15

The /d :2 option assumes
you already have two flop
py drives (not including the
one you wish to add), which
will make the new one
drive C: if you don't have a
hard drive, or drive D. if you
do have a hard drive. If you
had only one floppy drive
to begin with, that param-

eter should be /d :1 which
will make the new drive the
B: drive (regardless of the
presence of a hard drive).
The CONFIG.SYS file containing that line should be
in your root directory (not
the directory you've placed
the DOS 3.3 files in), and I'm
sorry to disappoint you, but
you may have to use DOS
3.3. Try editing the CON FIG.SYS file first, and if that
isn't enough, properly install
DOS 3.3 (don't just copy it)
and use its DRIVER.SYS file.
Well, that's all she wrote
for this month. Next time l'll
get back to the usual run of
circuits.

ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
MORSE CODE MUSIC? Powerful- breakthrough!
43 Morse Code characters sent with a rhythmic
beat. Easy way to learn or retain Morse Code
skills. Now the secret is yours! Order "The
Rhythm of the Code" cassette today! Send
$9.95 to: KAWA RECORDS, PO Box 319 -PE,
Weymouth, MA 02188.

FOR SALE
CABLE descrambler liquidation. Major makes
and models available. Industry pricing! (Example:
Hamlin Combo's, $44 each... Minimum 10 orders).
Call WEST COAST ELECTRONICS, 1 (800)
628-9656.

"test" chips.
Fully activates unit. $50.00. Cable descramblers from $40.00. Orders 1 (800)

JERROLD, Tocom and Zenith

452 -7090. Information (310) 867 -0081.

-

PRINTED circuit boards
etched, drilled, tin
plated. Single sided $1.25/sq. inch. No setup
charge. CHELCO ELECTRONICS, 61 Water
Street, Mayville, NY 14757.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
To run your own

classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to:

Popular Electronics Classified Ads, 500 -B Bi- County Boulevard, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For
special headings, there is a surcharge of $11.00.
(
(
) Plans/Kits
(
) Business Opportunities
) For Sale
(
) Wanted
Education /Instruction
(
) Satellite Television

1

(800) 388 -8521.

LASER & solar energy products Lasers from
$9.95. We specialize in laser and solar energy
products for commercial, and hobbyist applications. Free catalog: DESIGN IMAGES, Dept. P7,
Box 292125, Lewisville, TX 75029. (214)
221 -9711.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

*CONVERTERS*

(

Special Category: $11.00

and ACCESSORIES.

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS.
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 ($23.25)

AND MORE. LOWEST PRICES.
FREE CATALOG.

16 ($24.80)

17 ($26.35)

18 ($27.90)

19 ($29.45)

20 ($31.00)

($32.55)

22 ($34.10)

23 ($35.65)

24 ($37.20)

25 ($38.75)

26 ($40.30)

27 ($41.85)

28 ($43.40)

29 ($44.95)

30 ($46.50)

($48.05)

32 ($49.60)

33 ($51.15)

34 ($52.70)

35 ($54.25)

21

31

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill
in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted.):

Card Number

PRINT NAME

PANASONIC,
PIONEER, JERROLD, OAK,
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA

Expiration Date

SIGNATURE

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE
NUMBER FOR OUR ALES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services)
$1.55 per word prepaid (no charge for ZIP code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6
issues within one year; 10% discount for 12 issues within one year if prepaid. NON -COMMERCIAL RATE:
(for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.25 per word, prepaid....no minimum. ONLY FIRST
WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 300
per word additional. Entire ad in boldface, $1.85 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: $1.90 per
word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: $2.25 per word. EXPANDED
TYPE AD: $2.05 per word prepaid. Entire ad in boldface, $2.45 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE
EXPANDED TYPE AD: $2.55 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD PLUS
ALL BOLD FACE AD: $2.95 per word. DISPLAY ADS: 1" x 21/4"- $205.00; 2" x 21/4-$410.00; 3" x 21/á'$615.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts are available. ALL COPY
SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND
PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 18th of the fourth month preceding the date of
Issue (i.e.; Sept. issue copy must be received by May 18th). When normal closing date falls on
Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, issue closes on preceding work day. Send for the classified brochure.
Circle Number 49 on the Free Information Card.
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(800) 234 -1006
CABLE READY COMPANY
SECRET Cable Descramblersl Build your own
descrambler for less than $12.00 in seven easy
steps. Complete instructions $10.00. Radio
Shack parts list and FREE descrambling methods
that cost nothing to try included. HARRYWHITE,
PO Box 1790, Baytown, TX 77520.
FREE electronics catalog. Transistors, IC's, electronic components, etc. Call INTERNATIONAL
MICROELECTRONICS (817) 561 -2244. PO Box
170415, Dept. PE, Arlington, TX 76003.

-

8
SITELINE LASERS, INC. is offering its 5
milliwatt He -Ne lasers and power supplies for sale
at manufacturers pricing. Supplies can be purchased in Do- It- Yourself kits. Send SASE and
phone number for free catalog, or call (206)
481 -9490.

FREE CATALOG
FAMOUS "FIRESTIK" BRAND CB ANTENNAS
AND ACCESSORIES. DUALITY PRODUCTS
FOR THE SERIOUS CB'er. SINCE 1962

FIRESTIK ANTENNA COMPANY
2614 EAST ADAMS
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034

-

300 EXPERIMENTERS CIRCUITS
Complete
in 6 practical books using diodes, relays, FET's,
LED's, IC 555's, and IC CA3130's for building
blocks. Only $33.00 plus $5.50 for shipping. USA
and Canada only. US funds. ETT, INC., PO Box
240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240.

93

CB RADIO OWNERS!
We specialize in a wide variety of technical

information, parts and services for CB radios.
10-Meter and FM conversion kits, repair books,
plans, high -performance accessories. Thousands
of satisfied customers since 1976! Catalog $2.

CBC INTERNATIONAL

DESCRAMBLER kits. Complete cable kit $44.95.
Complete satellite kit $49.95. Add $5.00 shipping.
Free brochure. No New York sales. SUMMIT PE,

rGreat money in VCR repair!'

Box 489, Bronx, NY 10465.

I

LNS kits
gifts!
free
catalog.
TECHNOLOGIES,
Foothill
Blvd., Suite 307P, Hayward, CA 94541 -1511.

SURVEILLANCE transmitter kits tune from 65
to 305 MHz. Mains powered duplex, telephone,
room, combination telephone /room. Catalog with

P.O. BOX 31500PE, PHOENIX, AZ 85046

HUGE 100 page communications catalog of
shortwave, amateur and scanner equipment. Antennas, books, and accessories too. Send $1.00
to: UNIVERSAL RADIO, 6830 Americana Pkwy.,
Dept. PE, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068.

Popular Communications, Popular Electronics and Radio -Electronics book reviews of
"Electronic Eavesdropping Equipment Design," $2.00. SHEFFIELD ELECTRONICS, PO
Box 377785 -A, Chicago, IL 60637 -7785.

GENERAL Instrument DPV-7's $250.00. Tocom,
Zenith, Scientific Atlanta, $150.00 to $250.00. Call
CABLE WORLD, 1 (800) 234-7193.

-

RECEIVING TUBES

-

-

OVER 3000 TYPES IN STOCK!

CELLULAR HACKERS BIBLE. Theory Hacks
Modifications
Programming $53.95. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-PE, Yuma, AZ 85366 -6426.

I

Also hard -to -find transformers, capacitors and parts for tube equipment.
Send $2.00 for our 32 page catalog.

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
Quality Microwave TV Antennas
,

$199.95
$124.95

Yap Antennas, Components, Custom Tuning Available
Cad or write (SASE) for "FREE" Catalog

PHIWPS-TECH ELECTRONICS
PA. Box 8533 Scottsdale, AZ 85252
(802) 947-7700 (53.00 Credit all phone orders)
MasterCara

Visa

American Express

COes

OmleHty Pacing

-

--

CABLE TEST CHIPS. S -A 8550, S -A 8500
$33.95. S -A
310, 311, 320, 321 (specify)
8580/338
$69.95. Tocom 5503/07 VIP
$33.95. Starcom 7
$33.95. Starcom 6
$49.95. TELECODE, PO Box 6426-PE, Yuma,

-

-

Breadboard Projects in two
easy -to -read pocket books. Complete with circuit
descriptions, schematics, parts layouts, compo60 SOLDERLESS

$149.95

Optional Commercial Grid Antenna not shown) Add 550.00

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

85283602- 820 -5411

WIRELESS CABLE - IFTS - MMDS - Amateur TV
Ultra High Gain 50db( +) Tuneable 1.9 to 2.7 Ghz.

55- Channel Dish System
36- Channel Dish System
20- Channel Dish System

Dish System

6221 S. Maple Ave.Tempe, AZ

AZ 85366 -6426.

TOCOM -Jerrold Impulse-Scientific Atlanta
converters, two year warranties, also test modules for your converters. Contact NATIONAL CABLE, (219) 935-4128 full details.
MAGNETS. Ceramic C -5 barium iron oxide. In-

dustrial surplus. Powerful.

6 "X4 "X1 ". Maybe
slightly chipped. $14.95 each. Add $3.50 S&H.
Call for quantity pricing. MC & Visa. L. MILLER &
SON, Inc., PO Box 1207, Huntsville, AL 35807.
(205) 536-1521.

only$111i90 s$350 orrshkppinBg. USA a dCanada only. US funds. ETT, INC., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.

-

SURVEILLANCE
Counterspy equipment!
Guaranteed low prices! Catalog $5.00. SUR-

VEILLANCE COUNTERMEASURE TECHNOLOGIES, Box 520013 -B, Salt Lake City, Utah
84152.

MASTERSWITCH turns your stereo on /off with
your infrared remote television. Information,
SASE to: PROGRESSIVE CONCEPTS, 1313
North Grand #291, Walnut, CA 91789.

SILENT submarine drive, MHD plans send $11.95
to DNS RESEARCH, 2314 W. Harrison, Chandler,
AZ 85224.
STEREO amplifier. 300W RMS/channel. Complete plans $9.95. STEVE FREEL, 195 Ibis Drive,
Melbourne, FL 32951. (407) 676-5933.

BEST

PLANS & KITS
HOBBY/broadcasting/ham/CB/surveillance
transmitters, amplifiers, cable TV, science, bugs,
other great projects! Catalog $1.00 PANAXIS, Box
130-H12, Paradise, CA 95967.

FASCINATING Electronic Devices! Dazers!
Lasers! Transmitters! Detectors! Free energy!
Tesla! Kits /assembled! Catalog $4.00. (refundable) QUANTUM RESEARCH, 17919 -77 Avenue,
Edmonton, Alberta T5T 2S1.

BY

MAIL

Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230
OF INTEREST TO ALL
RECYCLE PERSONAL COPIERS Cartridges. Instructions
$14.95. Charles Bruns, Box 543, Applegate, CA 95703.
YOU TOO CAN import from Taiwan and Hong Kong. Free
information. Box 661, Dallas, GA 30132.
BLACK FOREST CUCKOO-Clocks. Free Brochure. Waylar,
Box 3321. Valdosta, GA 31604.
BOOKS -CATALOGS -MAGAZINES
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. 8 volumes complete.
$109.95. No prior knowledge required. Free brochure.
BANNER TECHNICAL BOOKS, 1203 Grant Ave., Rockford,
IL 61103.

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIE D
Free Sample! J _..off'
.-,k 111'
Antique Radio's
' J

e!

Largest Circulation Monthly.
5
Articles, Ads & Classifieds.
6 -Month Trial: $15. 1 -Yr: $27($40-1st Class).
A.R.C., P.O. Box 802 -L8, Carlisle, MA 01741

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FREE PROFITABLE INFORMATION: Team,
Avenue G. Fort Madison, IA 52627.

repairs,

I

Home study. Learn high -profit
without investing in high-tech instruments.
FREE BOOKLET: 800.223.4542.
Name
Addrdr ess

State_ Zip

I

,

I

I

ICity
The School of VCR Repair, 2245 Perimeter (s
LPark, Dept. V P341 Atlanta, Georgia 30341
í1111l

MAKE $75,000.00 to $250,000.00 yearly or
more fixing IBM color monitors. No investment, start doing it from your home (a telephone required). Information, USA, Canada
$2.00 cash for brochure, other countries
$10.00 US funds. RANDALL DISPLAY, Box
2168 -H, Van Nuys, CA 91404, USA. Fax (818)
990 -7803.
HOME assembly work available! Guaranteed
easy money! Free details! HOMEWORK -P, Box
520, Danville, NH 03819.

FEDERAL loans for small businesses now available. 1 (800) 777 -6342 for free details.
ELECTRONICS dealers: Expand your product
line. Make $$$! Become an American Electronics
Dealer! Profit opportunities since 1965. Call
WAYNE MARKS, 1 (800) 872 -1373.

-

TAKE charge of your finances. Free sample
newsletter
a small investor financial guide.
SOUND ADVICE, PO Box 21662, Albuquerque,
NM 87154 -1662. (505) 293 -4676.

SATELLITE Television. A new money making
business. A 4 hour install makes approximately
$500.00 and service rates average $50.00 /hr. Excellent part or full time income. Get started, send
for your training kits today. Home Satellite Television kit $39.95. Commercial Satellite kit $49.95.
Order both to receive your free video and suppliers list. S.B.G. ENTERPRISES, Box 76051
Shawville Blvd. SW, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
T2Y-2Z9.

WANTED

-

PROTECT and market your new product
ideas! Call THE IDEA EXCHANGE
Fast, professional, confidential:

1

(800) 272 -6875.

-

FIELD Service Engineer
Performs installation, testing, repair & preventive maintenance on
medical diagnostics systems using immunology,
hemostosis & clinical chemistry methodologies.
Analyze & repair electronic, pneumatic, spectroscopy, hydraulic, robotic, chemical & mechanical systems as necessary. Position requires 90%
travel to client locations in Michigan, Ohio & Indiana with occasional trips outside of assigned territory. Salary, $712.00 per week, basic 40 hour
week (8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.). Requirements,

-

Bachelor's Degree in Electronic Technology; 2
years experience in related occupation as a Medical Diagnostic Service Engineer. Send resumes:
MESC, 7310 Woodward Ave., Room 415 (Reference No. 46692), Detroit, MI 48202. Employer
paid ad.

INVENTORS. Do your own patent searches at no
cost. The Patent Office has provided this for decades. The Guide to Patent Searches. $19.95.
CSC, Box 1729, Massapequa, NY 11758.

1505 -(PE)

FINANCIAL
POSSIBLE! Sensible mortgage system
reveals! Just $3.00: JENRON, Box 447-(PE), Batavia, NY
14021.
FREE HOME

LIMITED TIME ONLY! Guaranteed Visa/Master Card to
everybody! FREE information: Noble Worldwide Credit,
PO Box 5179 -(PE), Santa Monica, CA 90409 -5179.

T.V. FILTERS
T.V. notch filters, phone recording equipment, bro-

chure $1.00. MICRO THinc., Box 63/6025,
Margate, FL 33063. (305) 752 -9202.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BUILD 0 -50 volt regulated dual tracking power
supply. Complete schematics and instructions

$5.95. SMS ENGINEERING 5932 West Bell
Road, Suite D106, Glendale, AZ 85308.

94

AUTOMOTIVE electrical monitor. Complete kit
$6.95. Assembled $9.95. $3.00 S /H. NY residents
add tax. VR ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,
47 -30 196 St., Flushing, NY 11358.

CORDLESS phone scandal! Long -range eaves-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
YOUR own radio station! Licensed /unlicensed.
AM. FM, TV, cable. Information $1.00 BROADCASTING, Box 130 -H12, Paradise, CA 95967.

EASY work! Excellent pay! Assemble products at
home. Call toll free 1 (800) 467 -5566 Ext. 5730.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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dropping secrets exposed. Millions unaware!
Protect your privacy. $12.00. AIRWAVES, 5319
University, Suite 300PE1, Irvine, CA 92715. (Hurry! Limited offer.)

BUY BONDS

r
SATELLITE TV

-

FUN WITH
ELECTRONICS

LEARN COMPUTERS

FREE Catalog
Lowest prices worldwide. SKYVISION, 1048 Frontier, Fergus Falls, MN 56537.1
(800) 334 -6455. (See full page ad the Market
Center).

Home study: become an expert with the
personal computer for home or business
use. Free literature: call 800.2234542.

SATELLITE TV
Do It Yourself, major brands
discounted, We'll beat everyone's price. Discount
LARRY, (609) 596-0656.

City

Name

-

Address
State

Zip

School of Computer Training, Dept. KP341
2245 Perimeter Pk., Atlanta, Georgia 30341]

Coil Dmignend

Construction

!1160 -COIL DESIGN

Blanso

CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
.... $5.95. How to make RF. IF,
audio and power coils: chokes
and transformers. Practically
every possible type is discussed.

1

SUPER low satellite prices. Free U.S. and International catalog. SATMAN, (309) 692-4140 (Int'I.),
1 (800) 472 -8626 in U.S.

# ***PRESENTING * 4r'w

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS
#

FREE CATALOG!
1- 800 -648 -7938

$r

STARRING

#

1r 4r IS

is

JERROLD, HAMLIN, OAK
AND
OTHER FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS

FINEST WARRANTY PROGRAM AVAILABLE
LOWEST RETAIL I WHOLESALE PRICES IN U S
ORDERS SHIPPED FROM STOCK WITHIN 24 HRS.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

JERROLD HAMLIN OAK ETC

CABLE TV
DESCRAMBLERS

FOR FREE CATALOG ONLY
FOR ALL INFORMATION

Special Dealer Prices!
Compare our Low Retail Prices!
Guaranteed Prices & Warranties!
Orders Shipped Immediately.'

D PCP113 -THE PC MUSIC
HANDBOOK .... $13.95.

1-800-345-8927
14118 -709-9937

4

D BP297- LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS ....

PACIFIC CABLE CO.. INC.

$6.25. Loudspeaker design

7325,7 Reseda Blvd.. Dept.2021

from the musician's point of
view! All you need to know,
and you should be able to design your own after reading
this

Reseda. CA 91335

Cable

TV

DESCRAMBLERS

EDUCATION /INSTRUCTION
LEARN IBM PC assembly language. Disk
$5.00. Book $18.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lexington, KY 40581 -2238.

-

VCR repair. Save money
make big profits!
Learn how from How to Keep Your VCR Alive.
"This detailed, step -by-step manual enables anyone with no previous knowledge or experience to
fix most VCR problems easily, quickly, and inexpensively with a few simple tools."
Small Press
Review. Highly recommended by Electronic Servicing and Technology, Modern Electronics, Popular Electronics, Popular Communications, Videomaker, Video, Nuts and Volts, and many other
electronics and video magazines "Far better than
Viejo at 1/7 the cost." 403 page book, with 704
illustrations, plus professional head -cleaning tool.
Obtain from B. Daltons or send $24.95 to

-

WORTHINGTON PUBLISHING, 6907 -202H

Halifax River Drive, Tampa, FL 33617. Publisher
pays S&H. Money-back satisfaction guarantee!

LEARN computers. Tutorials and software. Programs sampler $11. Catalog $1.00. Complete IBM
software line
education, business, scientific,
games, Windows. State disk size. VISTA-PE
SOFTWARE, 95106 Huaala Place, Mililani, HI
96789.

> The Most Complete Line of Descramblers
> Friendly, professional service
>

FREE

Satisfaction guaranteed. TEKNOWLEDGY

Construction

D BP302

-A

CONCISE

USER'S GUIDE TO LOTUS
1 -2 -3 RELEASE 3.1
$6.25.
user and want

to upgrade to Lotus

Go

to the Source

NUTEI( ELECTRONICS
3250 Hatch RD

Ceder Park TEXAS 78613

LIGHTEN UP.

1

-2 -3 re-

lease 3.1, this book can teach
you how to do that in the shortest and most effective way.

- 800 - 228 -7404

D BP298 -A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO THE MAC-

INTOSH SYSTEM AND
FINDER .... $6.25. This introduction for those new to the
Mac, this book also serves as
a quick refresher for experienced owners that have not
used the machine in some
time.

MAIL T0: Electronic Technology Today, Inc.
PO. Box 240
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA AND CANADA

WHY buy expensive batteries? Learn how to:
salvage virtually free rechargeable nicad batteries
from defunct battery packs. Use these cells in
radios, flashlights, etc. SASE brings details. DAY
BY DAY PUBLISHING, Box 490, Dept. 7, Overton, NV 89040.

$0.01 to $5.00 ...$1.50 $30.01 to $40.00 .$5.50
$5.01 to $10.00 ..$2.50 $40.01 to $50.00 $6.50
$10.01 to $20.00 $3.50 $50.01 and above $8:00
$20.01 to $30.00 $4.50
SORRY, No orders accepted outside of USA and
.

.

.

.

ESP, Bioelectricity, Microwave hearing. Introduc-

Canada

tion, comprehensive booklist... $1.00. RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, PO Box 3583, Boynton
Beach, FL 33424 -3583.

Total price of merchandise
Shipping (see chart)

High-fat, high -cholesterol foods can leave

THIS IS AN ALL BOLDFACE AD. If
you want your entire ad in boldface,
the cost is $1.70 per word.

High Power

'AudloAmpi:f nr

STRUCTION .... $6.25. Here's
background and practical design information on high power
audio amplifiers capable of
300±400 watts r.m.s. You'll
find MOSFET and bipolar output transistors in inverting and
non -inverting circuits.

If you are a PC

SOURCES, 6050 NW 68th St., Parkland, FL
33067.

THIS IS A REGULAR CLASSIFIED AD WITH A
TINT BACKGROUND. To have your ad appear
like this one, the cost is $1.75 per word.

BP277 -HIGH POWER
AUDIO AMPLIFIER CON-

Catalog

-

TEACH yourself electronics and digital basics.
Programmed courses. $17.00 each, both $29.00.

p.

Learn the basics of computer
music systems. For the professional musician, gifted amateur or just plain curious.

REPUBLIC CABLE PRODUCTS. INC.
4080 Paradise Rd. #15, Dept.hn12,a
Las Vegas, NV 89109
For all other information (702) 362-9026

&

you with a heavy heart.

V American Heart Association
www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Subtotal

s

Sales Tax (NYS only)
Total Enclosed

Name
Address
City

$
$

State

$

s

Zip
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ADVERTISING INDEX
POPULAR ELECTRONICS magazine does not assume any responsibility for errors
that may appear in the index below.
Free Information No.
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47th Street Photo

4

MC Sales

111

71

Antique Electronic Supply

94

ISCET

91

Antique Radio Classified

94

6

Kepco Inc

29

Brookstone Co.

18

17

MD Electronics

29

CBC International

94
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11

CIE

25

Nu -Tek

95

Cable Ready Company

93

Pacific Cable

95

Claggk Video Offer

30

Phillips Tech

94

Claggk Reader's Club

89
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88

Command Productions
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Electronics Book Club
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Firestik II
Fluke Manufacturing
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NOW
computer products are on
the horizon. What's more you'll
find helpful, monthly
departments such as Video
News, Equipment Reports,
Hardware Hacker, Audio
Update, Drawing Board,
Computer Connections, New
Products, and more. All
designed to give you
instruction, tips, and fun.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
in this

A defense
against cancer
can be cooked up
in your kitchen.

advertising director

Denise Mullen
advertising assistant

Kelly McQuade
credit manager

Customer Service /Order Entry
1- 800 -435 -0715
1- 800 -892 -0753

7:30 AM

-

8:30 PM EST

EAST/SOUTHEAST
Stanley Levitan

-487 -9357,

1- 516

-293 -3000

Fax 1- 516 -487 -8402

Just fill out the order card
magazine and mail it in today.

No one faces cancer alone.

YIY

1-800-999-7139

Midwest Sales Manager
One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300
Northfield, IL 60093 -1214
1- 708 -446 -1444

Fax
There is evidence that
diet and cancer are related.
Follow these modifications in
our daily diet to reduce
chances of getting cancer
1. Eat more high -fiber foods
such as fruits and vegetables
and whole-grain cereals.
2. Include dark green and
deep yellow fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli.
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and
cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in consumption of salt- cured, smoked, and
nitrite-cured foods.
5. Cut down on total fat intake from animal sources and
fats and oils.
6. Avoid obesity
7. Be moderate in consumption of alcoholic beverages.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL TODAY
96

Arline Fishman

MIDWEST/Texas /Arkansas/
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arizona
Ralph Burger

Electronics Now looks to the
future and shows you what
new video, audio and

Nm°ZAñvw,

publisher

1- 516

ENJOY THE WORLD OF
ELECTRONICS EACH MONTH!

soars IMF. 7a

Larry Steckler

Eastern Sales Manager
Overlook Ave.
Great Neck, NY 11021
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE

Combined wrtn

For Advertising ONLY
516- 293 -3000
Fax 1-516-293-3115

1

WITH A SUBSCRIPTION TO

1

Assistant to the President

SALES OFFICES

LATEST ADVANCES

lJect
ectnics

President

95

The School of VCR Repair

87

Electronic Tech. Today

Radio Shack

Republic Cable

87

CV3

E

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICE
Gernsback Publications, Inc.
500 -B Bi -County Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
1 -(516) 293 -3000
Larry Steckler

Christina Estrada

EIA

8

Heathkit

HighText Publications, Inc. .. 79, 86

Davis Instruments

15

73

81

Cook's Institute

18

16

Grantham

5PM92
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1-708-559-0562

PACIFIC COAST /Mountain States
Mike Brooks
Pattis /3M
1800 North Highland Avenue
Suite 717
Hollywood, CA 90028
1- 213- 462 -2700
Fax 1- 213 -463 -0544

PE Market Center
Nicki Van Suydam
Pattis /3M
1800 North Highland Avenue
Suite 717
Hollywood, CA 90028
1- 213 -462 -2700
Fax 1- 213 -463 -0544

ASAP JIT MRP

SQ

OUR DISTRIBUTORS HELP
ABBREVIATE YOUR
PROCUREMENT CYCLE!
Aer-oM Irea
Aluminum Electrolyte Capacitors for
Applicationsand AC Motor Starting

AMP
Electrical /Electronic Connectors,
IC Sockets, PCB Switches

CAROL

Aerovox°
DC Film and RFI Suppression Capacitors,
AC Oil Capacitors, EMI Filters

wire. Cable. Tubing. Electronic

Interconnect Products

ianc

a BURNDY

CORPORATION
°

`°`°

µ`

MLC, Tantalum and Thin Film

an FCI Company
Electronic Connectors

Capacitors, Resistors,
Networks, Trimmers,
Oscillators, Resonators, Filters
and Piezu Devices

C

Electronic and Electrical Wire and Cable
and Power Supply Cords
A

COMPANY OF

ttv**

°E

R
Bussmann

DUnIL1ER

-

Capacitors
Aluminum
Electrolytics, MICA, AC Oil, Film and

Fuses, Fuseholders, Fuse Blocks,
and Fuse Accessories
Tubing. Conduits, Hose Sleevings, Splices.
Insulation and Cable Harness Products

CORN EL L

Relays

Du Pont Connector Systems

Z]ICARRiORìN

cu POO

i

An expanding line of reliable
Interconnections, Packaging, and
Subsystems

Wire Lions

INDUSTRIES. l
Dale Electronics, Inc.

BATTERIES: Computer, Cordless
Phone, Scanner & R /C.

Resistors, Networks, Oscillators, Displays,
Inductors & Thermistors

ANTENNAS: Cordless Phone (metal &
rubber), Scanner Bumpers,
Grommets and Stik -On Feet

Wire, Cable and Tubing

E:TN

Eaton Corporation Commercial

& Military Controls Operation
Switches, Relays, Displays and Keyboards

MAN SPEER ELECTRONICS, INC.

TPUBLI CATION

1

Popular Buotmrtlaa Magazine

-t Manhattan*

Resistors, SMT Tantalum Capacitors Inductors,
Resistor Networks, SMT Thermistors

`GENERAL

GERNSBACK
Electronics Now Magazine

I

DEVICES

Eke-ironic Hardware
,:.
Manufacturers
Slides, Chassis, Cable Carriers, Shelves,
Racks, Cabinets, Enclosures

ELECTRIC CABLE CORPORATION

MALLORY

KEMET

North American Capacitor Company.

Electronics Corporation
Solid Tantalum, Multi -Layer
Ceramic, and Surface Mount
Capacitors

Tantalums, Aluminums, Sonalerts
Ceramics, Films, AC's and RFI Filters

Electrical and Electronic Wire,
Cable and Connectors

FIRM,

NTE
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E NICE AM attuI

Semiconductors, Resistors,
Capacitors, Relays

MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA

Monolithics, Discs, Variable Capacitors,

Philips ECG
A North American Philips Company
Semiconductors, Test Equipment,
Relays. A/V Parts and
Chemicals

Tantalum Capacitors, Wet & Foil
Capacitors, Resistor Networks,
Resistor Capacitors Networks, Filters

Sibvitchcratt
A

tors
Microwave, Surface
Surface Mount Capacitors

Oscillators

Whenever you need electronic products, make
your initial call to a distributor. Distributors
help speed up your time to market, providing
the convenience, the economy, the value, and
above all, the service that helps make you
competitive.

Thomson Consumer Electronics, Inc.
Cleaners /Degreasers, Swabs /Wipes,
Brushes and Wick

Distributor and Special Products
Replacement parts for RCA and GE
consumer electronics products.

fostering better working relations and coherent
industry standards, and through the sharing of
ideas to help both buyers and sellers.
In choosing your component supplier, look for
the marks of leadership availability through
distribution and membership in the EIA.

The sponsors of this message know how
important it is to us and to your MRP to
get product ASAP or JIT. Another important
abbreviation is EIA. Our participation in the
Electronic Industries Association's Components
Group makes us all more competitive, through
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Film, and RFI Suppression Capacitors,
Aluminum and Tantalum Electrolytic
Capacitors, and Resistors

Loudspeakers
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Illaylheen Company

Switches. Connectors, Jacks, Plugs,
Jackflelds & Audio Accessories

Roederstein
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Electronic Industries
Association /Components Group
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 11th Floor

Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 457 -4930 Fax: (202) 457 -4985
Committed to the competitiveness of the
American electronics producer
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for Your FREE
Radio Shack Catalog!
Come in

PARTS
PLACE
TECHLINETM

Tools

'WOW

The most important part of your next
project is the all -new, 172 -page 1993
Radio Shack catalog. It's yours for the
asking at our store or dealer near you.
Hurry in today -supplies are limited!

The new standard in strength and precision!
Precision- crafted with top -quality materials
Designed for long life and ease of use
Backed by Radio Shack's 1 -Year Limited Warranty
New TECHLINE tools represent Radio Shack's uncompromising dedication to quality. Each is precision -crafted of
long- lasting, hard -working materials and employs the latest design innovations for comfort and ease of use. And,
each is backed by our full 1 -year limited warranty.

SIMPrIff

cett/iee and low prices on thousands of parts and accessories!
FREE delivery to Radio Shack on orders $5 and up
Semiconductors and ICs Hard -to -find batteries
CB and scanner crystals Long -life vacuum tubes
Phono cartridges /styli SAMS® service books
Why pay more for mail- order? Your Radio Shack stocks 1000 electronic
components, and another 15,000 are available fast from our special -order
warehouse. Ordering is easy! Bring in the exact part number (or old part).
We'll check availability and order by phone. Delivery time to your nearby
Radio Shack for most items is a week.

(1) Picofarad 50 -Pack. Delight
for tweakers. 50 ceramic capacitors, assorted 1 to 33 pF values. 50
WVDC. #272 -806
2 99
(2) Efficient PC -Mount Plezo
Buzzer. Tiny yet has 70 dB output
and requires only 7 mA at 12VDC.
#273 -074
2 99
(3) Omnidirectional
ElectretType Mike Element. 30- 15,000
Hz. 4 to 10 VDC. #270 -092, 2.99

Test -Equipment Adapters. Great
for use with scopes, frequency
counters and multimeters. Hook up
with the best.
(1) Binding Posts to BNC Plug.
50 ohms impedance.
#274 -715
8 95
(2) Binding Post to Banana Plug.
#274 -716
Set of 2/4.95
(3) Stackable Dual- Inline Banana Plug. #274 -717
2 99

Resistor Assortments. Popular

High -Speed 12VDC Mini -Motor.
Produces an amazing 15,200 RPM
at no load. Ideal for projects, robotics, fun! About 2" long (with
shaft). #273 -255
2 99

PC /XT

Circuit Card. Epoxy. Fits
computer expansion bus. 101/16"
long. #276 -1598
29.95

Infrared Project Box. Ideal for a

Prices apply
at participating
stores and dealers.

Right -Angle D -Sub 25 Female Connector for Above. #276 -1504
2.69
.

values -stock up and save.
Cat. No.

Set of

Price

Carbon traW

271 -309
271 -308

Carbon -Film 'hW
Carbon 42W

271.312
271 -306

50
100
500
100

2.29
2.99
7.95
3.49

Description
Metal -Film 4aW

Mini Audio Amp With a Built -in
Speaker. Many uses! Tough 33/e "high case. Low Radio Shack price.
#277-1008
11.95

remote. Has removable infrared transparent end panel and space
for 9V battery. 7/a x 23/e x 41/4"
#270 -294
4 49

(1) Magnet Wire Assortment. For
custom coil winding. Includes 40
feet of 22-gauge, 75 feet of 26gauge and 200 feet of 30 -gauge on
spools. #278 -1345
4 99
(2) Dial Cord Fix -lt Kit. Our exclusive! Includes six feet of high-

strength cord and three tension
springs. Put a radio back into
action! #274 -435
99¢

Soldering Gun. For big
jobs! Reaches full temperature in
seconds. Built -in work light. Replacement tips in stock. UL listed.
11.95
#64 -2193
100 -Watt
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TECHNOLOGY

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
CIRCLE
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FREE INFORMATION CARD
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